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' - . . ) . · .' 
- Marin_,~ - sediment s~~-les colle~t.ed by a Bent~o_s piston C<?rer 
•• , 1' ' 
an~ a Van. Veen _grab s~_le;r from · the _.floor· of ()Ute_r Plac_entia _Bay 
·_have · b.een s':lbjected to a w::tde r~ge c:'f _acoustic and ge.Otechnical 
. .... 
,measurements. The . p~raineters ~ete,rmin~d were subjected to a co~relat~ . ,. 
. . - . . · ( ' . . . . . . - : - ' . . . . - . - . . . - . . . -. 
ion analysis as · part .of a comprehensive study to de~ermine fel·ation-
-<\ ", ' · I 
-ships between .·geotechnicar properties ~nd the parameters measur:ed by . 
• ~ ' ' :, - • ' # • • • • 
various iri'vestigation 'techniques: The: regional· ·and surficiJ geoicigy 
- . ' . . . . ' : . 
·l?f the Placentia B~y area is briefly- reviewed . 
.. 
' J.Measurements of sout:l~ ve~ocity'_on eight sedim~nt t.or:e samples·_ 
and re)..ated;.y~ues ·of..,!.cous_tic impedan~e are.· repprt~d •· C~nsolidat~on -
~ . . . . . ' . ' . • ' 
• ' l • •• ' ' ,, ' • • ' ' s,n~ shear - ~trength data; as well as ,det~~nations of ·the index 
. • ~ . .. ' : . 4 - . 
p_roper7i_es · ~d Jl~ticle size· characteristics_ o_f the sampled sediments 
\ 1 • • • ·qJ:!. . 
'are pre'se_ni:e~.., The o~tput· . "from in,pfic~-- cone penetro~jcr te~t~· in the 
• ~ ' • • • ' • '' ,; ' . ' • : ' • ' • ' • I 




· ... : .. measu~ed .'ge?technic:=-·al · p~ope~ti~s ;·_ .An expressi~n to _rel~te the dynamic_ 
.' resistance ~f ·'the i~act cone· pe·net.rometer to quasi-static -cone 
resis6ince is po:~ulated. -'/ ' . _- . . _ 1 ._ 
'~-· • ' .' - -- / - I · -. ~ ,(1 \ 
. - . Both linear and non;(·linea'r regres.sion ·anaiyse~, _ us.ing digital -,------- . -
~;...__. . ' ' . . 
- ~ . i J • ~. • • • • • • • • • • .. 
. ~6mPut;ation; ,have been ~se~ to establish rel~~ions,}fips betw,een .. \,:~dous 
:.-p~rametera--~~ the _ 'de~~e~ ·_Lf ~~r-~~iation ·in' e~ch lase. ~e)anaiysis -
· , --- '" c.::r. I · ·.. - · L r.; -has~ .. ~o.r . ~~e -- se,di~~d?t,_ ~va'l_uat~d~. identified -~snip~ betwe~n 
. a) variol.ls · g~otechnical prppertie~ b) acoustic and geqtechnical. · 
' . !.. 0 • ' ', ~ ' • .iJ • • ' ( • 
: proPeriie,s _im'd ¢) .OQI\':;par~t~i:s ·""d ,ico;;.t;c 8nd geot;cl>Oic~l proper- _;/. 
' ti_es. ~n addit~on, ·~ -- ~~er~ elas~tf constants ·_o~ ' th.~ sediments have ' "4 
- '\ ' . .>----
been · determin~d-. , · · ~ ~ · ·- . -
.. , 
·. 
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. NOTA~ION . "'-
... l . ·. Th:· ·~ymb~()l~ted below and used i~ thlsthesi~ 8<ner8liy 
·confirm to thos·~ #:iJggested · by · ~he American ,.Socie:y of Civ~l Engi~eers. 
t.'• 
T • ' . , , 
(Nomenclat.ure for So:i.l ··Mechanica ·~ Journal of Soil Mechanics· and Founda-
, . ._, . . .. ..:. . . !~:- -.. . '' . ' . . . ' i : . . . ' . 
tio.rs Division, June 1962) and the ·canadian Geott;.chnical Society; 1978; 
. i ' 
SI units are used throughout. 
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. , ' ·1.1 General 
There. i.s ·an increased .interest . in-. the. e~lor.adon·, ·de~~lopm(m't . 
, . . _ . ' ' ,· 
· and ~tilization of offshore resources. Mari~e . geo~ecl:mica].,engine~ring 
' ~ ' ' ' 
is"· an important . aspect ' ·in ~tl these operations. ' Because of the concH tions 
. " ' . . ... ' ·., ( . ' ' 
prevailing in the ocean. environm_ent·, ··_t:he ·tools and methods of samplin~~ 
' ' 0 
' . 
arid in-situ te,sting ·are ,often different from the tec;:hniques used for soiL 
I 
an,d. geqlogical.:in'vestigations on · ·land ·~ / ~ . . .. $ince conventional · ,terrestria~ 
, I . •, . . ~ , 
methods are expensive an¢ of lfmited use in ~he offshore envir?~ent, a 
need exiStS for . rap~d 1 reii,able .and pr,eferably r~Ote methOdS Of. deter-
/ 
mining the ' s;omposition and .. engirieerin<J properties of ~he sea~d. 
~··. . .· 
, ·, 
Methods c~eritly being deve~oped and used for off.shore investi-
qatio'ns include .sampling (corers, .etc.) t in·-:-si tu ·testing (shear ~anes, 
.. , . . . 
' I 
q\Jasi-static cone 'penetrometers, impact pene~oineters·, etc:.) and indirect ·'('· , . I •  i· 
{ 
methods (acoustic, -seismic, etc.). 
'. ' 
J;ndirect acoustic techniques provide .a rapid, non:..intrusive method 
of -remotely sensing the_ ocean fl90r. · T~ a large -extent~ .the procedures 
ha~e been subjective and practised by a few experienced marine geologists 
•• ' ,I - • . ' 
I :' . 
wl;~ ·have relied primarily on the 'i~terpretation of acoustic grey scale · · 
gr~phic.records. · · Quantitative measurements of reflection coefficient and 
sound velocity using acoustic 'techniqu'es (HamPton, 1974) have .bee11 .employed 
. . . . . 
' 
mainly for the e'v~ntual . det~ruiinati.On ,Of'. geophysical, prOpertieS J e • 9 •. 1 bulk 
. ' 
.. , 
· .. , 
. modulus, po:r;os~ti · and density . .. Although acoustic met;nods have the ~dvantage .-· 
of being fast the~ _l~~k .Immediate· corr~lation wi~h the geotechnic~l . · 
·'· 
' · 




' •. -. 
J.·. 
.. .. ,· •, 
.I 
.r 
L .. ·. 
J . . 
· . 
. . 
properties of marine sediments. . '
....... 
I 
' In terms of ·sediment classification ) -advances hav.e 1;>een. ·made in 
, . , ,...--T 
.. ·, ,·· .· "" ' .. .- t'--~ltf,;~ . 
recent years ~ith grounatruthing being. done ·by conventional te'chniques. 
'· 
. . ., 
. . . . . ~ -/ -'· Th~s I . grabs.·, dredges, boreholes .and corers ' can then be used to retrieve. 
. . . . . ' ~ ' . 
!.what are hoped· to· .. ~ ' . .iepre~enq;,tive · sampies' for labor_at~;ry . a.'naly~is. · Grabs 
~ ! ." ' ' t : • • • • ' ' o, • ' ': • I, ' ,, • • '• 
and .. ~re_~~i~ : r~~~.i~v~ only ' ~urfic~~l .. ntate~~als; thus' affecting, the validity 
. . 
· · · · .'bf .the· lab6r~tory assessment of the~r ~eote~hriica.l properties. Co;rers 
. . ";eadiiy: penetrate .soft ·seafloor materials,· and can recover disturbed 
. . . . 
. . · ... · . 
samp~_es· with· varying d'e·grees of dist'lirbanc~ . up . to ' 10 meters iil lEmg~h .. 
. However I. the presence of . the wa:ter medium with l~ge ·hydrosta;t,iC: pressure 
~nd the frequent_·. und~rcorisolidation of surficial. s~diments make . the task 
• ' ' 11, ' ' I . • ' · . . 
. of· .high-quality sample. recovery difficult._ ·rn-situ ~e~ts are thus 'becolning 
\. 
·., . . . l~: . ,' .. :, 
an in<!:i.spensable compOnent of offshore site investigatioh.•l ·, . 
Among in-situ methods, the cone penetrometer· is now finding great-
' ' ~ 
er application in bo~h terrestrial and underwater in~estigad.ons. 
, , ... . . ' 
The use 
• o ) I , r • I 
·,. of an impac~ penetrome~er as· a quick method of in-situ soil testing~ of the 
' 17 
I" •. • • .• 
,ocean floor has been demonstrate_d by Allen at al, (1975). · As a. part :of ·)the 
ongoing. r~-se~rch o~ the ~e~et:ioinete;- at Memorial .Unive,rsity of Newfoundland, 
· , • .1 . , , ••.. , . \ ' ' . 
.>' a· completely redesigned version of .. the 
. - , / . . \ ·. 
et ar, 1978) and success~ully deployed 
penetrometer was ' developed (Chari 
~ • 4. • • . .. . 
at sea during Ma:y; 1978. 
.1.2 C.S.S. HUDSON .Cruis~ 1978 M.U.N. 
.  
. . 
'During the second half of May 1978, the _ Oceaii Engineering Group at 
Memorial · University of Newfo~dland in cooperation with the Bedfo~d Institute 
' . ' . ' 
' . 
of oCeanography .(B~O) undertook a multi-device I ·~igh-;-densit~ seafloor survey 







'- , -· 
•-..1-o ..-, 
------· . 













Grand B~nks; usin~. the BIO sh~p C.S~S. HUDSON (Cruise· 78-012). HUNTEC ('.70) ·. 
ltd~ . anC:l the Geological Survey of Canada also contribute·d to t.his .data-
.. \. ·. 
gathering effort. 
/ . \· . ;· . . 
. Pnt/ of the .prin~ip.al . objectives of the cruise was to obtain data 
cin oce~ \ se·diment~ . in order to. relate ~coustical measurements to soil 
prop~rtiJs 'de~ermined by copventionai techniques·. Othe,r object~ves were · 
. . . \ . 
to perform ·sea tri~ls of a· prototype free fall · penetrometer, and to assess.: 
. -:~:: · : a penetro-Leter descent-rate measurin·g device. · 
/.. 
.··':'.: ·. . . I 
. ·"·') . ·- -A \site bounded by. latitudes : 46.0N, to 47°N .anq longitudes 54° 10-'W , 
~ I . . i 
to 55° 10 ':W ·at the southerly end. of Placentia Bay, Newfoundland, was: ! 
. . . . . I· . . . . . ·... . . . . . . . . . I 
.J.chosen. Th;is siteprov~des the -required variety of se~iments .. A .quick~ . ·.j 
. t I 
., 
. !.. · .. . 
J 





. look survey _was ,first undertaken, .in w.hich. the HUNTEC Deep Tow Seismic system 
·. · (i>TS) , si + s ~lm ~cmar Snd air 8~ we<O use;! con ti~uous ly. Based on' tfiis 
1
//. • • 
.. · information, ·six ·locations overlain with five different sediment types 
. ~ . . ' 
... 
i. 
were chose~ ;or. ~ore . inte~sive investigation (Fig. 1). The fntensive / 
• ! , . • I ' ' 
study included an acoustic survey using ,the DTS system;-· the side scan 
.. . _· I·.. . .- . . . . . . . .· . _. . 
sonar, . the_ ~cho . s~und17r_ and grcn~nd·. t'rut~ · stations using <l Bjntho~ _p~ston 
. . ' I . . ' '. . • . • . . . . I . • 
corer, VanVeen bottom grab · sampling equipment and. remote bottom .photo-
• ' • ' • ' "~ ' ' ' I ' • 
l . • 
graphy·.- An impa~t . p~netro~ter de.veloped at Memorial ·University .of 
.... .. . . ,• . . 
Newfoundl~d vas used at 20 stations .• Table 1 summarizes the type and 
amoupt of data .gathered .at the vario.us stations (Peters, 1978) ; . 
. • . I 
A transverse sound velo_city profile of each core, in its plastic 
. li~f~g, was obtained immediately· after r~moval 'from the core barrei. 
Laboratory tests ~ere c~nduc'ted !liter for 'naturfil moistur~ -content, 
. . . ' . .. , . ' ... 
:;, . 
. . . . ) . 
Atterberg limits, wet _ densi~y, relative density, ,particle size· dist ribut- . 
i,on, varie shear streng;l} and consolidation' characteristi~s. 
. . . . 
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Fig. 1. Track Chart, C.S.S. HUDSON Cruise (78- 012), 
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. · . 
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The· · fre~. fall impact penetromete~ received extensive testing ' in 
' thfs cruise:. cone : tip re~is.~rice, sleeve. friction ~d decel~rat.ion re~ords 
were obtained for dHfer.ent ·soii targets.. · ·P.: dbppler telenietcy device · was 
' • ' . ' - . l 
• # I ' , ' ' :_... ' • 
,,- used .i:n each penetrometer drop. to · independf:mtly· meas·ure .the ·:velocity: of 




1.3 Objectives and Organization. of this study: -
· · . . The purpose·· of the resear9b. des'vibed i:n this thesis is. to :· 
\ . ' / .· . . 
' . ' . r· . 
0 . 
determine · w~·ere corre~atiori e~sts bet wee~ a~ous~ic ._and geotectmical . .' . 
properti'~S! '~f ~cean s.e.di'ments usi~~ fiel~ . r~sults obt~~ned .bY H~ds(?n 
&·.: I ' ' ; ' ' ( •'"~- • ' 
'. cru1se {78~012). An ~nalysis of. the outpu~ data fram· the~fr~e. fafl 
• • • ·~ • : ' J J • ' . • • • • • • • ' • 
. pene'trometer ,~ormed part .of, this study · to ·relate . thergeo~hy'sical, geo-r · 
. . ' . '• ~ { - - . . . . . . ' -../ ' . 
. technical ancL,)!coustic properties of oc~an' sediments. . In· this re"iearch, ~J 
• : - • ' • ·~'t. ~~: ' ' ' ' .. • ~ ' ' • ( .... . ' . ' • \ ' • ' ' J r 
, the. ,aC9llSti~ ~_to~ertfes of tt~~ · ;'oo;r:es ' are ·Only includ~ed. ~e OVerall ,p1ari ·r 
.• \' ' 
?f Ocean ~gineei:ling Group is , also t'o co.mpaie DTS. ac~ustic .~data .wi~ . the 
· .' ~e:~t.e~~ical an~r:data, b~t at the· t~e of wr.i,ting.'this t~esis, ·:~ 
this da:t~ :h~s ·':lot ·~en reduced to a fortn in which it could be compared·. 
. . ~ ~ ' ~-
; < 
Data -::f1=om 'eight stations ·represe~t.ing f~~""'V%"ir:ls irt 'the 'te~i . a,re~ 
. t . ·-
are : exclmined 1 ;~d ·the . r .esul, ts . are reported in 'this dissertati<;,m o These . : 
l~at.io~~ are' in~icated> ln · Taiie i I arid ~c.~u~tic ~d geQtecrurlcal core data, 
. . , . I . '. . 
. 
. \ 




" carried out 
. : .. 
. ' 
is worth mentioning that, in a~dit.ion . to the ' laboratory : ~ests · 
. . . .· ·· · . . . d . # • : •• •••• ' . 
by · the author, ' .sane ~f the results. reported' herein wer~ con- .. 
. . ' ~ - . 
: ~ted by. a 9roup of research assistants. Geotecruu.cal· test . resur ts on 6 
. core. s~ples ;u;d ~free fall' penetrometer ~ests wer~ made ·avaiiable· to the 
. . abthor with. pe.rmission to us~ them ~ the anal;sis.by the Ocean Engiilee#ng 
. . 
Group . at ·Memorial University of Newfoundlan~. 
~ ~- ---- .'~ 
: The specific objects of .Ws study. are to pr~serl.t . q\}an.t.itati:~e . ·:,;· 
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TABLI~ . 2. STATION L<lcATIONS. ·.·WATER DEPrH AND' .'CORE*' LENGTH _·· 




grid n:o: · 
· ' 
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· rel~tionshi~s:'befwee~ .the f~llowi~g three ·dat~ . s.ources f:roui the. area,s. -
. . ' ' . 
' ' ' ,. 
investigated: ._- ·. 
1._ ,the ba~:~i.c geotechn~cal pr~perties of the sediments from 
laboratocy. an-aly~:~es "of ·¢ie · cores; e.g. moisture c_ontent, 
. . . . . . . . . . . -~·. .. . . ' 
_tterberg 
' t. • • 
I • . t · '' ,... ' • 
·'. ' •- ~ VI .. ·,~ I 
, · . ' • • I ' ,. 
'limits, ·-wet' density',- relative. density, particle • siZe. <:list i.bution, 
- ' ' t( . . ' - ' ' ' ' ' • i •.. ' 
. . . , . ' 
. ' 
... '·. 
·vane shear strength and .consolfdation tests. .. t · · 
. 2. ' the' ~oun'd- v~locfty, and acoustic imp_edance ·profiles .-of ~h~~ :'}ore~ ·.-· . . 
I " • . J 
' ' ' ,I • ' ' • ' ' ' .. ' '' . ' "'·~~ 
3. th~ free 'fall' penetrometer records of cone tip 'resist~nbt-~ sleeve 
' ~ • ,.""1 t . ..., , • '~' •"b.-6 ' • . } '. . • . ' r,, , ... • 
,.,. Cr " •• • 1.:_ • . f~ictio~ and deceleration as_ ~11 as· t~e ·.penetrometer yel:'ocity· 
' ' .~. 
. >./ 




.m~·asured .·directly ~~,doppler -~le~et ry. .,• 
I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . . ' : ~ . . ' ~ . . - . . ' . ' 
~· . Th~~e is also a bC:.sie .. need to havE! :the ' considerable amaunt' of . 
data obtained. duiing this.~ .in;estig~tion assimilated ·and pre~'ented ~n 
. . . ' . . ·~ . 
... . l 
' ' • • • • ; . • ; ' l • 
. . l, 
- .. 
; I 
' ' . ' 







' ' .. L. 
- \ 
. · . . ~ ~- . 
this manner as a; recorcl.-~fo~ futur~ reference_; ... 
' . . •, .. . ~ •' .. (~ ·• . .. : ~ "·· \:.~ ~ . . 
. .. .... 
Tli~ state~of-'the'...,jlrt of the methods used for 'ev.3luating·~:Sei:)- -
. I ' ; • ' ' .. : I . 
.-. 
technical;, and aCOuStiC prop'erties · of O"teafi floor sediments is 'reviewed 
., 
...) I 4.r . . .. . . 
' ' in · Chapt~.r II. Chapter III present~ ·information ·tq the geology, bot'tom 
' . ' 
. ' 
., 
.topogriiphy and s_urficial geology of the: P~aee~tia Bay· test area. Chapter 
/ . :; . ,; , ·. . v 
. ~ . J:V p'resents -data· acquisition~- ·m.etho4s and. s~rized .results of · this 
/' . ·. 
t6'~estigation~ Anal~sis of iab-~ratozy results: correiation ''between !'I 
-;_ . . . ' . ' ·. . . . ' . . . ~ - . . . - . . ' : 
/· a'!ailab~e data s_ourc'es,- and an in~erpret~tion of t!te _free -fall. penet:to-
.· ·meter fe~~tg are present~d in ·chapter V. Finally, t'he summa_ry and, 
. ... ·i 11 ' • • ' 
co~clua;ion~. from this. study _ .are ~resent~ in Chapter VI .• to~ether-· with 
·.' I) 
recommendations for further work.; Additional details tof~·~he procedures 
~ 
-, 
: ' ~ . ' - ~ . . . ' .. . . ' . ' 
an..d methods actua;J..ly_ ~ed. for measuring sedi_!ll;ents properties~ ar_e ,explained 
,... _ 
' . . '. ' . . . i :. . . 
i~ Appendices A ~d B, wh:tl~ App~ndix ~ p,resents de~ails ~i /'the correlatio~ 
I ( • 
j 
t·· 





~ l-·--~~ _ _:_·_ --. . 
. "'.. . . ' .. 
~ . ' 
analysis and the' computer . program. used. 
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CHAP,TER H ,,· 
. t, • , ··_.· 
.. · . .. 
: . . . . '· . _ .. , __ . "•. ·, .· . . . . ,. ·. ·,. · · .• ' ·. . . ' 
• . : ·.TiiE . S'J;ATE-.OF-:-_THE~ART . AND LI'ItRATURE REVIEW . . 
.:. ·).' ·, :' .·.· ·. .. . • . 
·. ' 
• . • <;-) 
. ~ .. . (. . 
.. 
, '- · .·. 2,_1_., . General 
. ; 
.··. ·. : • Acti-vitf:~~ ~elat~d to · the. design and :_cpns~ructi6n · of offshore· ·. 
. .. , , ' . . . '· . 
. ' . 
·· structures: have gained g~eat ·momen'tum-in the 'last twci decades. Detailed . 
. ~. . . . .. ' 
' . · 
' . -.: 
, • 
r .. 
•: . ·. 
._infonnation on .' the .properties :o.f.' _se,a _.fiooz: _so~ls .is· essential for - s~fe. 
1'1 , • " \ • •. • • • ~ •• • ' • •• ' 
:and, econorirl.c~l' des_i~ of found.ations. on hie ocean · ·floor. The developmerl.t 
' . 
Q . . 
. \ • :- J ' 
o·f most: seabed· r~sourcerS including the: method~ and e~onomics· is irifluenc.ed 
. .. . . .. ., ' . . 
by tb~· ~ature and ty~e of the oce~n flo~i materials as well as . the extent . 
.. , - .· .. ·_, .· .. J .· , . ·. ' . 
to which the g'eotechnical properties of · the ocean .bed can be evaluated. 
' ·" .. 
' Method~~for offshore evaluation are mostly exten_sions of conventional 
· procedures .. used onshore.: With the e;q,ansion of offsh9re activities, ~ew 
.. 
. tech~ique-~ are ~eeded for .both preliminary and detailed evaluation of 
.. 
oc~an ·bed charac::teris tics. . . 
o' ~ _.; 
~ . / 
This . chapter briefly -reviews the methods currently used" for 
.. . . . 
. ' 
. I • 
· measuripg and evaluating geotechnical properties of the oceari floor · 
' ... . ~ . \ ' , . 
' -. . . ~ . ~~ . ' . .,--- . . 
0 ,including indireCt techniqUeS (aCOUStiCS 1 Seismic, et~C.) and direct 
~ .. ~ ~· ' ' . . . ..  
. · . 
. • , 
· .. :' mei:bo'ds (sampl~g ~d -in.:.aitu testing). ·vario~ attemp'ts relating 
. . '· . . . .. 
-_., 
. - : sedimen·t prop_er.ties with acoustic properties are a-lso presented • 
·,. 
' . . 
One of th,e byproducts of ~offshore . exploration is the . rapid 
, · deyel~pm.:nt of inchr~ct'methods to determine sub-~ottom cha-racteristics~ 
, · 
-. 
such as; :acoustic, s~b-bottom profiling' and electrical logging. 
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. 0 · 
-.. The · use ·of acoustic surveys, dates back . to the 192oJ i whe;· geo-
p~ysiciat~ used a · sound refraction ~ethod ~o detect the 'dei>t.h. .. o~ ~o~k 




. - .. 
• . · . 
,( ' 
. ~ I 
. ~ . ' ·. Knowledg~· of the aco':lstical: prop~rties ·. ·of ·sediments ,i.s . 'impor~ant . 
in. its own right. Direct acoustic probe me~urements can be made on ~o 
· parameter13; the velocity of sound tran.smitted through sediments, and its 
attenuation. · Surface prob~s, containing .a transmitter and variable distance 
·receiver, 1-iav'e :een: constructed .and can measu~e acoustic pr.operhes within . I . ·. . . . . ~ 
.the top ·.10 c~ of seafloor · sediment. 
' Dur~ng the past t:Wo d~cades, e?Ctensive · studies have been carried · 
.. _;; . . . . 
·out to measure sound .veioc;ities on core sanqiles and ·in.:.;s:i.tu' (Harirl.l.ton, . 
1963 and 1965) .• Test resuHs on a wide · range _of marine sediments indicate 
,, 
a. ~ange of typ.ic~l sound velocitie's from' 1500 m/ s for 1medium ~lays to . 
... 1780-'mfs for sands. It has teen . well demonstrat~~ that sourid .. velocity is 
inversely related · to porosi~y • .For poros~ties more than , 0 .5~, s~und 
~ 
. velocities were lower than that in sea· water which is 1533 m/ s (No.orany · 
. , .. 1, 
. arid Gizienski., 1'970) .• In 1962, the first deep-wa'ter in-situ measurements 
of · sound velocity in seafloo·r sediments at'water depths of 338 m to 1240 m ' 
were inade using sp.eci,al probes attached (Hamilton, ~963) .• The r.eaulta ·. 
· of .wave velocity measurements · from the submersib!l.e. Deeps~ar-4000 in bo.tt~m 
• I ·-
·depOSitS at water depths up to · 915 m have been reported by.Hamilton ~ . , .. 
<l • ' 
. (1969) •. During ·these dives , samples were taken 'also _by - cor~is 'deployed 
. , • • , I . • • ' ' • , 
from the' submersible • . Laboratory· me·aaurements of sound velocit-ies on soil 
• • tJ , , ' " . • l . - . b . . •·. 
scimpie.s -asr·eed closely with the 1n-s~t~ measurements ·<aamilton, ·1963 • . ad. 
' ' 
. ,1969) . .. 
·' 
- •. 
' . ' . 
























. .. -.. -
l{nowledge of.th~ reiaticinshii>~ between ~coustic~l and physical 
.. 
. properties of seaiments perndts the use of 'acous):ical ~ec_hniques for 
. • , , r- · 
determination of the ·'!?hysical and some e_ngineering proper-ties of sedfments • 
. 2 .2;2. Seismic Reflection Profiling 
Seismic m~thods. are routin~ . operai:~on~ · in' geophysic·a~ explor~tlon-, 
, . ~ I . . 
-onshore. and. offsho're. A stat:e-of-the-art survey·of sub-bottom profiling· is·· 
given by Saucier (1970) • . Seismic reflection P,rofiling systems consist of 
a source for generating a pulsed acoustic e~ergy,- det·ection of the refl~ct-
·· ,· 
\ . 
:ion . at the var;ioul) boundaries and continuous recording on a suitable re.Cord-
er. Use of., this method in geotechnical .investigations is confined to ·obtain-
ing high-resolution bottom profiles~ , def~cting surff~ia:j.. to~o~~a~h·y: l_!JY_er-
"' """'~ : 
ing and buried glacial chan~els. High-resolUt;i_on s,ub-bottom reflecti'on " · · 
. . \ . . 
profiling (less than · 200 m;penetration) p~esents little difficulty in areas 
\ . . . . . .  . . .· . . . . / . ' 
' of ~oft sediment . c,over: . However, in··areas of hard bottom, ·large amounts of· 
,eriergy .scatter result in poor penetratlol:!. 
' . 
2. 2.3. · Side Scanning Sonar 
A side sc:m sonar (SSS) is typically ·used. in ~onju.ct:i.'?ll' wi.th sub_; 
. . . . I . . . . 
bottom profiling (Hitchings; et al. 1976) and the_ combined techniques are 
· commonly used for site selection sur.veys · for marine str uctures. SSS i s 
o I ; 
used to image the surface macro·fe'atures of the seafloor, and to character.:; 
ize . the general distribution of ' different types Df bed mate"rials (e.g. 
muds, sands', gra_vels, b~drock and ha~d glacial tiil). The. p~esence of 
, . ' ' . . . 
these . features may sometimes· be used as an indicato.r of both · aubsu~face 
conditions and environ~ntal conditions. 
' . . 
;.., Although data from acoustic . profiling techniques is .quite useful 
. • 
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. . •' 
· - ! • 
· foun_dation and,.'geotechnical_ design d.s not p~ovided. The requ_ired, physical 
and mechanic~! propertie~ of .subma'\.ine soils at present can be -' assessed . 
. . " . . - ~ . . 
.. _only by · direct sampling or in~tu testing· • . 
·2. 3. · Direct Methods ~- ... , 






· i. Underwater sampJ..ing- in the· ocean predat.es the days of . the Challenger 
elq>editions (1872 - 1876). With the 'growing interest .in marine geotechnology' 
I ' , ' ' •I , 
. dU.Jing recent. years, various _types. of improved · sample~s 
• f" • • ' • , 
' .t: • • i 
. . 
· ·. /1. survey of bottom samplers 9f 'different types .is giyen 
~ . . 
have bee~. ~evelop'ed . 
by Noorany (1972f 
,!!.. • ,, 
: , I 
and- Fu~uoka -~~ .Nakase (1973). The_ techniques of underwater sampling IMY 
be subsumed under · two maj c:>r ~ategories: 
' ' 
· · \, - . · a) Sh_aliow penetration . sampl,ers having penetration depths _of ·!l fe~ meters 
:, 
up to nearly 30 m. _; 
/ li) Deep pe_n~tration sampling and drilling_ us~d for ~reater depth.s ~p ~o 
1000 m. . -. "f····' .. 
\ ' 
·2. J. 1.1: S.hallot Pen~tration Sampling ( 
' / ·· .. · 41-: ~ ... 
Shallow . penetration samples may be obtained by hand tools and 
.  
\) 
simple sampiers operated by divers. Var'ious types. of sampler~ are. availab~~ 
' I. 
for nea~ surface as well as sub..:.bot tom sampling. 
, Q 
Several types of samplers ·for scooping up surface se~iiments have 
. . ' . ' 
. f \ . 
been used such as: orange peel sampler. Shipek sampler, Van V~en sampler, 
I • ' • : • ' 
box dredge. and .clamshell snapper. For undisturbed si11nplin:g of· near surface 
, I 4' 
' soi1s, two types of siUllple rs_ ·are most _c,ommonl~ u~~d; the . gravity co.~er and 
. clte fre~ fall piston · ~orer. The gravity . cor~i is an open barrel corer, 





L _· ___ .,_-:- .. -.. --- -- . 













is in the . range of 1 - 3 m/s ·(Fukuoka and Nakase 1'973). The free fall' 
.' ' 
. ' ' 
pisto}l ~cirer : is a modified· version o'f 'the.gr.avity corer; The._ corer is low-
ered--by ~ wire and winch~ and when a trigger weight touches' the sea 
' . . \ . . 
bottom, .a z:elease mechanism comes into action arid the ·core'r . fall~ 'freely 
. ' 
down and pe~etrates into the bottom soils. An advantage ~f this corer. as 
' ' 
. , I . . .. .. . . . 
. compared to the. gravity corer is to be able to- use a piston sampler, 
which .is favourable in red':lcing the ~egree of sample' disturbance. Piston· 
,. ' 
samplers can be used to obtain cores of maximum 150 mm diameter and 3 ·m , . 
.-length and gra'vi ty' corers for 'obtainin-g 300 . mm diameter and 6 m long 
. . , , I , 
. (Richards 19.66) > The ~pa4e corer/ is considered 
free fall co;e·r :(R.os.felder and Marshall 196 7) _. 
to be a special 'type of 
This sampler built ' in a 
. trip?d fra~ is lowered by a wire and winch down in . the water. ·.When it 
hits the seab~ttom; the draw wlr~· ~lacks and the s·a~ple.r penetrates 
, . 
in to ' the soi.~ by its own ""/ei~h t, then a swinging spade closes the bot tom . 
. ·· .. 
of t,!le bo~ type sampler·.- This · s·amp.ler has been successfully. used for 
' ' . 
soft soils. An~ther types of .corers such as rocket fueled samplers, . 
. ('0 
rotary corers and giant piston 
. ./ ' . · 
corer (Silva arid Hollister 1973) .have 
. .. ;. ' ' ' 
be.en · ~~.>uccessf.ully used ! ~ 
., 
. ·":"-· 
' ' ' 
' 
. The sa':l~i ob~ed by' the oce_~:~!aphic sampl~rs. are ge~~all~ 
not satisfactory ~or structure fowtdation desf'gn because of the following 
short-comings: 
1. t~~ length of t}le core ·is short. · 
2. a deta_i.led location of sample ·in the sedi ment. ·column is not always · 
. ' 
. 0 
known because the core pen~'tration is not controlled. 
' . ' 
3. a verti~al orientation of Salnples is .not always ascerta.ined. 
. . . . " 
·4. a degree· of sample' disturbance is ·often .:re},.atively high.· 
. ' 
' 
·I ·  
. ~. . . ........ . .......... -. ...... ~ . . . - .. - . r .. ... 
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In _order to overcome these sho~-~-comings, · sev'e~~ typ~s.-~f bottom 
.~ .. · 
resting cores have b~en devised. These tend i:o . b~ . elaborate :in c~nstruct-
/ ~ ' 
ion ~dare generally mounted' on. a ~rame resting Oti the ocean floor. u.s. 
. I , I " • 
Navy 1 s (T~ylor ;nd Demars · 1970) DO'I.IPOS (Deep Ocean Tests In..:Pl.ace and 
" ~ ' . . . ' 
Observation Systein)' ~iversity of Rhode rsiand Is DOSP .(Deep Ocean S~diment 
' .  
Probe) anc;l the vibrocoter are. examples under this categoey. These bottom 
\ 
resting corers are .able to perform an increment'al coring by t!he use of_. 
:manipulators • . 




. Site inve_stigations for major structures at _sea require deep 
. ' . . 
penet raUon borings • Drilling and _samp~ing operations may _.be carr~~d out . 
< 
from a fixed platform constructed on pil~s, a jackup platform, ~an anchor-
ed b~rge ~r a position'ed ship . 
The drilling_ and sa_mpling procedur~ from · fixed or. j_acku~ P.latforms 
res.embies deep 9.ril-lin1J on land, howev~r, when an -ancho'red barge :or a 
.. •, 
drilling boat .. is used, spe~ial offsho~e drilling techniques become necessary. 
'I:'Wo ·major problems which 'must be: co.ped w.ith are ship movement and difficult-
ies involved in "sampling at great depths _. One method which has proved 
. ! 
. . 
ef~~ctive :f.s the use of ·dri1l ·pipe to advance the boring and to serve .as a 
" · 
guid~ pipe_ for a wire line sampler and testing equipment. Drill.:L,ng mud 
/ , . ..... _,......._, 
is ommonly used to stabilize the sid~s ~f ' the--b-oreholes whi ch would other-. 
wis collapse,) pa~ticularly if the se~imerit penetrated is weak • . Emrich 
v? ·:v 
c~ibed· the principles of . operation of wh-e line corers' ~d . 
( 
•-. . . / 
li. . ,, ' 
of applications in. offshore borehol~f\.· 
... 
The engineering lite~ature c.ontains a number of ' acc~unts of deep · 
. . . . . - . 
~ . , - :· .. i . 
penetration sampling operations for foUndation inve'Jtigations •. 
• ;"'-1~'1 • • . . ~ 
-i 
, I · .. 
' I 
.,--- -· -- --.- -- ·- ·--- -:-"-- - :-:-.. ~ ....- --_...;., __ 
•f\ .. 
· : , 
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· \ ·:.·: · 2 .3.2 . . In-Situ Testing 
.... 
A variety gf 'techniques used for , terr~strial· in-situ measuremen~s . . 
are .available for adoption to ocean floor work'. In .... situ· devices generally · 
. . meaSure a characteristic: .property of the soil in its nat~ral environll'ent 
. . . '· . 
. . ' . 
which is then · related to the shear streng.th ~d bearing capacity. The in-
'' 
situ· test results frequently ~up.plement laboratory tests on recove.red 
sampies. ·The following techniques have been successf-ully us~d but most 
.- -· .. . 
are {i~~ ,an ongoing ittage of development', 
- '.. : .. 
2. 3 .i·S" Vane Shear Tests 
/• 
-~· · . · 
•. J. ' 
.1 . . . . 
; .. ,.. ' 
,·.a-. ' -=-o 
·· For the purpose of obtaining the undrained- shear strength of fine 
' 
· grain s 'ediments, the vane test __ seenis p~eferable· . Fenske .(1957) has · ·r _eport-
/• 





( 1970) have developed an instrument. "The i>e.t::P Ocean Test In-Place and 
Ol)s,erv!ltion System" (OOTIPOS) for pl.easuring in-situ shea~ strength with 
~he :~elp of vane ~hear. and a static .cone penetr~mete;r~ . This instrument is 
•' 
. capable of measuring ,.shear strength .to ' a sediment depth of. 3 m at' water 
• ; ~ · • I ( J ' 
depth to 180 m. McNary and Frolich (1970) .h-ave repor~ed vane shear devices 
. which can be ope·r~ted by divers, for t~sting surficial sedt,~nt deposits. 
..... 
A remote-controlled vlme probe has· been developed and test.ed by Doyle, el: ·a1 • 
.....:;,. 
. ' (1970. Richards, et· al. (1972) have reported an in-situ vane shear testing ' 
~~ . 
equipment capable of testi~g up · to 3 m depth ~f surfici-al sediments in ·wa~er 
d~pth~ .of 4500 ui. 
.1 
2. 3.2 .2 Plate Bearing ·Tests 
~ 
Harrison and Richardson (1967) have performed .plate . bearing tests 
· (i.e. model foo t ing tests) i n . ~hallow water (5 to 6 m deep). ·::This s ystem 
. ' 
is not ·-yet suitable for · deep water testing tmless some modifications are · 
. . ' . 
. . . / . . . . . , . .· 
macfr,. Kretschmer and Le'e (196~) ·ha:ve reported a device developed by Naval I . . . . ·- . . . 
·civil Engiilee~iilg Laborator}' ·(NCEL) for performing in-situ plate bear~ng 
! . 
















tests on sea floor . sediments. NCEL· has also dev:eloped two devices for 
.. 
monitorin~ · long ~.em s .ea floor f~undation settlement and 'tilting. 
2.'3.2.3 Pressuremeters· . 
. P7essur~meter te~ts have beeri used mos·t~y in Europe to evaluate 
the stress-strain ·behaviour ·of soils: . Gambiri .(1971) .has reported the use 
• ' < • .. • ' ' ' 
· of ··a pressuremeter at 45 m below the mudl~ne in water ,depths of 90 m. 
The technique invo.lves the exp$sion of a cylindrica~ ·membrane. in a 
· .prepared cavity in the soil. The membran~ forces the walls of · the hole 
·to expand as a result o.f intern,al fluid pres~ure. Both the press~re and 
corresponding volume_ changes a_re measured an_d plotted .. ·to evaluate ~he 
in-situ soil elas.tic modulus directly and 'the, she~ar strength and compress-
. ' . 
;ibility indirectly. · 
2. 3. 2 ,4 Accelerometers 
'. 
Scott· (1967) suggested the use of 
g;avity-type corer, to obtain· information 
an/ accelerometer mounted on a 
about both the perform&ic'e of 
th~ corer . and the in-place properties . of the J ediment • . The ~cceleratio~ 
applied to 'th'e corer and recorded by the accelerome.ter ~an- b.e converted 
. . 
directly into forces by multiplying by the appropriate mass fo_;r the corer 
... 
in .the .water. Integration .of the accele~ation - time record yields the 
. . . 
. . . I . 
· velocity of the corer, mid a second,~integration yields the displacement. 
) . 
Data of the force and. displacement can be related to the adhesion 
' 
of the soil on the inside and outside. surface· of the· corer and thus· to the 
shear ~trengtb .of the soil. 
2. 3.2 .5. Electrical and Nuclear Methods 
Elect,rical re~istivity studies on soils to pr~dict 4~fferent geo-
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Nuclear density meters (Keller 1965) may be used .to determine 
the in-~itu bulk . density and\7a·ter content of sediments. ·These. devices 
' . . . ' . . 
. may be ei_ther shallow probes or inser.ted in :y!eviously.¥J.lled bor~holes. 
.. I ,(·· . ~ 
.2.3.2.6 Cone Penetrometer Tests 
- ~~ -.. 
Various types of penet;rotneter .tests ,are finding .~ greater applicat~olJ . 
fn· both terrestrial and . ~derwater investigations. The resista~ce offere.d 
. by: the 'so:Ll to advancement of the pene tromet:er device can be correlated 
to the soil p~operties. 
Penetrometers used ·in: the: ocean environment can be classified/ 
according to the mode of operation as; a) static or quasi-static pe~etro-
·..::· · 
' - t - • 
meters, · b) · dynaui:Lc pene;r;meten and c) hee fall penetrometers. 
I • 
· a· g~!!!!!=~~~~!~-~~!!~£E~E!2!!.;.:!!:~E 
'The i~ea of stat.i.c or' quasi-;-static penettat:ion test is . iimple, 
a rod is 'advanced into soil at ~ constant. speed. (1 - 2 em/a) and the load 
. required to produce such an advance is measured. The "FUG~." electrical 
cone penetrometer (De Ruiter 197.1) capable of measuring the tip resistance 
. ' ' ~ . 
. a?'d sleeve friction through load cell:s inside the penetrometer is now 
\ 
. popularly used as a standard pene,trollie ter. 
·· Cone pent;!trometer tests in a quasi-static mode have been used for 
. - ' 
. more than thirty years, mostly in Europe, in terrestrial geotechnic-'\1 · . 
engineering (Sanglert '1972). A review of the various methods and the state-
) 
of-th~-ar.t; in··different: countries is given in E~OPT (1974). 
Static· penetrometers require seabed rigs · (De Ruiter 1975, Zui dberg 
1975) to test ~rfue sediments and a ··drill string attachment· (Ferguson, . 
' . 
et _al. .19 77.) for tests ins~de boreholes. A. number of cone pen~trometers 





' <;) . 













I ' ~ . 
·investigation systems are probably best known fot thei1; deep penett;"atiori 
I .. • , , 
cap~bilities. The 11Se~calf~~" is a 2,0 ·ton. sea bed jac~ wlii~? · drives a fixed 
.. 
. . I· , . . . •• 
length of cone rod into the seafloor sediments at ·a .ra'te of - ~ em/ 8;. 
(Zuidberg 1975). Tlie ."Seacalf" has achiev~d a maximum penetratfon b f 25 m 
in soft "sediments · and 6 to 8 m in hard clays. Th<recehtly · developed · 
"Stingray"· seab~d jack has achieved 25 , m penetration in very_ hard. c~ays. 
: · J 
For slte-specific fo~ndation ·~tudies, ·static penetration tests 
appea'r .to be extremely .relevant and useful.. The only·.Hmitation associat-
ed with static penetration . t«;!sJ;s. in the marine environment is the need 
• I 
\ 
for suitable .reaction ri'gs to perform' the te~ t. 
. -· . .. .. ·.'· 
. b ~ ~~!!~!£_~~~~.!:hE!~~-!~!!~ ~ ~· 
In rec(m t years, several studies of .a projectile directed· at low 
·. ' 
_and high , velocities into ·seaflloor have been reported." Scott (1967) built 
·-an ~ccele,ro~ter · monitore4 .?o·rer ~hich collects. th/ soil sample and 
j • • .... 
'"- . 
records the··:"'deceleiation ·of ·corer. simultaneously. Preslan ( 1970) has made 
use 'of ac~elerome~er re~ords" in calculating the drag .force and added mass 
of a free faliing corer.- Col:p, et :al. (1975) reported measurements with a 
7~ mm diamet~r, · ·1500 mm ·long 'disposable penetrometer 'with a tapered nose 
section. True· (1975) reported studies with dyna~ peD:etrome.ters of. 
/ . . 
different shapes. Bear:d . (1977) developed a disposable penetrometer with 
Dop.pler telemetry for. velocity measur~ment. A. 50 1om diameter ·dynami_c · 
_penetrometer driven by repeated b'lo~~ of a .freely fal·lin~ weight was 
penetration tests 
' . . 
(1975), Standard{zation and interpretation 
. _I J . 
is s.tiil an area for further work. 
reported by Kolbe . of dyn~i~ 
Q ' ~ . . 
Another variety .d'f dynamic cone ·penetrat.ion test' coDDDOnly forming 
. . . . "' ~ . . . . 
·a p~,::t o.f nearshor_e ·investigati.OIJS consists of a drop ~eight' progressively 
~ .: advand.n·g a cqne~...1..tiP attached to ·drill rods . 
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With ·a· view to developing a quick and · economical-way of tes_ting. ·· ~ 
- . f . - • .• . ' 
surficial soils oyer large a.rea~,- the. use of the standard· 11 FUGR011 -~~ne~ro- . ',', 
. ·. ~~-er wi.!n- ·some modiiiEation in free 'tal.i. IIXlde - w~s suisested·~ - ·and a 
. ',:.. . , 
,, ... ' ,. . 
laboratory · free fall penetrometer was devel oped (Day~i.-1974) at Memori~ , ) 
Universit:Y ~f Newfoundland: A penetration· of 10 meters of the ocean f1oor 
. . . / \ 
. is envisaged with such an ·~nstrument. This ha.s . a good potential in geo-
. . . 
technical- surveys and investig~tiori of large tra~ts s ,uch as t~ose of pipe-
• ' \ 1• 1 , ~ / ' L 
line routing. There were some op~rationa). ' and structuii!l problelllf!: wh~n 
this penetrometer ~as · tried at'_ se.a (Jones 19 ) . ( 
·· A co~pletely redesigned ve'rsion of the fie d penetrometer is now 
. . ... ~ . . . . ' .. . . ..1 . 
76.2 mm (3 inch) •diameter. A des.criptio~' pf th~ pene~~\ter · ~nd,pre1imi-
nary ·.re'sul.ts from . its s~a trials south of. New'found1and during i\May 1978 
. \ \ . . 
· . are r~ported by- Char.!, et ·al. ( 19.78, 1979) ·: "'-... \· 
\. .. \ 
) . . ! . \ ' 
As part of the onooing research on penetrometer characterist-d.cs 1 
0 . • \ \"· 
laboratorj experiments ~ere conducted to · facilitate int~rp~etatio-~' ff \\ \ · . . . - ~ 
output from the ?,6.2 mm _ diamet~r model. ·Re.sults .from · t~ese. pen~trouieter " 
· tests iu quasi-statio ;.,de .were r~po,ted ·by .Abdel-Gawa~ (1979), Md· :<-•\ ~ \ . 
free fall mode by Chaudhu'ri (1979). The corre~atfon of the' test_s using 
' , •. . '' !•' 
· this penetrometer in the free fal~ and quasi:-static modes with the. 'result!J 
/ . . . . :. . . ' 
.· from triaxial and direct shear t_es;ts is reporte~, by~h~1- ef al. (~~?9). 
. . ., ' 
2. 4. 'Geotechnical. and Acoustic Property Inter-Relat.i.onship 
. · .. · . - ~ . 






Various· .at tempts have been· ma4e to .relate sediment · properti~ .' 
witb s®uatio pr.:.perties". ~. fol:lowing ~~~ua~ioo de~crib•S the re1:r~ - '7.:. 
. ship of acoustic propel!ti.es with the geotechn:tcal properties of sediments.·.· · · · · 
. ' . '\ . ........... 
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,. 
·sediment bulk properties a d~,crease in porosity~- iooisture coil tent and 
void -ratio' is matched by an increase in _sound vel.oc~ty. 
·-
~def_:~ittve relat-ionship has -been -reported between so~d velocity · 
. ' ' . . : . . . . . ': ' · \ . 
. and mean grain size· .. Sound velocity. increases with an increa~~- iri. mean 
grain size (H~lto~.l965 and Horn~· et al. i968): .They- al:so reported a •·-<· . 
relatio~ship bet)feen wet density_ and so"und veloq.i.ty in water..,saturated 
·s~dime~~s ." Sutton, ·_et{ al~(l957) s.l;l.owed defi.nite p;;,~itive correlation 
• . , . c · .. , • l lrl • , • 
between aound veloci-tt:and . carbonate content. This correla~ion deacribed 
' I ' ..::,.: ' I ' 
"· 
. . . · . ~ 
by Sutton et .al. . ims · discounted by HSmilton _(196,:5) as_ being due - t~ cement- . 
.. ' .. :r; 
ation within th.e !JedlJilerit -' sampl{t: . The resul.t~ of -~uchan~ et al., ( i972) 
. . . . . . . 
in~estig~tio~ : ~~ 84 co.re~ showe~ t~at ail _inc~~~e: in the _percen.tage_ ·of/ - _ ·.. 
calcium carbonate present,- could "be asso"cia.ted with an increase in sound . 
I ' ' ' I 
..velo~ity 1 ac~oustic impedance imd attenuation ~;pefficient. 
~ ·. ) 
Seve~al - regress~o~ :.iu1aly~es · have .been carried out mainly on core 
0 samples, ~elating acous-t"ic pr~perties to certain g~otechnical p~uameters • . 
. v . . ,. . . •' 
. ' "' . . -
Sutton, et al. (1957) obtained a:· relationship be_tween sound velocity and 
..... · . 
certain geotechnical.·-· properties ··f.or ocean bottom consolidated sediments 
1(,. " ~ -·· . .. _.,._· • . • '. 
which be exj; re~sed as ; 
/ 
-
vs =.· 1.~53. · - -(0.414 ± 0 .006)Md~+ .. <o.00135 ± 6.ooo38)! - (0, 44 ± o:.l5)n 
. / . ..... (1) 
· where:· vs .. the ob~ervecf sound, velocity. in km/s 
-----
y .. the. percent. of carbo~at~ by ~eight of . dr~ed sample·. 
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. »uChan_, ei: al .. (1972)· related s"oilnd velocit y" with many geotechnical 
. • t • • • . •• • ' . 
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. parameters and the more releY~.t .corre~ations obtained were; 
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'" 1.336 .. + 0.092 u2 + 0.101 p 
. u . 
.. . ·, 
.. .I .. 
. . 
::(th -~ -
• i 0 I 'e • .
" . 




= L6l6 + 0.09 u2 +'0.002 n 
v~ .a . l .• 4~6 - . 8.0.07 M,z, -t: .o;o91 p 
. .. . . . JB) .- , . 
• 0 
·• 
~here: u · =sand fraction > 62 .s nile roils , 
- 2 I 
p .. bu1k density, · 3 gmjcm 
. .. 
' . 
M!f! .. mean . diameter, · _' (P,ht .urlits) : 
. \ " • . 
Acoustic -impedance i~ · .a fundamental geotechnic.al - acoustic 
par-ter . ~hich is equal to· the product of sound ve'lodty and bulk 
. .t. . 
(4) 
.• 
density. The re1at~onship' betweer,t ·.'iictiustic imped~ce and 'wet .d.ensity. 
. . . ~ . . . 
i.s very well def:i.neq for most sedi.tilen ts . (Hamilton · 1965 arid Buchan~- et al ·~ 
• ' , • • ' ' ' ' ' ' • I ' • t ' : • D 
1~72) · as is· its ·· r~il'tionship with · p.~.roslty. · ·Buchan~ et ai· .• ( i972) ·'9b .tai~.:.. 
. . . . . ' . ·: ·:· . . . . •: . 
ed the be~t :predi~tion' -~quatioris : f~r: :acoustic impedanc~ fr~~ a regression 
• I ' . , ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' 




. . . ' .. (5~ 
• . . I ' • 2 • • 
- whe~e : ·Su ·is ti?-e shear strength (gm/cm_) and w1 is the liquid linut .. 
They ~so -;:eported relationships between at tenuati.on coeffi_ci:ent and 
geotechnical parameters with ·.the. ·total c~rtel.ation coeffi..cients : f~r 84 
.; 
set, 'of ~esults ·. · 
,, 
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! . GHAPTER III 
I 
' ' 
GEOLOGY, '·BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY AND SURFICIAL .GEOLOGY 
,. . . ... . . 
PLACENTIA: BAY 
. . . ,.
I • • I c. 
; ··. 3. ·1~ Regional Geol?gy .. 
i 
·. ' 
The island of Newfoundland represents the North Amedcari, . 
· ~extrem;i.ty.of the Appalachian :- Orog(m, a northe'ast · - trending belt of 
. . . . ()• . ' 
. deform~d rocks ext'ending aloqg ·the Atlantic seaboar~ of the Un:fited ' 
., . . . , . .. ~.~ 
' ' 
ad-S_tates and Canada. The orogen inc~udes the major portion of the 
. ~ ,, ' . 
jacent offshore· .shelf areas , '· including the northern half of the Grand 
" . 
~' and .the· Scoti'an .t"• ' I · Banks Shelf. ., 
.... . 
. . ~ . 
,, 
' .. ' . .· ' . ...._, - ' ' 
. ' Five . major Jtra~igraphic. ~~nes:rare recognized within tbe Orogen . 
I : ' . . ' 
'in irisul:ar Newfoundl,and, (WHf~·ams~ ' l97~). Placentia· Bay and .an area · 
, .. ._.,. . .,d· .... ,-;. 
. . ,. 
~ , .· extendi~g ~outhward · to· ab.out I.atitude .45°N ?ore. located within ·· the Ava1on 
. l . .. . ~ . . (. . : . . 
l. • • • , 
··: · ~ . zone, -wh'ich is -separated from·>-'the 'adja~ent Ga'nder zone to the northwest 
, , t .. I .. 1 , .. '" .., • ~ , 
•. 
• j · 
., ·.< •. 
• I 
,, . . 
< ~' .. 
.. ' .; • t ~ ~ . 1 • ... • • • • \' 1 . 
• -~ -' ;by the ~j or Heimi tage/Do'17er fault. Th~ Avalon zone is underlain prima- . · 
'' !• .. '; ' I ~ ' ' .., - ' (} ' . ~. 10 . ' • ,f ~.~ : • ' ' 
I ' 
. '.t· ! 
• : I) i 
. ~ . l~ .i~ - . 
. I 
' . 
: ~ · .. r .. -
; •.. ·-- ~ 
· ·· · · 'rily by late.. Prt:;!cambrisn volc.an:ic 'and sedimen'tary rocks that ha'l7e under-
._ \ . . • • r, . " • . • - : '0 r 
'. gone . relat~vely little met,amorphism. _Qver much ,of. the -area sedimentary: . 
'' • • • ~ ' ., :. - ' (I ' "' • 
. :: r~cka· . of Ca~riSp. br Lo~er Dev~~i,iln. age ove'rly the Precambrian, whiCh . 
pluto~ic .Devonian 1 ro9'ks _ar~ · al~~jfp.f~~!~~:(hr~ugh~ut .the zone. o 




.. I l'h~ terrestrial g~ology ·- aro\md" Pl·~etltia' Bay is co~plex. Along 
, • C • • . ' ' ' ' • •. : ~ ;· ' •. P . 
, ..1 _ , ~ 
I 
. ~ .. t.' 
. ' 
· a . 
' ~ 
' ' the western and. e'asl;ern shor.el:.l,~es siliceoUs mu'ds.ton~s, shales .and 'san'd...:. : ' ~ 
. . ~ _. {:~ . . ... \,, . . . ,. ' - . . ( 
- · ·. stones .of :i:ate Hadrynian and· Cambrian age predominate,' Volcanic rhyolites 
l • • • I · "" · 
• ' . 0 ~ 
" o~ sitJ?.i.lar age are common: on ~~ ~·urin Peninsula along : tqe weste.m side . 
, . J . t , . • .• ' r , - "./ l" -... ~ •'13 ; t . j f 
6£· the 9ay; Plutonic rocks ccl'~·ris:f.ng granites, : syenite, diorite ana 
.. ; . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
' ·~ . . : 
. -· ": • 
. ·.~ ? ·.( ; 
. : i ." 
' • : ·: ~ ~ • , : I 
. '·~ ":.•' . 
'J .. ' 
. . r'' 
~. 22' q ' 
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• • r • - · ~ ·-~ · · ·· -- ~-- · · 
.. :: _ ·. , ~ Pl~cen:tia, Ba~: -~~ w;lthit_r:-tn~1~merge'd Atlan_t~~ - ~pl~fs _ r~$ion 
. 
I : ' ' • • ·.. 1!, .. - ( ,_ .. • 
1 
,' ' : ' • ' ' • , ' , 0 , ' • , ,1 ,: ' 
·,. qf the · Appalachian ,Droge~_. . ·n . is the l~rgest. bay i_n ,insular NewfotJ,ndland, 
I ' ' ,. ' ' , ' ' ' t , _ 
~.and. is abou~ 130 ·ktxl long 'and 90 ·km wide at its moutp wh.ich is adjacent 
•• > 
to the. northerly· li . t ·of the Grimd Banks·, 
• ' ' l , I & ' • • .. I • ' .,; 
The _longi ~udenal axis _of .thef 
.. 
pay· ls extend in . a ·NNE 
• c;) t • • 
SSW . orientation. · Place~tia· :: · 
_.; . ', 
of -a fiord w~th a prepominantly u . - . shaped 
'. 
I , 
· ·. · -i:ro~ss-section and 
. 
· bq.t;h features which indicate 
' :_,) 
glacial .s _couring. 
... . 
__ ( · . · · _· The floor _of' Pla.c~nt·i~ Bay is'. ch~;ac~~rized by a deep trough, 
~rbitrari·~y · def~~ .. ~d b;·, t~e 200· rri ~epth .co~'to~r, whl.cH extends ·the rut! 
length ·of the bay and 5.0 km to the·/ sout;h. Towards the northerly end, 
I , 
th:e 'trough divides 'into th_ree narrow cha_nnels which ,ar~ overdeepe~ed 
:and separated by thr~e islands. Near the mouth ' of ... tpe bay, . the deep 
-· . . 
b ·ough widens to a large overdeepened basi,n about 20 km. wide ·and 80 km 
~ . 
l<Yng.· The mit?-i;lllum depth :.of water beyond ~he southerly l i mit. of. the · 
·basin .'yaries froor 100 t;o 130 · m i~ channels· _between individual, banks. 
The . greatest wate.r depth within Plac.entia :nay' is abou~ 450 m immediate-
.,. I < • • 
' . 
. ly southwest' .of Me·rasheen . Island, ·while within t4e stu~y ar~a ·.the great-
. . . 
.. .,.· 
e~t water depth i~ about 26S m· (Canada, Hydrographic SerVice~ 1973). · · 
' t I : • ' " ' ' : I ' I ' 
, . . . ' . 
'rn.' add1.tion to . the ~in trough and: . ch4Ulnel~ . already· desc;riber, 
·· the floor of . the; bay· con7·a~na;, se~e~~l ~ther U - ~haped ~h~nels_ .and ~. 
• t • • ' • \ 
number of small, ;.;overdeepened depressions. Small banks' and shelf areas 
. . ' . ~ 
ch~ra.cterize. t~e ·.irregular .·surf~ce · mo~hology ~on'g the ~estern si_~e · 
. I . ,1 , . . .' 
· ,of 'the bay. In co'ntrast the · bottom .configurat-ion along the ~astern side . 
0 , , I • '• 
~ ~~~ri_ses ·ID;Ot:e u0i~orm ~d .. _~qnsist.~u-t slop:~s } So~th~a.rd 
. Bay, the bottom topography' · i.e tn>i qally·'m.Ore uniform. _· . 
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· . 3.3. Oceano'graphy 
.. 
Relatively on currents and oth~r oceanographic .· 
parameters · has been·published for the Placentia Bay area although data 
! 
I 
_from several localized studies .fs avaiLable. Fro.m the· limited information 
rep.orted surface ·currents move predominantly counteJ;ClOckld.e.e, but ere·· 
' ' ' . 
variable ' in ·both directions. Wind appears to ·have ·ij greater influence on · 
' ' I ' <' 
\ 
these surface currents than tidal activity,. but all observations indicate 
low veloc~ty currents . in the · order of. 1 knot. Observations of surfac'e 
drift along the. easterly side of th~ay suggest strong northea~terly 
. . . 
.. . 
· : 
surface currents in . this area , although vel~c~ty . . ·determi ... na~. ions we.re ;n_ . oo.tt l .-- . :: · .. ~ 
mad~ (Stehman, 1976)~ ~: 
South of Placentia Bay, _surfac~ currents move in a westerly 
... 
airection at about 0.5 knot resulting from ge~eral ocean circulation. 
~ .. ~ 
Virtually no information on de~~ water currents is available 
near the ·mouth ~f t!he bay, but ~o.tto'm ·topographic features such as 
. . 
megaflutes and ~and waves . confirm that . signi~icant bottom currents exist. 
- . , ' 
3.4. Glaci.al ~d Surficial .G~oi6gy 
The extent- of present · k.nowle'dge and methoQ.s .used ·to determine 
regional surficial. geology in the · eastern Canadian offshore ·area have 
. . . . . ' . 
" re:ently .,been .reviewed by King (1979). The _surficial1 s~d:fment character-
. . . . . • d • • . . 
is tics anq_, qistribution in northern Pl·acentia· Bay .have been ·reported by 
. ~ . ... . . . ~ . 
Stel\maO: (1976). H9we~er; 'ylrtudly no de_tails. on sedfment compos\t:i.op 
and dist;ribut;i.on over the southe~ half 'of ~he bay are available ,j 
\, 
Much of the· northwest Atlanti'c continental shelf area was gla-
~iated _ du~irig the Pleistocene epoch. I~ the v~cinity of Placentia Bay, 
.. ""- . 
·it is postulated that : the last continental ice sheet · deposited glac_ial 
' · . 
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. .' . 
debris some 150 km south of the mouth of the. bay (Sen· Gupta and McMuller 
., ' 
1969)·. It· is inte;qireted t~a~ Wiscons~n ice ~rom:k~ntrat Newfo~·~iand 
· m>ved. southeastward._ across the .nor_fherly part of Placentia Bay~ There is · 
also evid~nce that ' anoth~r: large 'ice mass moved westward from the southern 
. - . . 
· · Avalon Peninsula out into Placentia Bay ~H~nderson; 1972). The ' presence 
of· ice · in the Grand Banks area is. thought subsequently to h,ave blocked ' 
the· southw'ard flow of ice in the bay. · . 
' ' •> 
It is thus. probable tha~ the majority of surficial sediments in 
the bay and to . the south were derived from bedrocks and glacial. debris 
~''- ·.. ' . . ' 
transported by ice ftom the'north and.west.'How~v~r, some of the. present 
sedtme~ts · undo.ubtedly originated in· the St. Mary's Bay., a_rea of ~t~e, .Avalon. 
Petrographic evidence confirms the local source of the majority of 
Placent:j.a Bay sediments (Slatt an·d Gardiner, 1976). · .. . 
The"s~rficial: sediments in outer Placentia Bay are 'direct . deposlts 
·,~. I 
of the laat major gla<;ial · advan~e and I cir the result of the subsequ~nt ' 
marine transgression from the late Pleistocene sea l ,evel to the present 
' ' level~ Exte~si\re areas of exp~;ed till have been m~pped in the bay but 
t . 
i1n absence of glacial tiil '&elow about · the 200 m con d(iur indicates a 
pos~ible isobath or lower limit of glacial ice . (Stehman, · 1976). 
·The Pleistocene shoreline · is c!laractetized by beachlike feature / ' 
· at ' abo~t 1(10m contour: Nearshore marine activity at this time modified 
. . •' / ... 
the ¥-~t~~~; materials adjacent ' tb the beach s:rand. Rew':ti~g .of the 
previously- deposited glacial .kr~ne ~~ok place as. the ~ea le:v~l ·ros~ · 
. ... --
,from the Pleistocene ·minimum, with a transgression beach zone rormed at 
. ' 
I 
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' . 
the -beach zone. The silt and-cl~y size particles were t~ansported to 
de~per water ~here deposition occured as predominantly fine-_grained 
. . 
sediment. ·Evidence of. . this marine transgression . and deposition of fines . 
I ' ' • ' 
i~·. qeeper channels. and bas~ns of N.orthern Placentia Bay _was verif:i.e9 
by Stehman (19.7.§) •. 
, .. 
3.5 ~ Local · Subsurface Conditions at Grid Locations ·-
... 
· A .preliminary determination o.f _the sub-bottom strat.igraphy in ·' ·. · 
. I . 
each. of the grid areas select~d: for detailed study (Fig. 1) was made _ 
.:. 
. 'I 
during 'the Hudson _cruise ' 18-012. An interpretation .of data from the 
' 
.following sourc~s · compri'sed this. initial evaluation: air gun seismic 
.. ·. ' I . . . . 
reflection profiles, Kelvin..:Hughes MS-2'6B 'echo sounder profiles, lh,mtec . 
. ' . . _·, . . 
'·70 DTS ·high 'resolution seismic ' reflection profiles; Side s~an sonar 
. . . . .. 
profiles and a visual examination of surficial grab. samples and piston 
! 
· co.res • ' ·'· .· 
The results of th:i.s interpreta~ion suggest the _following stra-
' I 
tigraphical· sequence~ ... in _the unconsolidated -sediments and relat.ed 
. .,-
' . ,• 
surface topography (Chari e_t a\. 1979): .· 
E!~_!-!2.:._! ': Clay (mud) about .15m thick, ove.rly~ng 20 m of silt which in .'· 
. -~-
. turn overlies about· 10 m of_ glacial · till which .... exten·d~ _,to the bedrock 
I ' • . 
. . 
surface • . ' 
. .... . 
. QE!~L-!!2.:._~: Typically. clay (mud) overlies ·about 10 m of proglaci;u_ 'aut 
9!!~-!'!~.:...~: A _s·urficial: sand ··and_ gravel layer overlies the clay· stratum 
which in turn ~verlies the preglacial s i lt whi ch i s in exce~ of 10 m 
Jr 
~hick. Sand wavps .aiso oc~ur iri this .area, and' towards. the south gas· 
. . 
was detected. The surface is relatively smooth with little relief. 
. ·~ ·, ·~ ~- .· I -v -·t- :' ~· . p 1 . . . 
\...-- ·----;----,--- · . . ~o-' •• '---- : . ~ .. ·-"~-::-- ::-··-~-:.;-.. -.· 
•' . 
... .. ,·. :-:· 
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' J 
. Grid No .• 4 :.: Similar to grid no~ 1, but · the· clay appears. to 
• -------... to 
have!, been . 
I 
- ~ . . 
eroded in places . and several slight longitudinal depressiot:ls exist . . 
, · A number of sand waves were also detected on· the surface. 
} 
. ~!!~L~~.:,_~_!!!~~: . Sand and _gravel_, -less than 10 m. thick, overlies ~ed­
ro ck :1~ grid no." 5, Shel,l accumulations are also collliiiDn. · Within grid 
no. 6, glacial till less 'thari lO .m ·thick generally overlies bedrock. 
;_;. i~::J;}le, _su~face contains a ~umber of apparent iceberg furrows-
,. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA ACQUISITION EQUIPMENTS ·, METHODS AND SUMMARIZED RESULTS 
4 .1. · Introduction .. P 
Sediment'- sample:J:':Collec~ed by a Benthos piston cprer and a Van 
' ·~:~ ;:_;~ :'! 
Veen grab sampler· at four· test sites in the outer· Placentia· Bay area 
. / . /1 . 
' l I 
have been subjected to. a wide range of geotechnical and acoustic· measure-
menta. Penetr~iori res~st~nc~· ·and acceleration data from a free fall 
. penetrometer has also been obtained at th~se sites ari.d evaluated: . 
. .. .. 
Comparisons of ti\e data available have been carried ~ut as part of · a • 
' ' - . . ·' 
,. 
comprel?-ensive study' of the engineering"f~ope'rties 
,,.. ' I ' ' • ' • ' ·I P, 
of marine sediments 
. and altemat'e methods . of evaluation. ' 
' · ~' 
Data presented and ev~uated in this study have been obtained 
from 8 cores, 10 grab · sampl'7s and 6 free fall 
This c)lapt~r. pre~.ent.s · r~sults of g_eot~chnfcal 
. ' ' penetromet er test locations • 
. , . / 
laborato~ testing, penet~o-
'met~:~; test_ resulta_:. e.nd . cor~ velocity loggitjg~ and des~ribes procedures . 
· followed to obtain the data presented herein. Actual data are summar.ized 
. ' 
i~ this chapter 'while · additional details · of test ' procedures and -methods 
. . . . . . . 
actually used are pre~ented in Appendix A. . . 
. , . 
4.2. Geotechnical Properties of Sediments ·. 
The . ge~techni-cai parameters of sediments can be listed under 
· three main .~eadings; parameters which describe the particles . themselv~s, · 
. . . . I . r 
parame~ers which relate ~he .. index pr~perties and those ~hich~ describe i 
.engineering properties.: D~13criptive pa~ameters of the first type are 
·I ' 28 
'' 


















/ .. .. 
; .. ·.· 
. . . ' 
'those concerned with gr_ain . size, grain shape and }nineralogy. Index 
properties include water content, density and phys~cai ·p-roperties, 
while engineering p'roperties include mechanical ~t.rertgth' ·and elastic . 
'· .. . . . . 
constants. 
· . .- . )
The more commonly used- cl~ssifications of sediments · are those 
based on particle size . . Descrip_tive terms such· as silt, mud, clay and 
. . 
II • ~ . 
sand are often used in ge~eral conversation, but for-scientifi .c and 
' ' . ' . ·.. . ' ! . . 
couune.rcial purposes, thes~ terms must be . quanti~~ed. 
4.2.1. Pa~ticle Size Analysis ~· .. 
. . 
Folk (1966) gives a detailed description· of the various tech-
·, 
niques in common use for particle size analysis. Sediments coarser than 
very fine sand are 'graded by si~~ing ~hilst s~diments contciitilng signi-
. . . 
. ~ 
ficant amount of clay and ~ilt are · analY,zed by a combination Of sieving 
-
and hydrometer or pipette methods ... ' . 
The · data f rom particle size' analyses are normally expressed ·in 
~ . 
the fqrm of percentages by weight_ of the .sample within various size · 
.ranges. Gravel is considered" to-have a maximum nimension in the range of 
.. . ·. . . 
60.0 mm to 2.0 mm, s~d 2.0 mm to 0.06 - mm, &ilt 0.06 mm to 0.002 mm and · 
) . ·, 
clay in · the range smaller ' than 0.002 mm. It .is convenient· to present ' 
the data in the form of_ a -cumulative frequency curve. From this curve, 
' . \ . 
. medi~ diameter .. Md~' me~ dial¥t~r, M~, graphic me~ Mz -~d phi deviation a 41 
could be obtained~--· These q~an ti ties ·are defined in . Appendix A. 
: . k ., . . 
' . . ' \ . .. ' 
· ,The bulk of published data · on \ the physical .properties of subma'rine 
. . l . . . . . 
soils · hav~ _been. .oot.ained' by marine g~ologis ts, ·who. hav~ chosen a modified 
· triangular soil . classification ~ys t 'eui shown in Fig. 2. · 
- -.-:- r .-
/ 
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"· 
A ·. 2. 2. Index Prope·rties 
A typic& element of sediment· comprises three. distinct pha,ses; 
solid, .liquid and gas. 'The .m6st commcin index· properties determined which 
J ... 
describe the inter-relationship of these phases are: moisture content, 
• • .: I 
Atterb~~g ltlnits, wet 'density, . and relative density of solids. Other 
b·asic- parameters ,can be computed from these properties such as: plast~city . 
. I 
index, liquidity index, :degree ·of saturation, act.ivity, void ratio and 
porosity. 
Definitions ·()f the index properties obtained from the samples,, 
... 
tested are · included in App.endix A •. The test results are· presented in , 
Fig';lres 3 to 10 together with additional test data .• 1 • • 
4.2 .• 3. Engineering Properties· 
Several parameters which measure · the . strength and compressibility.· . 
·characteristics of sediments CSJl be determined. in the labora~ory. These 
include: 
a. ~h~!!!-~£!~!!S£!!= shear strength measurements are important for al1 types 
of soils· and sedime~ts in loading stability computations. Various test 
methods ·are in common use to measure the 'Shear strength of fine grained 
soils under ·laboratory conditions such as direct shear, unconfined 
. ' 
/. 
compression and triaxial tests. 11le undrained shear strength S was 
. . . ' . . u . 
measur~d by 'the v~e shear test in this . study: The relatively low shear 
strength of .soils tested made triaxial and unconfi ned compression 'tests 
impractical to conduct~ . 
b ; · f~!!!~!!~!H~!!:·· consolidadon is the ·.prdee~s of graduai .reduction in the 
· volume of a soil mass resulting from an expulsion of pore water •• It is 
the major p 'rocess by which compression or !'lettlement ·within saturated 



















· fine-grained sediment occurs · afte.r a load baa been applied; During this 
. testing program, the compression index c and the coefficient of consoli-
. . . c 
\dation c were computed from the .results of·. conventional. one-dimensional 
. . V r .. , ~ ' . • 
«.; . . . . . ' • ·. . 
odeometer t~sts. In this study, t~e coeffici~ t of consolidation for · the · 
' . . . . . 
·-
second ~oad increment has been comput~d and reported. 
I 
4.3. Geotechnical Tests '~n Cores ... 
A tot'al of eight cores representing four grid locatiorts have been 
/ ~e'sted in this program. The· grid locations are inqicated in Table 1 • . 
< - . 
During s~orage, the core samples as well as the grab samples ·ha~~ 
:_ been humidified and refrigerated to prevent · dessication or 'biological . 
breakdown. The storage temperature was arbitrari;J:y set at 4 °C + to 
'simulate natural condi ~ions .• 
i 
Th~ cores were subdivided in G.5 m •segments and standard l~boratory 
tests were conducted. on each segment to 'determine the. following ge_o-
technica~ properties: natural moisture ~on tent, Atterberg limits •. wet 
density, relative density ', particle size distribution: b~ we1: an_alysis, · 
· ·- VanEt shear strength, and cons~lidation characteristics. Oth~r basic · 
parameters were calculated from the ·pro.perties measured such as pLasticity 
index~ i::lquidity index, degree of saturation, activity, porosity, etc. 
The full series 'of tests were per.formed _on the total'. length of each core. 
The natural moisture content of the cores was measured at sea 
itmliediately after recovery. Subsequent- laboratory tests show .the loss o f. 
. . . ' .. 1 • . . . 
·water was J-ess than 2 .% ~fter 6 month~ ' ~n storage, 
"' Th'e measured and calculated geotec;hnical properties of eight 
cores hav~ been plotted graph~cally with respect t,o depth below mud-lfile, 
I 



















' in two figures fo~ ~ach' 'core to fad.l:i.tate comparison of the vario.us 
\ ; ' 
para:oieters •. The particle s,ize composition and s~lected index pr~perties 
'" are included in the first figure. 'Graphical plots of the s~ear strength 
·, 
·. 
and consolidation parameters are·.presented i>n the second · fi'gure·. togeth~r 
.. ~· . .. ' . .· . \\ 
with ··free 'fall penetro~-ter oi.ltp.ut j.{;lcords. net::ailed results of th~ .( 
. ~ . . 
' / ' ' 
.-
parameters measured by the penetrometer are presel'lted later in this 
chapter .. . 
~ ' 
,1i. · '-:::~~ r~ge_ and _$i,Verag~ of·' pat:ticle size '-composition of the eight 
.. r . . 
co~s as ·well as their median diameter; mean diameter, graphic mean and 
,i' ' . ' ' ' ' 
.~phi deviation are. presented iri Table 3. The 'range of .the· particle size _ 
, ' . .. ' . 
' distribution ·for e .ach c~re is shown· as a composite plot . in Figs. l1 to· 18. " 
_!od!'"'"' ' · • 
. Additional details ·'l'e~arding the particle size chara!!teris.tics ~f each .. 
J core are s.hoWn. in T;bl~s : 12' ·to 19 in Appendix A. In the second p1;;esent7 
\. ' ·• \ 
ation, the range ~d ~~erage of selected properties are listed for .all 
: . 
.: o.·· ' 




some of the results 
r 
to/ the laboratory tests carried out ~y ·· the author, 
r 1ported h~rein. :were ob_talned by part-tiri~t1 laboratory 
' ~s'sistants. All . the l~boratocy tests have been performed ·in accordance 
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'TABLE 3. · SUMMAR~ OJ? PARTICLE ' SIZE . CHARACTERISTICS FOR ·EAqH CORE 
. : p a'rtic}e size parameters .number of minimum maxim~;U~~ 
samples . mean ~ 
. 
-
sand size. u2 !-G 131- .. 
-
o.o ';:"}.5 3.4 · 
.. 
silt. _size~ u3 % n~o 95.0 83.7 
·: clay s.i~e_, u1 . % 4.0 20.0 13.0 r 
medi~ diameter, Md~llllll 18 0.005 0.016 0.007 
-· - • ' 
.. mea1;1 diameter, M' ·111111 o :oo.7 0 •. 021 0.015 
' 
~ g~aphic me·an, M 1llll o.o·o6 0.017 ' . 0.012 - ~ . 
-· phi deviation, (]•. 111111 0.005 0.019 • 0.012 
·4> 
' IJ G 141- sand size, % .. -2:o 25.0 . ' 9:5 
,. u2 
silt size·, uj · ~ - 53:.0 ' 71.0 62.25 
clay size, · u1 % 12.0 37~0 28 .-25 
' median di.ameter, M~~lDDl 12 ·o.oo4 : 0_.01 0.014 
mean . dianu:;ter, M' 
.. 
. . O.Ql' o.oa 0.022 mm 
graphic . . M 6.012 0.07 0 . 023. mean, mm 
-z .. 
" phi deviation, 
.C1' . mm ·q.o1 0.06 . 0 .0'19 
. --




silt size, UJ % 34.0 82.0 62 . 3 
.• 
-clay size, u1 % 1o.o- 41.0 . 23.5 .. 
. median' diameter, Md~~ 6 '·0.003 0.06· 0.013 
... : 
mean diameter, Mqi 111111 ~. 0.001 0.016 0.01 
graph;j.c mean, M : mm 0.009 0.031- 0.01-8 
z ' ~i '· I deviation, 0.001 0.013 . .. .- .;phi C1 q, . - lllJI1. . j J .. ~ 
. . 
. .. . 8.o G 243-~ san4 size, u2 -% , '2 .Q ' 4.33 
I 
silt si~e, u3 % 50.0 ~a~·a .. 75.7 
, 
clay s:;!.ze,, _ u1 % 
. . 
o.o ~s.o 20.5 
' 
•' 
med;lan di~t~r, · M~q,lll:F . 6 0.002 0.005 0.003 
-
mean dia~ter, · ~tjl. 111111 .0.006 0 ~01 0.0()8 
graphic mean, M 111111 .. - .~.008 . . 0 •. 018 O.Oll 
I . z. 
phi deviat_ion, C1 ~ .. ' 111111 0.003 0.009 0.006/: 
. .. r 
. . . . 
I . 
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. TABLE '3 • . ( GONTINUED) 
particle size parameters 
. . 
.. 
332-.,. ' sruid . size_, G u2 % : 
silt size,. u3 % 
clay · si~e~ u1 :% .. 
tpedian _·diameter; Md_cpmm 
mean diameter, : M~ · mm 
.. graphi.c mean, ·.· M : ·. mm 
. . . z 
phi deviation, (]~ Illiil .. 
. , 
G .341..;. sand 'size, u2 .. % 
··. 
. ant size, u3:· % 
clay size, u1 % 
·. 
median ~iamet'En:·; .. Mdcpmm· 
mean. diameter, M~ : mm 
graphic ·' M·· mean, 
·Z .mm 
. 





G ~and ·siZe, u2 % -
·aut size, % ' ; u3 
·clay ~ize_. . . ·u 1 % I ·. 
. median diameter, Md~mm 
mean d:bimeter, M• mm 
.. ~ 
graphic· mean, M mm 
. z 
' . phi deviat'ion, crt ·mm . 
G 441A-sand size, u2 % 
~ilt' siz~ ; . u3 % .. 
.. 
clay size , · ui % 
•' 
. median diame~er, Mci~mm 
-
mean diameter; · M · 
'· .. , ~ 
graphic iDe~, M z mm 
.. 
p~i deviation,: 'r1 mm 






' !nuil)ber ~f . '• . . standard . 





s.o 15.0 8.9 3.6 
; -. 
60.0 ' . ao.o · 72 .o . .. 6 ', 7 ' - .. 
/ 
12.0. 34.0 19.25 7.46 
? 0.005 
.. 
0 .015 ' ~ 0.01 0.0037 
,, 
0.011 0.029 0.02 0.0057 . 
: 
· 0.013 0.037. 0'.025 . o.ooi1 , 
0.01 0.027 0 .018 ' 0 .0052 
.. 
. . 
·- ' s.o 9.0 7 .o . 1.63 
. . 
I · ' 83.0 95.0 90 . 25 5.25 
' . ' o.o 10.0· · 2,75 4 . 86 
.. . 
4 0.005 . 0.009 0.007 0.0021 . 
.. ' . 
'0,014 · 0.024 0.018 0.0053 
0.011 0.018 ·0 . 014 0.0048 -
/ 
.. o.oh· 0.021 i 0.015' 0-.0048 
8.0 .. 18.0, 11 ' 7 3. 77 
.. 
' ,. 62.0 91.0 79.7 12 .4 
0.0 30.0 8.57 . 14 ·.6 
:1 . o .'008 . 0.043 
. 
0~015 0.0.12 . 
-
. .... 
0~016 0.066• 0.032, c; :·o·l7 
· ' o·•o2 0.07 0.034 . 0.018 
' 
0 ~ 014 . 0.05 •' 0.025 0.012 
.. 
.. 
' 6~0 . 14.0 8.33 ) 2 ;87 
' 
. .,. 
71.0 . 94.0 85 .9, ·' 8.34 . 
0.0 18.0 5. 15 '. .6 .• 7 
.. 
. . 12 . 0.009 ·.o :012 · o.ou · 0.00~ /.' . 
,. 
0.018 0~039 · 0~021 0 .• 006 
.. 
.; . . 
' · 
0.023 . 0.044 0 .026 · .0 .005_1 
I 
.. o.ou 0.03·· 0. ~016 0.0054 
. . 
. . ·-
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clay sfze, u1 % 
moisture cont~nt, w % 
.liquid limit:. - ~L ·. % 
plastic limit, wp % 
· ?lasticity · indii"x,IP % 
. . . ' 
liquidity index, I L % 





activity.., .' a 
c 
.. 







porosity, n % 
strength, ' 2 shear s kN/m 
. I . u ·: . 
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compression index, c 
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"" 
coeff. of conao lidation ·, c 
.' 2 10-4 ) 
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·73 0.0 50.0 
.. 
73 34.0 98.0 
73 0.0 · ,51.0 
. . 
' · 
219 33.0 77 .o 
. . 
219 . 3Qi•o 82.0 
'219 
-18.0 50.0 
73 . .. . 3.0 45.0 
73 0.5 . .. 2 .T) • ' 
73 72.7 136 ~ 8 . 
73 ,. .0.0 25.0. 
" .. 
73 1:4 t: 1 
·. 
146 ·.2.6 ·2 .~5 
' · 
73 42.0'<:1- 70:.0 
1l+6 3.4 15.0 
·73 0.1 0.'7 
.· 73 . '5 .3 33.0 
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4.4. Plasticity and Activity of ·the·Sediments 
· · · On"e of the fanuli{lr 'means for classification ·and comparis.on of 
''differe'nt ~~les · of' .fine-grained soil within a deposit, or comparing · 
. . .•· 
' ' I ' ' 
' 0 . 
one deposit with another, "is the plasticity chart. · such· a 'chart. usually 
' . : .· . 
is shoWn with a diagon81 ·line: termed ~he "A ·- 'Line" 'which represents .. · . .. 
. ..... . ~-----· · 
the relatio~ship of: 
where: IP J plasti.city · i~~~x 
\ · .. -"'-




. The resUlts of 7.3 Atterbe~g . limi,t deterinination carried out,' on 
the :samPl~s obta.:ined from different loca:t:ions in . the_ Pla~entia ·Bay , area . 
are summarized in Fig • . l9a~ . Almoat· al1 the .data plots within the "A-Li,.ne" 
.which · indicate. the organic. nature .of the -soils. 
' ' ' 
·The activity a (plaSticity index I clay size .fraction< 2 mi~rons) c. . . : . 
of all samples investigated .f s p.lotted in Fig. ~9b •. · The' t~ge . of these 
data i~ su.rprisingly wide, from inactive clays. to .ht'ghly acti'!~ .·clays. · . · 
. ' 
. Th~ ·,~amples from sta~ions G 132, 341 and 441A 'are very .acti~e and samples 
' ·.· . . ' ""' . . . . . . 
·from ~tati~ns G. 233 and 4'32. are -in~ctive wh~le samples from stations . 
· G: 141·, 243 and 332 range .betw~en acti:"e and ti'~mru. · 
·. 4 .5 • ·. Sur'fic.ial Grab Samples 
I .. 
· There. ·a.re -various typ,es of grab· sqlers· such as Eclpnan, Orange-
/ ' 
peel,_ Sb-ipek and Van VeEm. All are composed of ··essentially a set of jaws 




·which snap shut . upon ·reaching the surface of the ·_sea bo~tom, taking a · 
' ' • ' I ' 
I 
... ~ 
so·mew~at lllfxed and disturbed :_ .. bite of sedinient. The sample ge~~r~ly is 
... ·. . ., ' . . . . . . . 
. ' . 
·;·by the ·Sampling .pz:oce~s and 'will always ·be a surficial one. I 
·~· .·. : ~~ . " 
· . .. ·. ,-. 
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The Van · V7en s~ler·, which wa~ qsed. on · th~ -Hudson Cruise, .· is 
·" ,. . ' . ~ . ~ . 
, .li. ~arge, heav}r "a~~ rob~t apparat~ . whic~ colle·cts Sll!Jlples from sandy 
bottoms' as \.tell if'~ soft' o~ea·~ S~me was.hing o~t of ' fine ·sediment .ofte.n 
occurs h~we,;.,e_~ during· sampling and··raising· t~e ·--,eiampier to· _·the ship· • 




U&e in determination 
are _ always disturbed and nave relatively little 
. : ,,·" ) '• • I 
of .. en~ineering prope~tiea~. o~ the soil: They give · . 
. , ' 'I 
';' 
. ,-;. _ 
orily a preliminary and~ quick indication ~egarding the t;:ype and properties 
) .. ,
.of surficial ocean sediments · •. 
·, . 
. , 
-·· ' :' 
·.· "- : 
The g~ab sample's repre'senting grids ·rio~ 1,2,3~4 .and 6 -have ·,been 
tea ted in this study, . ~ith the results ·s\WI]iarize~ in Table 5. Sa'um.le~ ·. < 
·" '• 
. f .roui grid no •.. 5 . were not tested since they. co~r~sed, 'shells'. 'and_ cobble_: 
' . . ' t., '. . '• . . 
size fragments ' only. 
t~e- gr~b· samples with tll'e upper 0.25: m. 
(' . . . . .. . . . 
Co~·acin~ the .results of 
of': corre~potlding _core SamPl~s, .-~ 
' ! , .· 
discrepancy iri. th~ . order of . 3 to · 4' % is 
.evident. for ,lqost par~ters ·~ : ilow'ever, ~~nsid~rable · ~lifferenc~s - in· ,the · · · .. · 
• 
1 
' • ' ',' ' t , ' ... .... I • • •,.. , : • • • t , , ', : ' • ' 
re~ult~ of· parti.cl~ size COmPOSition wi!re noted • . This ''is . att'ribute~· t ·o 
. washing .out of f;ine· p~u!tic~es during• 'the, grab sampling prqcess ~ 
4.6 ,_ Free Fail Cone Penetrometer ' , , •. 
' ( 
.A. free £~1' ·cone p_enetrometer, ·desi~ed ~d .. d·e~eloped. at Memor1.al . 
· · .University of Newfoundland, ._ baa the potential to make a rapid and -econoui.i·~- ·. 
·. ,, 
. · · · al~ evaluation of. the geotechnical· properties of toe: upper few ~ters• ·of .. 
, , I ', ' • ' 1 1 • ,, ' ' 
0 : ' • '• . 
surficial ocean sedime1;1ts. A brief ,4escription of this instrument, :and ' the 
• ~ • ' J, • • • ~ • • • • ... • 
r~s-ults frotll six test drops in',the at'udy are-~ are pt;esentecl ·in this s ection. 
• • • • • • • • •• . • • • • • • •• • • • • • • ! 
. ,\ . 
4.~.1-~ ·.Description of the Cone Penetr~meter and Inst~n-eatio'n ··. · 
I 
l . ~ . ' . - ' . . ~ . ' . 
·. The_ free :tall ~enetromete~ is· a cone,. tipped. cyl~cl~lca1 ,Pr_!)j-ec~·ue .. 
·. 
. -~: . . 
·.' i . 
. ; , 
. .. :·· .. ".'-:-: ... -~ ·' 
. . . ~ . . 
~ ·. ' _.J I 
'··." 
' •, 
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TABLE 5'_, · SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS ON GRA!)· S~LES 
, . . .· . . . 
sample moista1re Hsu:{.d plaqtic relative gravel sand . ail~ 
. n.o.- content limit limi_t. dens-ity 




$" ' ' · • • 
,, . ,. 
· G 132 • 80 75 . ' 0 ·35· 2 ~ 74 0 47 .so 
0 
. -7~ · 
'2.60 
. 
G .141 80 ., . 39 0 . 53 45 
' " -G 23j s·S -· 4'8 30 . :2.60 . -20. 55 - 24 
I ' . \ 
G.243 .65 55 . ~ 35 2.57 10 .' 64 .· 24 
.. 
"' ' ~ 
.. 
y 
.. •' . 
· ,~····: 













G' 312 41 .N/A 20 2.68-- 5 92 3 ' .. 0 '{ . · ·s~ells 
:. G 332 32 
_, 
NiA'· 21 2. 70 
. 
-
411 48 ' N</A . ' 22 2·. ao . •G 
' . 






641 37 N/A \ !f./A . . '2.65 
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/ 
•' 
. - 1 ' 
'(Fig-. 20) ~ .It is instrumented,. with load cells ':f~r ·mea'sur~ng both the eone· . 
. · ;.,! . 
. . . .. . . ; . . 
. t~ .re'sistance .. an~.· f~iction on the side . sleeve .iri~ependently during 
.. penetration. . An.' ~cc~leromete'r . .is also mounted within . the penetrometer' 
0 • •Q. • 





The· physical dimensions of the free fal.l. penetrome:er used is ·· 




Nose length (tip + sleeve) 
Base area of the cone · 
' . 
· · Cone apex anc;rle · 
· \ Sl.eeve diameter 
~e~ .o'f s1eeve 
Material 
76.2 mm 
. 450 1lllli .· . 
' ' '2' 2 . 
45 .62 · x l:O . mm 
•. 
76.2 mm· 
; ' 2 . 2 
645,2 x 10 nun . 
. •. ~ 
stainless steel 
·Details of the tip an·a . instrumentation . are indicated in:Fig • . 21. 
,~ . 
. \ ' .;.·,...:· 
: • .•. =t 
6 \ L • ' '~ ~ ' ' , •/ , ' ' ' ' • • ' ' ' , • 
-) . . Ada~~ional. de~:l.ls of t!he 'fr~-~ £al~ p~ne!:zomet~r have been_ p~esente4_ by 
. ·Chari, - ~t . _al. 191._9 and Cha'f'huri. i~7~. ·. · · 
· ..  
•L6.2~· Fi_eld pPerations r · • 
·, 
The penetrometer~: which _weighed 1.56 kN 1 was slowly l.~ered from 
a winch 
. . : . ~: ~ \ . . . . . . - ' . 
and tripped ey. a pilot-wfl!iqht 'to ·giVe . a free fall of 15' meter~· 
- ' • ' I • ' ' I -
I · ~ . ' • 
: before striking ,the ocean floor .(Fig. · 20)'. The total 1enqth of the ~~etro-
. ·· meter . . ~Y including the nose asse.Jftbly is 3,7 m:. The ~~ti~~ - ~it .- is t~I?ped •. 
· .. wi-th a . stab¥,-izer . secti.O!l whic~ i~: o: 1s m long and ha~ .. a\arqer cross. ·. .: . 
' .. : . , ' . . , ·. . . . ; . . :. . . . . . . .· . .. .. . . ' . .' 
· _section-. ~~e ~one : ;esfstancie -~d sleev~ ·. mea~uremen~·- . ·obt~ined fJ:om the·.· 
·. . - ' ' ' ' - ' . ' . ' •. ' • , . " ./ . 
. . :' s:i:rain ga ges ~ere . ~~emitted ·vi,a a' dab1e to a~ ·e i qht.:..Channe 1 I ' PM' analo9 . 
~· .· · , · .::. ' . ' • ·~· · .· ·. ' .·. . .. . ·. - ', • . . : . : ' ' . . . . 
·' . 
' ' 
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tape .%ei:order on. the ship. 
A. sepe:iate .Doppl~r telemetry wit was atta~ed· on the· top of 
. the pen~tr?meter . BBsembly .t The Doppier telemetry , system. was used to 
o~.tai'n 'velocity ·profiles :of ·the unit independently. ·Comt>.arlson of the 
direct . ~eloc:l ty profiles ':tio~ th~ .Dopple~ syst~m with th~- int~g~ated 
. . . . . . . ' . . . . 
results of 'the accelerometer rec'?'rds · ~·as ~atel:, carried out:~ A chart' · .I 
r~co~der, WBS ' USed fn parall~l ~ith the tape recorder to determine 
j ' -: . 
whether the,· system was operating.properl}'· · 
: • • ' ' '~I ' ,. 
4".6.3. 
' . . . . 
Data Processing and Cone Penetrometer Output Results . ..:.,.. 
•, / 
. r 
Data· from. the perietFometer instrum_entation ~as reco~ded ()n the 
analog recorder,'~nd a'ubseq~~ntly d~gitized in·.' ~ H.P.· 54~H-B . F~rle~ :. 
~aly~e_r.; . The . record obtafned from the accel.eiOIJl~ter·;· C~ne load cell . 
. I 
ariq sleeve load cell is a voltage output ·as. a :function of time. ·. cal.ibrat..: · · · 
. , ~... . .. . ~ . . . . . . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . : 
... ·· ion w.a'a. _;nec~sstry .to. convert 'cdne and . sl,e~-\te output '·to _preas~re and. the 
: ~~~eleration · outpu~ ·.to d~~~l.~ce~~t . ·_ . . • .. . 
. \ 
·.:..  ·. 
.. ;'
... ) . ,. I • I .• , . • ·: 
-, . .fpr cone s·cal£! ~ 1 '{O~t ... 6.005 - kN I 
-for ·sleeve ~cale -1 volt ... 0.5938 kN 
- for d~cel_eration scale .. ' 1 volt = voltage X 100 
. 16.~ 7 g 
- for· velocity . from DOppler · teleme·t ry · 
. . ·s. 
. l . lt. • voltage X V 
' 1 vo . 800 
r, / . ; . 
where: . v·· .. sound .velo.city ... . 1445 _m/s (ass~d~ 
... 
' . . . ·. ' • - .. . . . . . : ~ 
·From _the ·accelerometer output, · time histories o~ · velocity and 
. . ·. . .· . . . . . . /'1. • J . 
displac~meiit~ -~e:re·"f:alculated' by .a double integratio-n. ~~ogram in ac~o~d-
: . . . . .. .. ' . ' · - . . 
ance .with. the ·fo~lowitig ;. relatfonships: · 
,• ~\ ' ' I ' 
.v(t) - .Jt_ a(t) dt + ~ - · · · 
- ~· .. -: . " 0 · . · 
.. . 
• I ' I I • ... , (7) r 
:I .. . . . . . . . . . 
d(t) - "~i~ {' st ~a(t) dt +·v } dt + d 
o . I Q , , , ... .· _. .. o · · o 
. ~ ' . 
..... . ··• . . (8) 
. 0 
'· 
.. • . 
_· .. ,, .. · - ~--- .. 
:' . . . . 
. •: . ~ ' ', ..::. . ~---.-~-'-:' .--.:..,.--:..----. -----~--'----··-~...:~---. ''-H-~~ 
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.. velocity_ at time 't 
acce'teration ·at 'time t 
~ .impact velocity 
... displacem£m t at time t , 






, . . 
... 
_., 'of· 
From the Doppler 1'teleme~ry record, the. vel~ city ~f : pene:tration 
versus ' time ~as obtained · as an , inde'pendent· meB:Buremen·t; This meas~re'd 
.. · . 
. yelQcity W,as then x:e-plotted as a function of the dep,th · and was .cop1pared · 
-:.· . . • . 
w~th the in~'egrated . re~ult' Qf the ·accd~ration record. The .agreement . 
between the two velocity .-p:rofile's was good as it · is shown in· F;:tgs. 22,23. 
Th·e. cone. tij>' resistance·, sl.eeve fr~ction. 'and deceferati~n ·profiles 
~ere re-plotte_d as funcd.o~s of ·t.~e soil 'de.pth~ Figs . . 24 t6 29 ·show ea~ · 
, . : . : . . I o ._. .• 
· . . of these profiles fo~ stations G. 132, 141~ 243,·.: 3.32 ~ ·.432 and 441A respect-
. . . 
., 
ively. No records were obtained 'from stations G 233 and . 341 due to flood-
I 
• ' I ,• , . . ', • ' • , I ' .. ' ' • 
- I I fng . of the cable . connector. The depth o'f penetration varies-between 3. 0 
. .·• . . . . ' 
to 4.5 m f?r stations G 132., . 1~1,: 243 and :nz·, whi·l _e for sta~ions G 432 -
( - .. 
. . : ' • 
. and 441A, the depth of penetration was only' o.~ and 0 .• 46 m resp~ctively. 
Fpr these two · s~ations, ~he penetrometer obviously h i t a very :, hard object 
o~- l;aye~ ~d . came _ t~ r/ within t~ese depths. ~n . s~ations G 1~1 an·d ~~~~ - . 
on· initial i,iopact~ the penetrometer . re,corded high. initial cone . tiP. resi~t-
. ... ' . ' ,/ - : . 
.. 
ance 'and . cie'celeratio~. ~~s-- ~ana. ~hat the .·penetrometer .' contact~d a hard . . · . . 
.. . . ,, -. . . ' 
object or ·layer-: . The. con~ tip . resistance and sleeve' friction then in~rease. 
. ' . . ' . ···- . . 
1,· 
uniformly:_ With further .depth , 8U$ges~ing soil, of reasonab-ly consistent . 
-. 
: • · : . . ~rreiat;J.on .. of ·the f~ee· fafl penetro~ter . output res~ts ~ith' . 
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· 4·. 7 • . AcQustic Properties 
- . . . , ·• I t 
Marin~ sediments .can . be: i~g~rded as . a three phase medi,a;· soli,d, 
. . . '\ . . . .. 
i1q u:id and gaa and the whole . can be cQnsidered ~ a ·-mi:Xt.ure of th~se 
. . . . . · .. ·, _ _ L . . "' . . . ·. . , ·' . . " . 
phases.: Th~ acoustic p~operd.es are· dependant upon the relaHve P,roportions 
' " . . 
... 
of the· :phases •. The experimental_ technique de:ve;Loped for ' the ·measurement 
of bhe so~d ~elocity.,...in , sedi.ment ·sainplea· i~ based upo~ b~ ~aa·u;~~nt · 
, ' l I . . • . , 
of the .transit t~me and~ amplitude ·of an acous'tic pulse tr~sni.itted 
d~~~c~ly th~ough_' tJ e ~d.i_um~ • J' 
4. 7 .1 .•. " So,J.Uld .'VelocitY Determination . 
f' . .• . 
.. To · d~term,ine sound. veiocity, .the 
. . . . . . 
' .. / . 
time for a compresaiona.l wave 
I . • ' 
to · trav~l .through a certain t.hickness of sediment is .co_mpared to t h.e. 
' ' ' I • ,( 
time for it to· ,travel throti_gh t~e 6~·· tM.ckness ~f a knoWil · velo~cit,Y. 
medium. Fr.om ·the time difference, t.he· _ .veloci~y o~ ~ound in the" sediment 
can be calculated. 
. . . • .)J . 
' · 
r 





The ft.mdimental 'equation for the v~lo~ity of pr(>p~gation . o~ a ·-~ .. 
..... . c~Dipressi,onal wave through -~ 'perfectly elastic, hoaio~enous and isotropic 
so~id is' :give~ by: 
v2 . "' 3K + 4JJ ·. 
.. _3p : 
. f> . . · . • 1 . 
wher~: K • ' the bulk mod.~ua • i 
' · -JJ • lhe rigidity. ·or. shear mod~us 
. . .' . ' 
p .. . the ·bulk d_en~ity · · 
./ 
B .. "": the compre~s~bility 
. . 
. .  •. ' . .~ . . (9) 
.. 
·-· 
.. Basi~ally the measu:r:einent · of the t!ransver~e sotmd velocity. of a . 
.. . . ' t . 
co~e takes the fonn of a comparison of ' the ·travel times of a · sound 
. . . . . . . . . ,' . ·. . ~ . . . . 
' \ . , . I - I •• 
impulse across . a .core line:r: filled with sediment to . one. fill~d wit~ 
' . ' ... . . . ' . . . 
. t . • • · .• 
. wate~ of kno~ velo~i~y·~ . _This . techni~~ ~Hminat~s the ~~~- yet .\ 
. . ,_. 
I I / , .& 
I 
· ~ 
·'"'·: --.- -.(- .--.:-. --c . 
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} ' ' ' ' 1 '• ' I• • • I , \ ' •' 0 ' ,_ , - ' • , •\ 
'ffxed. e·l~ctrical deiay~ · -'an4.' aco.u~tic·delays a8~o~:l.ated with .the. tran~duce~s • 
......, ' ' I . ' ' ' ' ' ' ; J1 • - ' ' •' ' 
Velocity meaau:rements ·:Were made . on t~e ·core~ liDDJ,edl:ately after 
. . . . .. ., . . . . 
remaval from the core barrel '. on . the ship. ·:~e app~~attJS' ' ~sed ' to~ ~~~~i~ . 
c~; veloc~ty is ...,scribed i~ Appe0di~ A togethentHb additio~~l_det/a~ls 
rel'ated to the me:as.ureinen ts ;made. . . . . . . ! .. 
' '· . 
In this s'tudy ,". velocity ineasuremen'ts were taken across the core 
diamet~r · at 1od mm·. j,nterv~ls,- along the core length~ Meaaure~nt of the' 
( water standard .were ·made ·tw~·:e .. durin~ ·the .sWnplin.g· ph~se ·. · The · sound 
. . . 
.. ' ' '.' - - \ . 
:velo.city in the cpi:e-. was calculatecl using the formUla; 
• • ' , I • ,.. · '• ' 
I •:. 
. (L ·- L . ) v · · · · 
. 2 .. p w ... 
v .. 
9 flT v, +· (Li-L ) 
.. . ' w, p 
. .. ( 10) 
. . where·:..,. :v . "" .sound \Telocity' ~£ sediment 
9 
:v ... ·sound ve.locity in ·water. • 1463.7 m/s 
·. W· . . . • .. ' . . . , .. 
. . L · ~ . 2· ~ liner wall t.hickties9 · 
· j • ·outside dislileter of liUer .. 
67 "' T2.: - · ~ i- ~ ·differe.nce in . the .el~psed .time . fo~ ·bat.h '•the 
. ·1 
sediment and ~ater :cases·. • I 
-u • 
. Th'e direct veio.city measurements. quoted in this study w~re 
/· - . . . ' 
conducted by Dr •. P. Simpkin,," and have been·used with his pe~ssion. 
' 1J • ' • . ~~-;~locity ~ogs o.btained ~~om ·.fh~ ·~o~~s .~r~ . Prt=s~nted in Fig~~ 30 to_'JT. · -· 
oiO 
In so~ . cases, large variati<1ns in sound veloci~y· have been recorded. 
'Tb~re ar~ sever~ . reasons why large. anomalies can otc.ur s _uch ' as; 
. a. poor . -~ouplffg. ·be~we~.n. t .tansd.ucers _ ~d .. core. liner~ 






· ~ .... intem_al : st~cture 9>f core suc}J as gassing, c;.acks, pebbles or shells 
. . ~ or .sgmplirig disturbance. 
. ...... 
. . .· . 
• j •• 
- --- ·-- . --· ~-..-~-.-- -·~· · 
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'r: . ,. 
. 0 : . . - . 
etween 0 ' and -i C with a salinity .· · 
alues of s~~d ~~~o~ity fort~; nesr • ... 
bot. tom .water' 'iri . th'e range 1442 - 1445 m/s. 
between 32 :s 'and 33 %. This give 
. .. , . . . . 
;. . . . . ,- -oJ-
. ; The . .velocity lo'g$ ~how ,.the Wlco~rect~d sound. :'lt7elo~lty; ~aning··. ' ., ·. 
' ' , . . 
~ . 
that they are notref·~rierl.'_to tmY stan_c;lard .temperatureA rt ·.isi'usu.al to· 
·. re'fer seafloor measurements .of velocity ,to' .a standard t_emperature, . and ' 
. . . . ' . . . . . _:. \ . ' ·- . -
the most colllDion method is?o add. th~: diffe:z;ence ' in . ~h~ ' v~lo0-~Y _of S?und 
i~ sea water at 20°C. and tpe veloci~y at· the ·in-situ . tempe~l:!-t~·re. In our . 
. , . 
c'a8e, this,'~ould ~.equire . 70 m/s,- added: .to . the measured velocities. 
. 
·. 4 • 7. 2·. AcoU&tic Impedance 
., . 
. l'be acoustic imped_ance _  o~ the sediment is ---c:refined· a~i 
·z ~ · P .x v 
.. · ... (11) 
where · p - · huik densi~y of tl}e t~~aterial 
'' '. 
v "" acoustic velocity. thr'o~gh the material 
It · is· ·t~e · control~ing· property in aco~tic e~ergy t ·ransmission a~ross 
. . . ; ... . . ' . 
a · bo~dar}r. -·The bUlk density of t~e ·soil· has been meas~r~ct as ~he well 
. : . '.·· . . '. . . . ' . ~ \ 
, . ,, . ' . ' . • . . . , . I • , . , • ' 
un.it weight at 500 mm . intervals along the c;:ore. From these measured 
.·• ! • 
values, interl>olated values of bulk"dens:i,ty have been' estimated ·at 
' " . . . . '; 
100 ~ interv.als ~lo~g each core to correspond with velod. ty measure-
. . I . • J ' • _. . . . ' . 
. menta obtained. Figs. 30 'to 37 show the -acousti,c ·velocity, density ancl 
, -.. , ~· ; 
. , ·.. . ' ' . ' . 
·- .. ~he acoustic imped~ce for each core .• 
. • : 
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.. . . ·r·· .. . . ~ \ ~ 5. 2 ~ . ·'tab~relation of ·the. GeoteFhnical Propertie~ - · ., 
' r 
·correiations Which . identify th~ x:elationships · betwee.n .. soil 
, ·. , 
',. 
ptop~rt,ies c.~ be of si~ific~t benefit . to the engi.neerip.g des:igner. 
' ' ' - . . . " ' ' 0 -: :.· .. ,• -
I • ' • "- , I • • ' 
This is' particul~·dy true in.'"connection with n{~r.it1e geotechnical 
' . •• ' . ~ - ; 1r <- - -,. ! (l, . _,. • '. - ~ ,1-t. ' . . ' . 
studies. ·because of 'the great · di:fficUlties meo~tered. in ob.tainirig 







· Js'uff:f,cient data • 
,.._ • ' I ' J ) : ,. -
Correlations bet:ween :Yar'io~!> geoi~·~hni~al properties ~.are. well 
· (... . . · .. . ·:· ) ... ,,. . 
~ ' I ' 
established· in the literature. In t~:i.s .i.ifv:fia~;tgation, an . ~J:tempt is 





~de to determine these rel~tions :f;o'r the· ~oilf:! .:e~countered. He~ce,. a 
. '" .  ~ . 
, , • • ~ ' • f ' • ~ • (' • • • • 
iinear: ne~ression anal~_~{~; -us in~ digital c~m1pu_tat;i.on, has be~n us~d 
,.fot' U4 ·~etfiJ ~f dat~ ~oi~ts, r~p;e~en~ing ·t~~ eight cor~~ at ~>.~s· m .
' • . . ' ' ~ ' ' • ' .r-.... 
.. ;. int~·~~~. The regres~f~n equations ob~~ined ~d the "related correlat-
- ~': i. . 
. <:,-. 
' ,, ... 
. . • .. 
. o • ... ~ • ' • . ' ~~¥~-~' I : . . · ' ~ . ' .._ ' ·. ' I • • , · " • 
•. -l ion co~_ffi~ients comp;ri~e,'Table· 7 , ~; _;,ith · grag,hfc~ _plots , of'. t~e yaiiables 
. ;: ... \ . ' . . . • • .. 0 • 'j . . 
.· 
• ·~ ' . . . ·, 
' , ' I 
-~- · 
- . ; .co}q)ared.-.. in;:e presente~· on Figs. ·38 to 42. The results obtained can b.e 
·. . . . ... ·. . .. . 'tt, '· ...- : ·. /' ,. . .... . . • a .l r 
~~~rized · as · ;ol~o~s: .'" . · 1 • 
.. . : ~... . . . i: . " : ' . ~ . . ' . . ,~ . ' 
1. Obseryed.'bW.k denaities .range ·from. 1440 J:o 
• • • ' Q 
-. 
' 
2·ioo :-kgfm~· .. A.s ·may. be . · 
' , • • • f • 
'' C9tre,lation C~efficien~ts of Q·.SS4 an~ : Q.70 res'pec;.tively. 
.. t:~ .:. · :·· . -. . ~ · .. ·.· . ~ ,. ' ·., ·\,, ·.·\. . . , .. ·. . 
. .··, · 2. A· dei::re'ase in porosity occur& wit.h. an increase in we1 density and 
·. ,~ __ :, _- •• d~crOaae in- '"'~-•t~re ~On~ent •(n~. ' r9~t~:. ~·~~ r~lftions ~re . ' . 
p.lready w.ell 9ocumented (l~uchan . et' al. . 1972). Hi~ correlation coeffi-
••. / ', • -~· ' • '"-' ' ' :-; ~- ' . .d ·. ' ; _ ' " ~ ' . ' 
,., . c:ten~s' 'of 0~9~ and 6.925 have been ol:itained ·for these two t:j!lations. · 
. ' . . . . 
·., .4 
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.• . :r !'!\,: . 
• ··:." I . ... ~ l ·~ . , 
. ·, 
. , 
~~ .... " ... -··.. ... . " . '\. .. 
seen · ~-- 3Sc a~b~ · density decreases ·as qoth mois~.ure content and \ . . v'" . , , .. . . . . ...,.. 
. ,. . ' i . _,. ,' , . .· . ' -~ · . ., . . 
plasticity index increase • . The regression · analysis · gives negative 




. ·: ·)nvestigit'ed ·1ri thia ~t~dy • . Pr'ast~city data .ar~ presented 'in. the · 
.. . . . . ' . 
.,~ · ' : . 
plasificity Cbar~~· :CF'ig. 19a) 'it( Ghapter. i_v~ . _Plot~ of ·Chf s · data are 
' -· .·· ~ 
. · : . ·. 
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. ; 
distributed along a straight line c~lled the "A - Line" which represents · 
. ' 
IP =: ·o·. 73 :· (wL . .:. 20) .. ' · ' 
. . 
• I (' . , 
The regression analysis . for · this data gives a linear ·re1ati~nship in: 
J 
the' fol:ID of 
.· 
'· .or- ·r 
. P = 0 .658. ~wi; ~ 17) ' . 
. . \ . ·: . 
I 
• I I I I I II I (H) 
a. t (121) 
. ' 
Plaati~iiy .. data . of ··soil sample~ taken 'from the. At!~ tic O~ean · 
. ,. . . 
have ·be·~n~ reported by Buch~ -~~ .al. .1972, with an appro~:I,uiate relation.:.. : ' . 
ship ·of 
... 






.. .  
• -. • I • ' ':. ' ., • ; : \ 
·. " 4 ·• An ' increase. of ·cotnii~esSiori 'in9e~ c· can. be. real3~nably ~orrelated 
(13) . 
.. •" '. ..• ;' , ' ·. '• C I , . · ' , I · . , 
with: an :i~-ci~~ase: in moisture cop.tent, an increase in liquid limit, .an 
1 ' 4 i { ' ,..) ' ~ • ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
inc.r~~r:L~ ~oid ;~i~~; an:· i~c..re~se in .~oros"it'y 'and a dec~t\ase in wet·. 
,. . . . , "'~ . I . . 
1 · , ' . ' .' • • ., . : , ,: r ' - ' ' . . ' '\,. • ' ' 
·de~_sity •. These a're illus'trate~ .in Figs. 40a,b ··and 4la,b . The regressi~n · .· . 
l . ...... .. · .. · .· 
g • •• 
. \ . . ' . 
. . . . equations and correlation coefficients are presented in '.tlible 7; The 
.· .. ; ~ ... ·· .. :_ : .... · ; . . . . . . . . . ;t;;~?· ' . .. 0 
· ...... (_ 
· : · re!StiC)nship between· compression index and liqui.d ·liinit geoerally falls 
.  ·· .< . · ~ith~ the ran~e: .. , · ·. . · · . . ( ~ · ·.. _. . . : :· . . -', · . 
'\ 
·\ 




· .. ' , 
. ' ~ :_ltidicate'd inFig. 40b, t~is imge f s within ·the 'correlat.~on suggested . 
. . . 
by :Terzaghi li:i;l.':l Peck.· ( 19~7) which is · 
. . . ·. ~ . 
.· ·;· 
•• • 6 . _ • • • , 
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No meaningful '· correlation was found between· the ·. coefficient of 
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.. s . . r;e undrained shear strength, as measured . by the- lab~ratory . vane., 
. ~ . . . 
/ 
was treated as a dependent v~ria?le in the reg-r:ession. analysis to 
relate· dtis.-parameter witp' otb~r . geotechnical prope~ties • . L~w1 correlat-
ion· coeffiCients ~ere' ob~aiiled between shear s~rength and moisture · 
content, liqUid limit;-. 'wet density,, porosity and compression index. 
\. . . . . . .. . . . '· . . . 
-. No. me~ingful correlation was obtained bet,.;een ·ahear strength and the 
~ . . r .. . ·. . . . . . . 'v 
. • . 
I 
:· 
- ~ · 
' I 
_ ..  ,'·. - .... 
.. 
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·' · 
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' · 
drained sh'ear s'trength w{th mistu~e con~ent . and po'rosity • 
5, 3. Correlation Between,Acoustic and Geotechit:i.'cal Properties 
1 
. . . . .. . . . I ' 
The ·inter-relationships .between ·acoustic· and . geotechnical 
prop~r'ties of submarine sediments are .multivariate. Previous work 
(Sutton et'· al. 1957 an'd Buchan ·et al. 1967) has sho~ ··that 'most of 
I ' • . • ~ . , _. o ' • · ti · . , 
.: 'the. ~~·lationshfps tend to be linear over th'e range Of observations. 
• • . ' ' . . ' ' r . . 
H!O!nce·, .11he linear re~ression analy~~s as weil . as nq~ ~ · .linear analy~:f.s, 
. . - . u ~ . . . 




The r.egress~on equat~on:s o·f the acoustic properties. -the 
· .. depende~t variables.- .'and the geot~chnical' p~operties .-the independent 
. . ' - ' ' ·'· .... ' . .,.. .. ' . . 
var:(.ables- have . bee~· . computed, The correlat;iqo. coefficient .WBJl also 
. . . . . . . . ' 
' . .I . 
computed · for each case. ; The relationships between sound velocity 'and 
index properties, . textural· p~opert:les and engineering .propertieihate 
. . . . . . 'i- .· . 
presented as welL as t;he variatio~ ··of acoustic impedance witli · th~'~e 
. . . ·. ' ·' . .. . :t:-'.·. 
. . ... 
properties~· Tables 8 and 9. give th~- · comput~d prediction ~quations 
.. ' 
. ·and ~hei~. corr~latioit.coeffic'i~nts for 114 . sets of d11t~ points 
. ' ' ,.,j. 
·evaluated. I , 
• • D ' 
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TABLE 7. . REGRESS ION EQU~TIO.NS ':roR GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES 
, .. 
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5 .3'.1. , Relationships ·between Sound Veloc~ty ·and : Index Properties 
a.. Por~si~v . . · . ·.. . . 1·. -.. . · ... ·,-. 1 • • • • 
-... --~-"- . . . \ . 
· The relationshlp between sound velocity · and porosity ·has 
rec~~~~ considerable atten~~J- · in ~h~ ·p~st~ .;t'· is. ~e~~~ally' ' ac.cepted . . · . 
. . . .. , . ._· . . . . . I. . - .·.. :· . :· . . . ·. . .. ... 
.that sound vel~city inc.reases as J)orosity decreases. However, mcist · · 
. . .. . · '· . . . . . . ' \' ' . . . . · . . :' ... ' • . 
authors (Sutton .et al. 195.7 and Hamilton . 1965) indicated that por<;~~~ty . 
. . . . . . ,' \ . . . . . 
· .. in itself is only a first · approximation ~f 'several inter-relat~d 
'. I/ . . 
. physical · p,roperti:es. _When comb~ed,' 1:hes~ prop~rt~es affect th.e · 
·. tran.smiuion o.f soun~ \hrotigh: .a \ sedi~nt. This r·eiation is illustrat,ed 
,_, in -Fig~ . ~Ja where the. regressioJ·.· an~ly.~is. gives a negative ·corr~;iati~~ -. ·.· 
. ..... . 1- ..J. 
: .· ot-- o •786 .· ni,e decre~se ~£ sotm~ veloCity with increase in p~r~sity · 
. .. . . I . ,. . . . . . 
is .clearly apparent·. Data points 1 fall along .··~ . gently ·arcuate trend . . · 
·. . .· ' ; . ; • ' ·. ·. . .. . .. . .· . 
. . I . . . · . . . 
.The: cl,osely -clustered poiqts at the low velo'¢ity end of. the. trend :re-
.J:-} , Jl . 
. . \ .. ·. ' , ·. ,.· . 
p~esent EJamples o,f submarine mud \ an~ clay that are p~oduc.ts of slow 
s~t~ling . of ,fine ·'particle~ .from s1us~ension · . . A similar·:r~laUonship·. was. 
' . . . I 
. • • I 
reporte4 by Buch.an .· et ·al. '1~72 ·wi
1
th a negative correlation of ~ 0. 787. 
:, f I • ' ' • • ' •' • - ' ' ' ' ' ~ : • 
. ... 
The maximUm sound velocity (1. 709 km/ s') was recor'ded in . a 
._ . . . . 
. : ' 
.· : · 
.· .:. ':!' 
·:· 
. . ... 
I • 
.. . . . . . . . _. ·- _. . . . , . . I . . . . . . .. . ·.~ .. 
.. . layer. of silt with. l!- porosity· of . 42%. · The low_est sound velQcit'ies . 
J • 
- ~ ' ., 
(LS15 - 1.530,- kin/s) occur in . a layer wlth · rela'tively. h~gh per~entag~ . 
. of_ clay .with por~sities rangitig . froin .66% . to 69%. : 
,, 
I 
( . .. ' . 
.· 
b. .. ~!~!!!~~~!!!~nt· . ~ . ~ ... 
The · relationship betWeen sourid. velocity' and moisture ··content 
. . . ' . . 
· ; ~ . '. ' ' f •• . ' • 
· is. illustrated in · Fig.' 43b. · The' reg'iession ·analysis gives a negative 





co'rrelatlon coefficient of _..;. ·0. 7,5.· Buch.an .'et al. 1972 have· repo;ted 
. . . . . ' . ; . ·. 
:;, ..-. 
/-.~·- : 
• • •' ' ' ( , • ' ' • • • I ' 
·. a negative correlation 'coefficient.o£· ..:... 0 ~ 566. Examining Fig. 43b, it. 
. . I. . . . . : ... .. . 
· is noted that the trend of moisture ~ontent variation is nearly parB.l.lel :: 
. . . ·: . . . ' . . . 
, . 
~~ 
• • • • 0 • 
..... . . . 
... .. . 
. . · ~ · . ' . 
.. ; ·. . .( 
. ...... 
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' rr . • 
to the trend of pqrosity . v~r~at'ion wfth so00:d v~loci,ty ~ This 'can. be 
) explained by the fact that both the mo,isture' ~on ten·~· and :vo'id. \-~~io 
:-· · 
of water-s~turated . sediments . are, in the main, f\mcti~ns of available 
.. . . - . . .. 
ppre space .... S~diment~ ~o~tain~g from 3J to 77% moisture show a 
/) . 
· 'II"· · 
progressive decrease in sound velocity with incr~ase'' in moisture content. ' 
c. · ~!!~!~·~!S-~!!!ts . 
, · . .. Reasonable . cox:~elations were obtained 'between .sound . velocity 
and liquid 'limit, plastic limit :.and piast:i.city i~dex~ · ThE7 . ·.reg~esSion . 
. ~n~ly~es .sh~~ an increai~ · .. in soun~ . ~~-~o~ity· with .~ :·dtease .. ~ ·l~qu~~­
·limit·, plastic limit -and plasticity index with re·spe.ctiv~ correlation 
. ' . . 
' coefficients of- o.684, _. o'.616 ' and- 0.567 • . Whne·, no significant . 
. . . . . • : I . . . . . . , . ·. - -
. 'co.rrelation' was obtained' between sound ve·locity . and liquidity fudex • 
.. _. .·-. j . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . 
-Figs.'44a:,b ethow th~elat:lons betw~en ·sound · veloci~y - ~d liquid and . 
v . ~ - . . . ' ' 
. . 
. plasti·c limits. ,, I 
...... 
There . is an '·increase in sound veloc:i.ty:, with an 'wcrease in wet 
', .·. ·".JI'i:• 
. ... den.sity (Fig. 45a): This relation'ship is B.lr~ady well documented .:i,n the 
,I . • , • • . • . . • ., . • ... 
/ -1> ,. ~ . 
"'--·:- ·' . 
. ' 
· . . . 
. ·t; . . . . • 
' ' .. • 
' ... 
. I 
literature: High correlation was· obtained between these two ·parameters 
. . . . • . r : • . . 
with · a positive· co-rrelation _coefficient of 0. 794. .. 
- ' . 
I ; . , . , , , t 
5 •. 3.2. Variation of Sound Velocity with ' Textural. Properties of Sediments · 
The _:OO~t· iuip'ortant· facto·r i'n ·the .-variaqili,ty . of the a_ciou~tic - data 
o ' I • , • ' 
·' 
is that ·of particle size; But in · tp'is study, t~e sound ve;Locity did,_not 
··~ correla~e sign~'ficanrly with · any of the particie size : p~~ameters, i.e. · 
i • • 1 ' • 
% ·clay·, % silt~ % sand, ~d:i.~ ·diameter., . mean diameter, g~aphic me~ ana · ' 
. phi. 'deViati~n ~ Ari at tempt ,was 'also made using . the non - .'li:near. regres~ion ' 
. ' ' . ' . .. ' 
' . . 
·. ~ - ---j . . 
, · 
··-: ---;-- . : .. . .. · .· 
.. 
. ·;· -----~ ·- ~ ·-:..·:.-- ..... ~~-r-
I , 
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velocity - ~~ci% cl.ay, % silt and% ~and. However, high _ correlation. was _ I . . . .. 
. obtained betw~en ~ound• velocity · llil_~ - the : logarithm of -~~i.an dia_meter: · . 
. .. .' .. 
yielding . a ~orrelation coefficien·t o.f 0. 72 (Fig. 46). A similar -relati..on-' -
~·· ·:;c_~·-· ·w~ ~;i~#;x;t~d--by. S\utt~n et _al. - (ig~7) and .H,a~~t?.n (1'963). The 
.,..... :'\"1>,..:..0 1 ~ • • • ' : ' 
· relationsiiWo~t~ined be~een sound· vel~city ~d ··median diameter· using 
. - - l' - ' - ' ' 
t ' • 
the .non~_ linee~:r r:egr~ssion~ ahalys~s -is ~s follows: 
. . . . ' . ' 
.. .  . . . .- ... - ( 16) 
or 
' ~ ' J •' I ' 




' , I ! •' ' . 
Ve.lo city- with .Engineering P. rope rties. 
., 
'·of·' all 'the·· mass physical properties investign't.eCl in ' this · s_tudy, 
.. ' 
:!.t is felt · that the vane shear measureme~ts ~e~e ·considered the most · 
s'i~ific. - ~i1t~ment~- ~hi-ch · .w~il ~H~r the &re:a~~st_ po~~ntia,l for r 
. / - . ·.: ' ' • - -
_ ic ·p'rop rties ._ : ;. · · • : ·. · . · · • 
t o 0 I o 'o 
: I 
es ab ish g _c~~~ela?" __ ti -~ _betw~e~- _"the _mass · physi~~l ~rope:r;ties , flnd 
· Ana~sis':- ~f the van~ shear profiles' yieldec1 an unexp~cted 'pattern ' 
·\ ~or most of .·the ~re~ : ~· vsJ.ues '0£ the shOar d~re~gth did. not :progress- · 
i vely increase · towards ·bot tom o_f the core . Ins_tead, the maxiinuin . shear 
"" • . J ' I • 
,. strength waa 'meaaure'd ·,at an intermediate depth in ali· ~ores · with the 
_ .. 
e~ception of. c~r-~~ G 141 ·and: 233 ·(Figs. - 3b ~o · lOb). It is· .feit that, .. the 
• • • • . f . . • • • •• • 
. ; · 
occurance of the h:i:ghest . value of shear s_tre~gth ·at ··tile in tl!rmediat'e 
I 
depth is. -qui.te possibly the res,ult of: disturbance of ·the ./s~dimen t during 
- . ·, 1·. . . .. 
the . coring proce·~s; 
. ' 
·-The, relationship_ bet~~n· sowd .v.dodty and sh~ar . streng'th i _s_ - - · .·. _ 
' .. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~ I ' 
not a 
'·, • • • • • • • • • • • • • f • '. • • 
simple -one • . Attempts to · relate compre8s}on81 wave veloci ty in ~~me :u 
. • . ' - • ' ;1' 
··.· 
.. ' . 
'· ' 
•' \ : 
-~ - - ---. ' . ' 
. . ~ 
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.. 
manner with the elasti~: moduli~ ~d hence to· th:. strens~hr. o"f I e. sedimen~, :-
have · not met -with unqualified success. Most previo~ attempts ~ed 
. empirical modl,iiCaioions .:~d. th• ::Woo~. ~1940) equatioii . tor velo it; to bring 
. this up to t~e measured value . o.£ t;he; V-elocity' and ~hen as c. ib.e the 
.,·. 
. ( ', 
. . . . • ' / · - . . , 
modifications to . the p~e~erice .of· ri~i.di~y iil .. t~-~- s·~ple'~ . Th·~:~ ---~h~we~er. ~ . · 
. . . . . ' . . ., ~- ... - : .. ·:. ~ ·. ~,;. 




. ies. 'i~ tmdoubt~dl.y ' due to th~ 'pres.ence of '·a. frame co~ressibdi~~. within . : 
·~ ' I ' I I"' I '< ' • ~ ' ' ' ' •f ' ' ' / ~ . 
' · , . . ·. . . 
I , \ -. I 
. • . · the. £;~ample ., (Buch~ .et al. 1972). ~t · is to' b~ expected ther~fore that. . . 
.vane ,shear ... s'trengt.h .does t:tot '' ~or~ela.te directly with . any_ac<?listi~ · .. . 
' • ' . • , ' •. ' : ' I 1 ' ': • • • '.f\ · ,, ' \ ·, ' , 
paratue'ter; : Howe_ver, in this .study, a "low }~orrelation 0 coefficietit . of · 
. :', . • '4 • . . . • . . .' " . . ' . . .. . \ . • - . . . .... : 
· :- 0.326. was found_ betw'een -sound .-velocity and t,!le/ slie'ar strength • . 
, ;· .. 
b ·; 9~!!!2!~!!si~!!~!ndex_!l!!~_fo~!!_icien'~-~·.LConsolid~t':i.£!!. : l . · . 
. . The C~mpresSi~n ind8x: C~ ~rrdat~s wdtt·{·~~~h ~o·~~:_;.,el~;ity:;·· · :-- • 
it dec~ease~ E?;i.&nificantly with increasing squn elo'city, .w:lth a 
· ~o~J:~l£l ' ~o~ff.icient ~~ :- o.· 7~4 (~ig. ~~b)' • . I : ~~n~:~aa~-.:'· t~ · c ,Gl:he· 
. . . . '·. . . . . ' '·. ., c . 
. ·cf?effici~n.t o'f consolidat;i'On c increas·es' ~ith an.·· increase +n sowid 
' . v 
. The a co us tic. impedaEce, z',- is the product .· o'f so~d veio9it y m:.d.. : 
. .. ~. . .. . . . . . . ·. ~ . . ; ' ' . 
. . . / ' , . . . . 
bul~ _ d~nsity of the sedi.ment ~. This'd.mpo·rtant property determines · the · 
~-t ,·· . . . ~ ·, ." . . ~ . ·• _; . ' .•• , • . . • . ·. . • . 1 •• .. ~ ': .. . • • • • 
· amount of e~e.rgy reflected when . ~ou~d pas.ses 'from one . medium . in to 
- ). .. ' ,. . 
.. ~' . . . r . . . . . -~~ . . . . . .·. . . . . . 
· Similar correlati ons have . been attempted be.tween· acoustic · 
• ' I "· .,·· .. . ' • ; • ' ~ ' ' ~ ' ' \ • •· ' : ' ' ' • ~- • < • •• • 
. . imPedance . and . g~otechnical ' 'properties as were 'co~~:i.~re'd .. £_~~- 'so:uri~ .. :. 
.. . velocity. The. r~sui ts of :114 sets of~ -data were analyz~d, 'with·.'· th~· . : 
-.1 . - ' . . . . . . . ' - . ' 
. r~s~ ting _ p,rediction. 'eq~tiOnfi•Bnd: ~h~~~· .correlatio.n · coef~fc:i.~tS': . 
: I, 
. · .. p resented in · 'table- 9. · 
•. . . . · ' .. .. ' ' ' 
. ·. •, .. 
'• ' 
• • I •' 
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·.a. Relat!~shie~U!etw~!!-Ac~s.tic _ I~~~!!~_!rid~!~!~£~!E!~~ . · · . : · 
. . . .. · .' ' .. . ~ . ; . . ' .. ' . . 
. . A "decrease· in acoust.ic impedance oc_curs with an· il)creas~ _.in ·, 
. . . . ' ' . . .. . . 
·, I ' 
I ' 
· .1'. 
P,Oros ity; · a decrease in wet· · density, an increase in moisture con.ten t, 
. . . ' - . . . 
. ;. 
. an incre~se . i-~ liq u~·d limit and an i~crease . 1~ . plastic ·u~i ~ ~ · 'Examn- · 
,·· 
·' ~ 
ing Table 9, it' is. obvioljS ·that ~ .ve~· good .con:elation ·exists .between 
acoustic· i111Ped~~e . and - ~~t density • . Because of th.e relationships · · · 














. r . . _. . . . . .. . 
.... 
1 .· 
ion is observed· also b.etween accH1~~ic imped_ance _and the latter · two 
/, .· 
~ara:m,eters~ High co~~~lation coefficients of 0.979~ .0.954 and 0.85 hav.e 
b'een 'obtained :•fot; these. variables.- i, 
"' . 
·. ··b. · ~iadonshi2!_!e~w~~_!~~!!£_t~.dance · ~!.!~~ur~l_!~o~rt!~~ - . · 
.. No correlations were observed between acoustic impedance an4 
• .A / . • . • 
·., ' •.' 
the . t .ext.l.iral. properties of ··du:! sediJiients eitbe~ using li.D.ear- or non ·.-
. . . ' ' ( 
\ . ; ·. · . . - ~ . 




·· Low correlatio'n was obt~ined between aco~s~ic· iuipedance . and 
.. 
·.she at· st.rerigth yiel~~~g_ .a negative co.rr~lation coefficieri't .. of 0. 43. 
. . . ' . . . I . .. 
A redu~tion in. ·~couatic· iulpedance OCC~{S With al'L increas.ef ·in · compress-
• • , . . ' \ : ' I t ' \ ' • ' • ' , 
ion inde:& ~d a 'decrease. in the coe£licien,t of consolidatidn; ·rhe 
/ . 
regression analysis gives cor'relation coefficients of 0 • .78: ·and 0.405 
f qr .-th~se variables . respe-'<~.i vely. 
• . • '' 1. . .. • 
. . · .. ' .. . . . ' 
Figs. 47, '48 'and 49 . prese;Dt graphical ' plots of the data show-
.. " .' . . ~. : .. . . ·-::' . . . . .. . . . . ·': .. l . . .. · . 
. ing the relationships _be~w.een a~oustic impedance and· various geotech-
. . . ' . ' ~ . 
nical properti~s. ·Examining. Tables 8 ·.and 9, i.t . is obvious that, ' the . 
. ' . . . ' 
~ . . .. 
·corr~~ation .copfficie~ts .obtain~d . f or ~coU&tic imp_edance · a~e s!!ner~l; . _.:: 
. , . . . . 
15 to 20% ' higher than between sound 
I 
,. 
.. ' .. · ../ 
. . 
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TABLE ·9. REGRESSION. EQUATIONS FOR· ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE 
.. i 
~egression Equations· 
. . .. 
.r z.• ·s;2o1 0.04Z n 
' 
y z .. -o:-ss2 + 0.00195 Ps 








~ · z 
-
-3."67 0;034 wp 
z · . ..; 3 .• 152 o·.ol9 : ·Ip 




2.372 + 0.258 
·ly_ :. ,. .. \ .. : .J '• ' z a: -3~09 0.062-. . · s 
.. u 
z ... 3.-37 . ~ 1.61 c·. 
' .. c 
z .. · 2~42 + o·.o2 c 
-+ .v 
·,, ; ; z· & ul·' .u2' U · 3 . 
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114 
- .I 
properties; The improved cor.ltelation is due primarily to the fact that 
.acoustic impedan~e· is a function of so.und velocity _andbulk di:msity. _ 
Buchan et al. 19;2· ha~e reported siinilar relationshippfor · shelf 
I 
sediments t? · those · reported .hereiri,·U"'ith reas-onably good agreement . 
·noted in the majority . of cases. ' · . . ' 
-:-:. 
· .. · Geot~~hnical:_~!~E~!ti~~ -
-One :of the main ~bjectives- of this invest~gation is to .assess 
' \ ' ' ' th~ .'suitab~lity .of the ·M-:U;N. impact pen~trometer. as a ·gro-und truthitig 
.•. 
tool for,;ev~.u~tiilg .' the ·properties of near surface m~rine s·edimen_ts.; 
. . .. . . .-.. . . 
The main 'parameters measured by the•" impact ' penetrome't-er are outlined'' 
. . . . . 




· Ip this. study, _ the output data .from th~- penetrometer obtained 
·. ' .' - .- . . 
~-
under typical · ·field conditions are · compared directly with the.· establish:-
~ ' . . l . :;. . 
e(geotecl:inical and- acoustic propertie~ of ·. the· sediment cores. Such 
co~arisons are conside~ed valid since at each test ·location the hori-
zont~l. distmce be~een the 1 pis'ton core and rela.tec;l penetrometer drop . 
. : " • I 
.. 
is bel._ieved to be -100 in· or· less. The rel!orted results. relate the degree · . 
· _of -corre~ation app.licable to -all . the co.res •. However,: the -gra~hi_~al · 
- - ~~~ts _·of the data l p_r~sented .indicate -that fo.r some cores ·considered 
;.. . . 
. )indi v:f-dually a somewhat higher correlatibn: may apply. 
A linJar .regression analysis ha.S been applied 'to ~5 .sets of 
d'ata representin-g - ~\ltput from six 'pen-etromete-r drops and geotechn,ic81 I 
. : . ·- --. ' . -- . ' · ~ - -
· acous!=ic ·dat'a at 0 •. 25 · ~- :intervals of 'depth. - •./ -·' 
·o 
Relatively . gciod" c~rrelatio~ -w~ - obt~ined b-etween ' acouStic 
.- -.. -. ' . . . . ' ' ·. '' 
. . . . 
. ~mPedan?e and :penetro~_~e_r. sleev~. ·friction. The sleeve friction 
- , j -. I , . 
I 
' . . 
.· . 
. . ' 
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. increases with an ·increase in acoustic impedance with . a resulting 
correlation coe~ficient of 0. 73. For sound velo'city, the same trend 
. ' . ' ' . . . ' 
is noted but ~ith :a 'lower correliltion coefficient of o ·~s~S. (Fig. SOa, b). 
' . . . ' . . 
No. correlation .was 1obta.inecil:,etween . so~d velocity and 'co~e tip 
. . . ~ ' 
resistance, while vecy low ~orrelation was obtained .betWeen acoustic 
• 1 • • • 
·impedance and .. cone· tip resis.ta:rice. 
. . . 
\ ' 
( 
To establish the ~ability. of the impact penetrometer as · a 
geot~chn~cal · instrument in· the .ocean env;tronment,. relationships with · .
conventional · geotechnical test .. result!3. ·~ust be establi~heci • . P'revious . 
. investig;t.ora; have studie~· th~~e' retatio~shi~s uri'der ·l~bor~toi'y 
conditions ' (Dayal, 1974, Chaudhuti, 19-79). In this section the _cone 
tip' resist~ce and sleeve friction oiltp'ut~ 'are ~ompared~ dijec~ly ~ith 
•' . ' . ,J • ' : ..;/If 
the measure.d geotechnical properties of the C()res • 
The most :important factor influencing . c~ne: pen~tration ·~esist- · 
atice is ·the ·sheat' strength of the·'sediment. -Relcitively ·high correlation 
' ' ' . ~ . . ' . . . . 
. ' . 
and shear strength. As expect-was found between · the c~e tip resistance 
~ - . .. . 
. ed the cone .tip resistance increases .. with ·an increase '·in shear strength 
. with. a c~rrelation coefficien~ of ·a .89" (Fig. Sl) . . However, low correlat..: 
. . . ' - ' 
' ' , . •• ' , ' ' , I • / 
ion was obtained between . coqe·. tip resistance and both wet ~ensity and. 
' ' . . . . ' 
compres~~on index yielding correiation coefficients of 0.31 and ' 0,30 . 
(1 - t • , • ' • • ;A , ', it • ~ ·, I , • ' 
respec~ively. The . relationsh~p betwee~ sleeve fri_ctiot1 and ~ .strength 
is · i~luatrated in Fig. 152! . 'l'lie ,sleeve friction increaaes with a decrease 
, 1 , , , ~~ •I • ' I , ~· 
in. shear strength with .a correlation . coefficient 'of 0.54'5'. Unexpected 
. I • . . , . . , . . ' . . , .: <;;;/ 
. . . . . ,. ' , 
correlations . in excess of o. 7 were .obtained between sleeve ' friction 
and moisture content, bul~ density· and compr'ession1 index: Tlibie 10 . 
· · '8Wnm.ariies ~1. the relations ob.tained . .. 
• ,1 • • ' • _. , 
.0, 
. ' · 
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· ~ABLE 10. : REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR PENETROMETER OUTPlJ'l'>· 
.\ . 
· Regression Equations , 
., : 
•' 
q·~:_. .. _ - .. 72.59+ · 53.-72 ··su 
Qd a , a6t.76- 332.1 . p . . 
. . . . .) s 
Qd -~ . 189.30 + 273.85 . c' 
• i ~ • 
• t , . 
· ... 














0.257 ,. w · 
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. F • : 5 • 18 + 0 ~ 32 c 
· S - ~ 
- V "" 8 
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1'.53 + 
VB & .Qd· · . . · 
z · .. . . '2.24 + 
"--""' ' i ,. . 2.75 
, r 
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i~ ·: ' 
. ·.·. 
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5 .s. . Strength and Consolidation Charact~risti~s of Irive.stigated Soil~ 
I 
· '· . The mechanic8.1 behaviour of .submar.ine __ soils; in. particu~ar ·of,. -
. ~ . . . .... .-
cohesive soils, ' is ' largely determined by the _·rate'· of depo.si~iori. and' by ' 
. ,. ~ . . ; . ~ , ·' 
~ ., 
. --· 
-- - --~ \ 




.an·d overconsolidated states respectively. IdentificatioQ· -~J-·2t:lfe d~-gree . 
' . "" . ' . . . . ...- · . . . : 
· of con~ol{dation is commonly made by a) ·c.o·~·aring the effective o'ier-. 
burden pressur'e in-situ ,p , with the p-reconsolid_ated pressure ,p . ' · 
" ' 0 . . .. c 
_. ~ · ·. deterinined from 'i'~bo~atory consolidatipn t@sts, and b) . ~y · examining -
.the distribution of the undrained shear strength ,s , with depth • . In 
, , . u • ~ , " " A 
• L 
.. .. . ' . ' 
' . . : . . .. ' . . . { 
~ no·;-many cons-olidated soils. the effect·i ve· overburden· pressure _ ; p0 , . 
. . ' . . 
. .• , ·. . I 
is_ equal to the preconsoudat~d pressure , I' , and the · rat~o- of· ·the t -
' . . ' ' . c ' . · . •. 
- undrained shear strength to the . effeJ:tive ~ overburden ·p.ressure ·~·s ip' , -
- · : _ · . . -,.u _ o 
has been f~und to generally Jfit the .following · em~irical relatiopship :(: 




In. underconsolidated so'ils, p - i~ smaller than· ·p . ~d 5 /p : values 
' c ' .. ' ' . ' 0 ' u 0 
are ~so' s~ller than -those for normally consolidat~td soi.1s·. T~e 
. ' 
opposf;t~ trends typi'call~/ occur -in the case._ of overconsolidated soils. 
' . . : Th~ . ~ ffe ct of : s~ le dis ~urbance hss 8 di rOct influence on 
the · result of cpnsolidation and shear tests;" 'tin par_t~cular on' undrain- . · 
ed shear test result's. The mechanical distur.bance _ depends ·on ~~Y . 
. ' , . . ' . . ' . ' 
factots . such as ' ~~e : core• ~d te.9~riique -i~ saq>l~g an_d t~~t-~ng operat...: · _: 
~ions, the rigidity of core -tube relative to· stiffness ·of the soil · and 
1 
· . the -burial depth of sample. As' the samp~e - is dist~rbed.; the un4,ra}.ned 
• ' ' 
shear strength tends _to decrease and . th'e co_mpress'io_» ind~;x ~obtained 
I I ' . ' . ' . ~" ' 
from . consolidati on . :tests also tends 'to decie4se. r 
0 ' 
' I . _' ,, 
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~ .. ·~R:~ 
strength ~ of the Placentia Bay sediments ·ranged 
\'1 . • . 
' . / . . . ,. 2 
from 3 •. 4 to . 15.0 kN/m 
) • I 
_(Figs. 3b to lOb). Sedin\ents from s .tations 
G -132_, 141 and 332 have the highest values of shear strength. Exatnining 
these figures., ·-:the values of the shear ·strength did not progressively 
·' ' 
· incre~;·e ·~ow~~ds the bottom of the cores possibly due t~ sampling 
~ . ;, . 
distur~_anc,e. , A comparison· of measured ratios. of undrai ned, shear str·ength 
to the effective overburden pressure . (S /p ratiosY with .both plasticity 
. . : . ' ' ' • u 0 
index,and liquidity index is 'shown -in Fig. 5~. Using the regression 
. . 
analysis, no meaningful . correlations were obtained between S /p ratios 
u 0 
· and both ' plasticity and· liquidity indices. · / 
The results of 73 consolidation tests 'carried out on the sampl es 
I 
were pl.otted as void ~atio · (e) versus the lo.garithm. of the pressure (p). 
' I , , , ', ' 
It appears .from these ; test ' results that considerable disturbance has 
. ·. .· . . . /'"1- . 
occured in · the cores.; partl,c~ariy' · towards the bottom, as if the l ower 
materiai ·had been sucked· downward ~Y the upward movement of the corer. 
·The consolidat~~ti · curve·s· .(Figs. 54 anlss) provide additio~al · evi dence 
of disturbance. The flatness of the curves and the la.ck 'of defiilition of 
0 ~ 
the point of maximum curvature, point .to either very unde'rconso~lidated 
; 
·or disturbed samples. ! . 
Th~. interesting feature of the sediments of ,the Placentia Bay 
is ' that the' extensive areal ~s underconsoiidat~d. Underconsolidated 
. ~ t:> • I 
' : . \ . 
. . . 
condi tions ·.exist ·for the sample s as the precons olida tion p r e ssure (p ·) I , · . c 
is smaller than the act~l - o~erbu~d~n preasure (p ) .. and the S /p 
.. .;,_ , . · I' · 0 : . .' U 0 
~ ~ i 
. values are. also · smailer than .·those .' calculated . fr.om eqn. 17 . 
· .. · .. 
. ' 
The undercons olidation characteri sti cs of the~e sediments a re 
·: 
.. , ~ I . . . . 
ass wiied 
1
to J:>e the results of extremely r apid deposition and the dei_ay 
. .. . . . . 
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.-·' 
. . , 
·i,n po.re . pres-~ure dis~ip.ation >Th~ -p~ac~iciu dgni~icance of uri.der- , · 
' . ' '; ' . ' 
I _consolidated SOilS is th~t the' e~gin~erfug·~:prciperti~B ~ Q~ ' t~~ inater.fals ' , 
' ·•are poe~' bath from ~ . llbs~iute p'o~ t .of' Vi_ew ~(.in_ cO.inpads~n with . 
normally consolidated ~oils • 
. ·1.' . 
5.6 .~ Elaatic .Properties of Sediments 
ThiS part o'f' the thesis is.' concerned with the elastic properties . 
.,_. of the sediment" : L't inci~des m~·asure~nts and computation~ 'of the .· 
• ' , o o ' I ' , ' ol ' 
1
.:- ei~~t':tc: const~nts and ' their inte·~.:.:reliltionships with .other phy~ical 
. • . . ·, ' , • ' I , •' ' " • , . . . , . , , ' . and - acous.i:ic~ properti'es •. l'bese constants are .compre!3sibility, :bulk . 
. . ·.· . ' . . . . . ' 
- ~oduius_, .rigid~ty ,- (shear~ modul~, ~~~e· i~ ·co:~st~\lt, Poisso~•s · r.~t~/ 




·To comput~ . ~hese . elastic~o.:.cons_tan te . with the. e_qua tion of 
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~ , . . . . . ' . 
. req~{r~d • . In' t~e case _~f ' ~rine _ sedime~t's~ . : the_ bulk .dens.i t y ~d sound . 
. . . ' 
. . , 
' . , ~ I 
be' the . shear · wave velo_city , .. at ''least for '. th~ . pu'rposes ·o'f . Underwater 
sound 'and_. _.geophysics • . 
. . . . ; . . ~ ' ' . 
.. · , · .. I • 
Inforniation on the ~elocity of she~r waves ~ mari ne seiHmertts. 
is ·rare ai1d sh~uld be obtafned by measuremen-t . . Lacking su.f'fiCient·. 
. . ' . 
i~fo.rmation 9.n ' .shear wave velqcities; _the th::i.rd const~t .selected: for· 
' . . . . . 
use in tomputing the el·aatic constants,. ·. suggest~: the' u~e of the b~lk . 
. . .. . . . . , 
. ~dul~s · ,K, of :the' wat~r-mirier!d sys~em . comprising the sediments. This 
constant was selected becau.Se it, apiaiars ; possibl~ . to : compute~ in a· · 
l~gical . ~~rter, th~ bulk modulua of .the sediment 1fro~ its components 
.. . . . . . . ) : . . . . . ' 
' tequ~iing only· minor estimate~ · of -. one i:ouip_cinent . The . ttieoreti~al basis' · . . 
. . . " .· 
o·f . this computation f ollows 'that· of ·Gassman (1951)_ and'.·.us~'d by 'Hauiilt«?n 
" 
. . . · · ... 
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The components of the computed system ~ ~k medulus ,K, ar~ .. 
. p~ro~ity . (n), the. bulk' modulu~ . of po~~ water. tKw) ~ .· an aggregate · bul~ . · 
modulu8 of ·mineral g~aina · (K) and the ·bulk modulus of the .sediment 
. . s 
structure . . (Kf) formed b: th~ mineral · grains. G,ood v~lues for the bulk .. 
. . · 
modulus of distilled and sea ''water and -for the common minerals . compris-; . . 
,· ' . ' . . 
~ . . . 
ing sediments · have .previously ·been established. This leaves only a 
. . : . . ' . 
/ 
value for the frame-bulk modulus .(Kf) . ne,eded to .' compu~e a bulk modulus 
fo.r the water-mineral system. 
. . 1 . 
A contribution of Hamilton (1969) was the·· deri_vation of a 
.: . ' , 
. relat~onship between sediment porosity and the . dynamic fr~..:.bulk . 
. . -~ . . 
.. modulus. u~~~·g this . relat:bnsti1.1> .• 'the frame-bulk modulus can be derived : . 
and· ~ed w.i th the b~k · mo'duli : of_ por~ water and the minerals to 
.compute the 'system ·bulk lllQdulus·. This computed· bulk modulus· along with 
. . . . ' 
the· mea·sured bulk densfty and sound velocity are then used to . compute. · 
the •other elastic constants • 
. . 
· An outline o~ the · c~mputat,ion-jprocedures of the bas_i.~ _constant.s 
,. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . .1 · ' '· • I , • . 
.- . from laboratory data is · presented in Appe'ndix B, together .with the · 
. ,. • • • . Q 
.··. l;· . .. . . . \ . : ' 
: · · mathematical definitions · .for the elasti c - c~nstants • . Each .of· the basic 
. ~ . c~~stants·· has ··,been c~ctilated and averaged 'fo.r each core since .the . . 
. : . . . . 
. . "· 
variabil).ty of the soil types and pro_perti~s is limited. ThQe oaiC 
'' 
cons~ants are listed ·in table 1i together ~ith the · calculated elasti c 
. . 
'!. 
co·nstants .for these .soils. Hamilton -(1969) has rep~rted th_e elastic ·· 
• • # • ' • 
I 
. : ·, = . . · : ~ayel)" ;·silt se.di~ent.s a~~ee ~e-ll wit~he 
· study •f'' · · · 
.·": l-
. , ) 
resu~ts obta,inec;l from this 
.·( 
. .... 
' . . · 
---'-"- -- ~-; 
' .~ ~ •' -· ~ _ .... ·, ~ .·.- ~  ."' ·~ 
' · 
. • , 
·, 
) 
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TABLE 11.: · .. ELAS'riC.P~PERTIES 0~ rnE ,.CORE S~LE ;, 
. . . . .. I . . . .. ~ • 
. . .. ' ' . . '• ' 
' 
core no. K a ~ - \) · ll 
·. 
' ' 
G 132 ~14.0'!. ' . . 0.32 292.756 . 0-.451 31:859 
I 
G 141 ·320.47 0.312 3o'4. 65 ' 0.464 • ' 23 727 
. r 
I ... G 233 
' 
395 ~ 24 ' 0. 253 359.57 0.435 53.5 
.. 
I ~ o I G.243 
.·. 
:27.73 387.14 -: o. 258 368.654 0.46~'' 
" 
' i 




i . G 341 41Q~56 o. 244 . ·40_4,54 0.489 9.03 : 
G 432 . 342.33 0.292 320;494 · 0.454 32 . 753 
. ) : 








K "' water~miri~~al system bulk· .modulus, kNim2 'x 104 
• f3 .... a compress.ibiltty, · 111~/kN X ·lQ~~ 
. ' ' 
I . . , .. ; 2 · ·. 4 
A. • Lame· s :. const~nti'. -~~~ :·.x '10 
·-· . 
, .·. I 
v · • 1P oissot\ s ra.tio, 
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5. 7. Analysis of M.U.N. Free Fall Penetrometer Output Results 
5.7.~. Introduction 
' · 
Labo~atory' tests .using the rede~igned version of M.U.N. penetro-
meter in free fall mode on cohesi~niess arid. cohesive soils, toge'ther 
. / . 
with an interpretation and analysis of the results~ were presented by 
'. 
Chaudhuri: (1979)'. He concluded t:hat the results of free . fali penetr;~ion 
· . .-. . . ·<. I . 
tests exhibited a substan~ially incr~ased peneti;:_~tion . resis't:ance.' compar-. 
. ed . 'to the s.tandard . quasi -static tests. HOwever, when the. resul ~~ were 
' . 
t;ranslated i:nto computati~n . o~ the ,angle of .. shear resista~ce, · the 
. difference was inedgnificant~ . For cohesive soils, ,.penetration resis.tance . . 
. ~ 
is dependent on the 'velo~ity .of penetration. The ·"strain-rate- effectn 
was found to influence th~ r::esulrs.~ ' however;· the "s~aticJ~ strength for 
. ; ,clays can ' be' derived ' from . dynamic strength profile's by taking into 
• • ' I 
accollt:lt. the "strain-rate effect" .. · ·. 
· s. 7:.2 . . / ~~~~·rpretation o~ ~~e Rfsul t~ / .' 
-
' " ' . ! 
' t , .. 
An attempt is made in this disrertation to interpr:et the free 
:· ~netromet~r· results qupnti~ativelyr. and. to suggest v~lu~s f~r - a . 
dynamic he·aring . capacity factor (Nd) based on the vane shear strength 
/ 
and cone· resi'stance ·Values obta:i,.n~d. Within the scope ,of this invest!-
/ . . 
: g":tion, the. ,primary objective is ~o comp~e .the . results of the p~netr.o-
I ,• ' 
meter· outputs . from the ·sea trials· with the ' behaviour under laboratory 
· . conditions . . · · : 
It is . generally ass~ed that :the penetrometer · is. similar .to 
a pile folpldatio~ loaded to ·its ultimat~ bearing pressure. The general· 
formation for bear~g .ca~city of ' cohesive soils is: 
. . . . .. . .. 
Q = c. ·N + a · ·. s ·c ·: v 
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,-
· Meyerhof (1961). reconimended N · .. 9.0 for staticaliy-iottd.e.d .d8-ep_, · · 
·. ' . . . c . . . . . . .r, 
... . . . ·. b . . . 
·.~oundations with a/2 • 30 . and rou~hness (J/~ -~ 0.5 ,' ~n view of ~he 
' ' ' ' 
•. 
analogy between a cone pi:mett:o~ter_ and ·the bearing cap.aci~y .of deep 
I . 
foWldations, Baligh et al. ( 1,979) have .. sug'geste~ ~alues of .Nc .. 14 + 6 
.. 
' , .. . . ., . 
at a dep~h of 7.6 m and Nc .. 14 +' 3 at a ~epth of 30.0 m for quasi-
stat~ic pel\etrometer tests·.-
a. . ·~!~~io!!!!!!~-~!-~~~~!£-~!!!_~~mi~ Co~_!~!!e tr!,ition -~~is ta~£~ 
It .has. been iong recognized that the . 11 st~a~ii-rate. effectrt:· ,is 
an ·important. factor which must be-·considered in the shear strength of' 
·• ' • ' ' • ," 1: · , •' , , o , · • I '• ' , : ' 
coh.esive soils. Casag~ande and Wilsoii (195.1)' and Whitman .(1957) have. 
s 'tudied this - ~ffec-t an!!. concluded that shear strength gradUallY. 
'. ,' 
increase with an increasin·g rate . of sh~ar strain. ,The·. phenomena 
. . . . . . ' 
'· . 
controlling the ~hear strain rate effect is consi dered too ~omplex 
' . ... . . . . . - ' . 
to permt mathemat:lcaf definition ; However; It successfui approach · 
. . . . " ' . 
. . '--. 
to . the shear rate ~ffect_,-.for silturated. clays for · both small . and 
. . . 
large strain lo_ading apparently has been accomplished b.y Turang~ 
. ,· --
I ' " 
and Freita~e (19'70),. They' observed. that. : for saturated· clays, a 
quantity termed the' cone index varied with penetration ... rate acco'rd- · 
. . ' . . ' . 
ing to · the ' relation 
CI~ 
.-- .. c -. I~ 
(·v/d) . ·.M 
. X · 
(v/d) -
s 
' . ' 
f . 
... • . 
-~ 
where · clx . .. . cone index' of. pen~trati~n velocity vx with ~iamet~r dx 
c18 "" cotie index ·of s ·stan~ard · · cone with -veloc:l.ty v8 and . 
; . 
diaioete-r .d s . . . 
. - . 
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The epq~r~ssion was fo~d ·to hold good for ·velocities . 
ranging " from ·o~os tci -432, cm/s. and cone base · dia~te~s· from · 2".7 to · 
, , ' ~ . • I ' • , l 
77' mm.
1 
a\d f~r saturated soils · rans,ing from .. s~.J.t t~ heaVy clay. The.·.· . 
: j 
exponent M ranged from 0. 091 to 0. 109 for' the condition~ . considered 
_by Tumage anq Freitage· "(1970). 
In' connect'ion. with tests on 'bulldozer. blades' Wismar and J;.uth 
~ ~ 
(1972) attempted to qu~tify ~he .-strain- rate etlects using eqn. 19 
. and· sug~ ed a yalue o:f : 0 .1 for the~ exp.onen tial • 
. -...... 
-;-·,~ 
. I . .... 
. - From eqn. 19 t .· th.e theo.*eticaf value of cone- res_istance for . 
I ' ' ' 
vel.ocity.·.~d· cone di.~ter can be_ calculated using the . 
. . si-static penetration ." tea'.t ·as ~he reference or vi~e-versa. if the I . . . . . . . , 
diamete~._.,is · the ·same for· both cases, and applying the "· 




. / : .· ~8 
-~ . ·. 
- (~) ' 
. vd 
.• 
. . (20) 
f .. - . 
> ··· where 
f'" ' 
_,," 
Q =theoretical quasi-static cone resistance for a standard . 
8 








\_ ; ·, . / .. 
\ Cbaudhuri (l.9i~) used 1a /~:~imilar procedure to determine the 
... \,;,~ynaudc cone r~sis.tance .which ·.was then comp.ared · ~_ith the result's of 
l . . 
!:, uas1i-static penetration._test( .by ~bdel...;~awad (19_79). 'He showed ·that thejstrai~ rate effect .. ~•used '~· a~i: increBBe i~ the s~ii resi~taUci. at J veloeity of 7. 75 m/s; He also concluded that; the're is a g_ood 
' • J ' • ' ' ' ' 
~ .. 
'. correlation · between' the ·resistance actually mea8ured in a ·free fall 
'• I ' ' • o 
p-enetration test an~· the theoretical .cone resistance · ~urve obtain~d . 
. . . ~ . . . 
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l · 
.!he : ab~ye pro_cedure CSfl also be app_lied· to .field data· to 
deterniine the .the~~eticaF quasi.:_static·. penetration : ~e~istance corres-
. - . . •' . . . . . 
. . 
. ; pdrtd~ng · ~.o the ·field ~aaured dynamic r~sistanc~ .· Once,' the quad: 
. I ' & . . . . . . I • • • - - • 
!static penetration resistance .f.s · obtB.ined~ the· bearing · capacity far:tor 
. . . ' . . . ,. . . ' ' . 
. . . . \ . . ,, ' . . . . . 
(N c) and cons~uentiy . the predicted_ shea~ . s~rengt~ ·_cl!n b.e calculated 
,using any of . f~e · availabl~ th~ory: ·i~ · th~· :·i~terature· • 
. '·'. 1, . 
Eqn. 20 was applied to · tJle fie;Ld. r~sults ,obtiiin!!·ci from HtidEI~~-
. · ·c:r.uise (7S-012) ~ usins·. the approach of Baligh. (1979) ·to .d~terlll:ine ~be··. : ·· 
\.~t~~ic ·.bearing ~ap~c;ty fac.tor (~· :) . ~d· the· predfct~~(.s~ea~ing s~r~ngth. · ·.·:/ · 
. ... · . .' : - .·: : .. . :~: c . .. . · .. · .· .. · · . ·~ - . · . ··: ··: " . ··:. · 
The agreement between· the predi'cted ·shear ·strength derived from static . ·'· · ·· 
· '· 
. '•: •' ·. 
cone theory · and the measure.d, ~ane. shear at·rength was not goo.d. This is 
· I I. 
. . . . . 
due to the .uoa1tomogeneit):.-. of the soil ~d the .high values of fhe 
iuipact v~locity' whic~ appatently excee.ds· the, l.imit.~ of . eq~.: .i9. :~be 
(I 
' 0 • ' ' • • I ' ' , .. ~ • ' • t t. o ' ' • , ' o 
penetro.meter bas ·.recor9-ed a maxiiil\JDl p~netration veloc,ity of· 9.0. m/s .• 
. . ' ~., ,~~ -~· : ~ ' . . . . . :_ ' . . . 
A correc.tion factor (R) .is sugges te,'d · 'to.r eqn· •. 20 ,' and ~he · f~tm .of'. thif;l . ·. 
. . . . ,. _ .1 : j 
equation is tbU& .modified to: 
. : 
Q ,. R (!..:_)0 .• 109 Q 




· where th·e _standard' st~tic velocity. of penetration. is taken as 2 cjn/ 8 ,.; .... ~ '"' . · · 
Using · the B.~l!gh appr()acb for . purely cohesive soils 
. ~ ' ( ~ ; : 
. .. 
Q .. ·. i4c ·~· .. · · 
a . ·· pr~dicted· •· .. . . . . . (22) 
: . ' . .. . . ,. ~ ...... ' . . . . . ' - . ·, . . 
·The apove ·procedure was applied .to the ' available field data ·and .a · t. 
• • • ' ~. ' • • ' • • ' • • • ~ • t • • .' • • • .. • , : • • ' • 
.comparison of .th~· measured · and.Ip'redicted ·shear strength is ~hown in 
·. ,Fig~ · 56·. · The·· c~rrectio~ f~ctor (·R)' ·~~g~s·.b~~·~en 0.45 ~ci o.9 .with . a 
. . . ' . . . ' - .. _ ~- - - : . _ .. _ . . ·.-_4 .· _:·.~· - ; ~ : .. :~. :· •. ,\.· . . . · . . ; . J.: .~ . 
mean value of 0.6. Eqn. 2.l · can now 'be rewritten after reariangi~g as'; 
. . . . . ... ' . . - . . , ' . : . .· . ;,. :: :' ' . _:. . ~ . 
. . ... . . 
. ' 
. · . 
. . . ·(23) 
' . 
. ·. 
. .. ~ ·. . 
'•(l ·:· :· . . 0 ~ .. 
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b. ~amdc_ Bearing C!£acity 
II 
Fok purely. cohesive -soils, the dynamic cone resistance can 
. ·. ' . . ::- . 
be expressed as: 
~ . ~- ' 
. · ~ 
. . . • .. • . _(22 ') 
w~ere N d is- the .dY.ItaJiiic b'eadng. capacity factor. 
' "' , 
"Using -eqns .~ -22,23 imd makfng substituti~ns, · an expression for '' 
, I , . .. . ~ . 
the dynam.ic.·bearing· capacity fa~ tor . can be _writttp"as: 
• ,> 
-: L . . . . . . .. 
. 
"' . ~ . 
> ~ · 
.. ~ .. ._ :: 
F
1
fg. 57_ 'bows the relation betwe.eli d)tnam:tc. bearing capac~ty fad: or 
4 ~~-
.... . 
~d penetration vel~city. 
l .t . may be relevant tQ point_· out · here, that the ·values ~of. sleeve· 
friction ·meaa~r·e~ ·do not;· appeax:. to abo"' ;a . significant e~fe~.t due . ;o 
.., 
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·CHAP'rER VI . . 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6 .1 ~ . Summary 
. The resea-~ch repo-rted .here . is part o.f an ongoi~g _program' to 
·_ deb!~n~· the.def{nitiVe ilcouatic .par~ters of oc~-~ bo~tom · s~diments _~ 
- ~hie~ correlat--~ith ·geot~cluiical · pro~erties, and· to develop alternate 
systems of measuring engineering pro-perties of .. sediments. ·An attempt 
o l . I , ' ' ~-to. ~elate impact cone p~netrom~ter te_st . ~esul~s to both l ' . . is also and -geotechnical prope_rtie's of · the ~ediment~ at the . : : acoustic test 
.I 
' . . . ) 
·areas. A comprehe~~ive ~tudy . h·~ . been undertak~n ·:·to evalua-te 
. . . ' . . ' ' 
data 
from th~ M;U.N. free fall pe~etrometer deploY:ed in· an ocean environ:.. • 
· , 1 .·· 
'ment -of moderate water depth. 
.. . . .· ,, 
Data obtained durilig· the Hudson· cruise 78' .::. 0'12 in o\lter ·. 
• .. · , 4 •• • • • 
Placentia B·ay is analyzed to · rela_te acou5tic measurements on. corea 
"' ; .. . . ' ·. . . 
to data obtained from conventional. investigation I. . ... 
' ' . ' . . ·/ · .. ' . 
expecte~ :that -this informat~on wi.ll be. useful to 
,·, 
• • f .{ 
metbolrs. It is 
1 . · 
extend and ' develop 
techniques whicl\ will peruiit the r _apid diffe·r~ntiat'£on ~f bottom 
, ' . . . I 
·· · · s-ediment types and the .. engineering ·properties of. ~h~se mat~~iala-. 
. ' ' . (" . . . . . . ' . . 
' • . . 
:Data\ presen~ed and.~val'uated in ·i:his study _ have bee11 obtained 
· 1· 
from 8 p:J.ston co·res., : 10 grab · 8ai~tPles_- and. 6 ·free fall pen~·trcimeta'r : 
' ' I , / 
.. _·test .. loc~tions. Staridard 1aboratory tests .w:e.;re c·on~uci:ed on the. cores . 
. -~ .1 ,· ,· 
' . . and the follo~bg~ ge,o'te'chnice.J!. ptciperties we're d~~e'rmi.tled: natu~al 
_ -: maistur.~ · c~ntent ·, Atte~be~g_ limits, .w~t. 'd~ns.tty·~ · relative density, ., . 
. . .. 
. ·- · .. . . ,. • 
· ,• . ~ -
' ' 135~ · 
- ~ .. 
.,. · ·~ I 
.. ·-' 
. ,. 
4, • • 
, . . . 
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· 'ion.solidation characteristics. Other _basic parameters were calculated · 
f ·rom the prope'rti~~ measured' such as: plastiCity index, liquidity 
index, degree of saturation, .activity·, void· ·ratio -and poros±t~y. velocity 
: . . . . . , · . 
,, 
measurements were made-·on tbe co.res immediately after .removal from the 
core barreL·- -
Cone tip · resis'tance, sleeve friction and deceleration records 
. / . I 
· were obtained using th~ free fall penetrometer for different soil 
- . 
. ·. ~ target~. - A Doppler .teiemetry~chnique was ~ed ' during each penetro-
·-meter drqp to measure the yelocity o.f penetration. . 
~aboratory, and field measurements on· the cores': ·,sul>jected to 
··. 
· ·regressiqn analyses show tha·t the principal acoustic prop_erties of · 
. . . 
;gea-flo_or sediments correlate well with some' of the!r . geotechnical 
properties. ~ound v~iocity and acouStic, itDpedance.·pro~id~ the most 
. . . . ' ~ . 
~eliable information about 'th~ following ~eotechnical prop~rt~es: ' 
_ p~rosity ;' densfty ,...At:terberg limits, shear - streng~b and . compressibilitY,·· 
: . ~ The outp~t : from impact cone pen~t~oineter . has been evalua~ed and 
significant correlations were obtained .. between cone tip resiStance 
: . . ' •, ' . ' ' -. . 
.. 
. ·. 
.. and sleeve 'friction and both :seo.technical and acous.tic p~oper_ties. · 
The graphic determination of preconsolidation press_ure, · from _ 
"labo~ato~ · c~nsJidati~n curv~~. in·d~~ate~ .. th:t the sediments' ~f t4e. \" ·, . . . , . 
~- ace':l tia Bay area are tinderconsolidated. ~~· 
The basic elaEjtiC constants of the sedi~nts . s _~cb ·as: compre..,-
' . .. ' . . . . . . ,· ' . . . ' ... ' . ' .. , 
ssibility, ' bullt ;modul(ls, rigidity modulus. Lame's constant, Poisson's . 
~ • • · ' ' ' ' ,. ~ • • I • • ' ' ' • • ' • • • ' ' ' 
-
,ratio .' and 'Yo.ung~s · modulus _have been calculated for each core. 
. . . . . . . . 
1 . . Y .·: 
. 6~2. · ·eonciusiOns ·-
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\ ,,., 
the 11resent i~vestigation .and previcn,1s effOftS 6f a s_imilar type: . 
' ·. . 
.... -·· 
'·· 
,-.L · The ' geot~chnical . properties ax:e highly · inter-corre~ated. Th~. m<:st· 
· pronoun~e.d_ relatibnship was fo'Lind ~-etween poroSity ·and wet density. 
' .. • _1 ' • ) I • ' •' 
. The relatively good correlations obtained between most geotechnical 





' ... ' 
-'"" . 
properties indicate that the parameters a~e inter-dependent· and. 
.. 
.that several parameters may be adequately _p'red:f:cted ' from a few 
. -.. 
·· basj.c prop~rties. 
. .J ..... 
·2 • . . C~rtain :i.ndex and textural properties of: the . Placentia Bay s~diments 
, . I . . . 
. . . . ;. . . • "r I . . . . . . . . . . , ~ . . . 
hav~ · a definite influence on the sound v~locity through. such marine 
. . . ' . : · . . 
. • 
, d" :deposits ·. For index p'roperties, a .decrease in ·.porosity: and moistll:re o 
· ·.content . is related to ari increase fn so 'lind .. velocity. Sound ·v~loc;i. ty 
' . . . ' . . ' . , . . ' ·. . 
.has a positive corre+ation. with wet density a~d a n~gati~e · cor~elat- . 
' . - . - . . . . '· . . \ •' . . 
: . ion with .~ompression .index: A definite relitionship, ex~sts between· 
' . 
coarser the s~diment if~, the ' higher its.' sound velocity . ... · .. 
. ' · ' . 
. . 3.· 
_so~d v_elocity ._an~ the ~ogarit~ of -~.dian par,~icle_ .d~amet;er·. ·Thr· 
}'here -is no reliable · reia~ionship between ~o~d veiocity and -~drain ... 
' .. 
-~d --~hear strength (c~hesi~n) as ~easured iri ~~il lllec~anics teats; · 
.- This ' is appar(mtly beca~s~ coh~sion fr~~ ~ static tesi: can not be · 
·. compared wi_th . dynamic r _igi.dity. : .· 
4. ·. · Earlier studies ·.-to d~termine ·sound veiocity - · porosit>'. r.eiatiori_ships · 
' • ·. 
. --• I \ I 
. prod_uced generalizt d equations and· curves over . a -full . range 
. • J • . ' •:-"!"'~' ' . •' • I ' .. . t, ' ' 





· i968>. · Data . now availa~ie :.from differ~nt -~edihen,t. ioc~t~pns . indicate. 
. that importa~t environme'~tal diff~rences .due to sedimenf structur~i 
ri&i#~Y . occur .• General equa~ions. and diagrams :~elati~g velocity ·and . 
'I o ' • , I o ' ' • • ' I t • .. I t • : ' • • ' ~ '• I 
porosity ·'should ' be_ ·replaced where possible by diagrams or eqttat.ions 
applicable to . the 1oc~r env~~onment ~ Wh~n - ~6. · sedimen~ data' 'are 
.. . 
... . 
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/ . 
sho'iii'd be predihed · P,irect1y rather than, for 
' g por~aity arid then 'v~lo_c~ty. - ·_ 
· '- · -~ f 
5. The co~relation's 'between acoustic impedance and ·various .' geotechnical 
6. 
_properties, of' the sediments follow the same trends' as .detel:mined .for 
sotind vel~tity with higher degree' .of ·correlation in most ·cases. 
. . . -
.. ' 
.· . 
The reliability of J,aboratory test results on marine .. sedi~nt ·samples 
. ' . ' . . . - '\. ~ 
. . _, . ' ' . . . ·~ 
from a free fall -piston corer is always quest.ionable. In fact, this 
' .... . . 
is one of tne main ·_reasons for an increased demand for ' in:.:sit~ tests 
in the oc7an ~~viro~~nt. 
. ' . . 
the ab.senc;:e of .lDDre refined samples, compar~son of the free · Iri 
. . 
~, .. · fall penetrometer ·results .with.the geotechn±cal properties of the · 
... , ./,• ,. • . ' . , ' . . • ~ : •- ' ' . "' I . . ' , 
. available core samples does, however,· sno~ a significant relationship . 
' ' . . (" ..  - , 
.· , IJIJt '; ' ', • . ' ' , • ' ~ .. ' I ' j f • 
between cone tip resistance and sh~aJ' .. strength with a ._correlation · · 
' 1 ' , , • t ' 
1
' •' 
coefficient of 0.89: No meaningful relationship was obtained"b-etween 
. ~-~ . 
cone ' tip .resistance 'and any of the ·other. geotech~ical prqperties. 
' , I , 
while the sieeve friction .was founcf·to c~rr(date well with the major-. . 
'\ . . ' . . . . . . 
ity of ' the .·ather geo:technicaL parameters • • · . 
.7 • . No apparent re.latio'nship was obtained betWeen cone . t:f,.p res_istance 
'-.. ) .. · ~ . . . . . ·. . 
81ld any of .the acoustic. propertie~· . However·, significant relation- . 
. \ 
. . . . ' \ . . . 
ships were · :obtained between slee:ve fric,.tion and . both sound velocity 
· i 
. . . { 
and acoustic i mpedance with . correlati~n ~oefficients of 0.535 and 0.73. 
. . . .· I . . . . 
8 ~ ~e seJl". ~r.i8ls. ~f . t~e·· M.v.~. free f~ll penetrometer i~dicat~ . tha.~ 
this ins~~nt has me~it as a pracd.ca~ method. of <7onducting. a rapi d 
. .-. ' ' . , . ' 
imd prel~ary evaiUation o~- soft . ~urficial ocean sediments to about . 
. 10. m depth. · 'l'h~ interpretation of the p~netrometer result.s and the ~':S, 
,I : . , . . . . . , . 
relatively high correlation coefficient .· obt&ined. between the cone dp 
' .- . .. ' •. ' . . .. . 
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be: uaed with' considerable confid~nce as a v~ry uaef~i . ground ' t~uth ·. 
instrument~ . .I 
:.- • 9.. It' should be emi>hasized that becaUse of the degree of disturbance 
. I .· .of the cores, ··natural soii variability and probable variations ·in · 
·i ·.· .. · , · .. . .' . ,~. - -~-4~ · • . ·. ' 
·laboratory techniques, it is. impossible to -specify all the corre-. ~-
· q ' . • • ' 1 .. ' . . . ' . ' . . . 
lations ab'so~utely, All .the 'a~ove concl"usiQns _are b·aaed JDainly on 
•· 
': 
an. examination of ·the relative· trends between ' the' par~ters obtain-:- '• . ' . 
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6. 3. Re'commendations for Further Work. . 
. '· ~ . 
. a. ··Continued st.udies o.f , the. ge_o,t~chpical ~rope!ties · o·£ sediiDentdl, ·fro~ 
' . ' .... . · . . . 
,a "range of mar,ine erwir~n~nts ~ are req':lireci to 4efine the pa'r~ters 
and statistical ' variati'~ns of th~se. pr~pe~ties with ali. 'improved . ' 
J • ' .. ' 
;. 
de_greE7. of reliability.·- Both laborstocy and .in'*situ measurements 
_sh.ould ·be. ·c~rried out to. _refine suitable . coq·elations. Sa~les of' 
.... t:h~ · higl).~s~ q~ality s~oul.d· be o}ltained to ~~sure · that the mos~ . . 
·. ' . ·: . ' ·"-~:: .· -~· -.. =:· , . . . . ·.. . . . ', . . :. 
tepresen.tative values of the· mea~ured paramete,rs are ob;aineq; 
•' · .. 
~ ... 
' .. -L.abora.tory .test results arl! needed since at pres~nt they are · the 
basls of proper-ty .evaluation and .in:_situ ·prediction. ~urthe~re, · 
. 
an. investigation of apparent underconsol'idatioil ·of sedime'nts shoul.d 
be continued. 
.- : ) "G' ,z;.CI '·•)-'•,. 
' l (l.t- .. 
'' ' 
f • • • 
b .. ·:vane-she~r: testing iS ·general:ly ·a .reiiable me_t~od fo~ measuring ; 
.: sh~ar. strength. liowever·, in . view-· of samilie dist~rban~e, ·n is re-
co~encied th~~- ~fine shear. testing sho~d· be~ ~~~-4ed o_u~ ~n~~itu·· · · .. 
. ., ·. . . :. ' . . ' . 
, · ·. ' ·" 
· when possible . to minimize the effects · of disturban'ce -of ~he s 'ediment 
from · corin& operations • :Fu~tberinore, research . ~~'ha~is . . mlJSt. a.I.ao· · · 
. ·,.. ,· . . . . ·· . . . '' . . . . .. 
·. b~ placed on :the !levd_opmeO:t. of ~i:ho~ · t~ !idequate+y d~fine ~d -
. \ .· ·: . ' / : ~ '.·. . ··. · . . . -' 1 . . .. ' . - : . · . .. 
- ·express - V~lues elf shear streng.th . dete'rmined by dynalnic me.~urements~· 
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c. · 'Ens~re that measurements of the· mass properties of sediments, · as 
.. 
. , . I 
discus.sed ~~ ~?i.s investigati~n, are made a .. routine ·part o<l£ core 
·laboratory rocedures in · add~tion to the detailed logging of cores. 
.. 
(. 
d. In view of the' sediment characteristics, exhibited information o·n 
. . the· ~hendcar·, · mine~~lo.glcal · and· a,rg~ic c~mpos.itHin ·of the .soils 
. ' . . ., ' . . . 
inyestigated should ·be ~btaitied and evaluated in further studies 
' . 
. I 
to· ·correfate geotechnical. properties wit~ ~th~r characte-ristics. 
. . . . . 
~ 
.e.· Continue4 efforts .t~ards interpretatio~ and application qf results . . J 
·' 
. from the· Deep:.:Tow Seismic. sys.tem (~T~) should b;!i! ' pur~ued. Conside~~ , 
r ' . . • . , . . 
. able ·research · on relating .the DTS . data to ge_otechnicB.l· properties 
a~d penetrometer results is still· req~ired. · 
L Various indirect methods of analyzing s~dimen~· cores, i.e., scanning 
. : . . . . I q , . . 
· a~ous·tic~ high p!solution x.:.rays and elect:dcal': resistivity, tog~ther 
. ' 
'with further development of acoustic and geotechnical- inter-relation~ 
ship_s ' should \)e p~r~~ed. 
g. · Additional· the~!efical a'hd laborato.ry work ~a _ required .for improved 
correlation ~f · the ~enetrometer ou'tput results .with acoustic· and 
.· '· : . ' · .. ' .· ' ' : ' _.: ' : . / ,, ' . ..':' ' ·. · 
. geote,chnical sediment properties. Furthermore,- .- an . evaluation of . the 
. . ·. ··.• . . ' • . . . . . "" 
• '. 
· strain~rate ·effect on sleeve frictiqn is an· area that should be 
.. . . 
. , invest:l,gated furthe:r. · 
. h. Itt th'~a inyestigation,_ Doppler telemetry ~as used to obtain · ve~ocity · .. 
tit ' . ' . ' . . . . ' .· . .· . ' ' . 
-~ ~ · --- profiles direct_ly for comparison .with the integrated resUlts :of the 
acc~~ero~t_er records. The good cgrz:elation. betw~en . . the two' .velocity 
. . ': 
', PliO-files ; suggests .tia_at: researc\\ ~n Dopple~.' telemetry'. should be 
. • . ·. ' : . . . . ~ . : · . ' ".t' . 
·.continued further. ·: - ' · · 
.' , . . ( . . .. 
. . . ~ . 
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· . . APPENDIX A 
' LABORAtORY tEST PROCEDURES' . 
~ -
' · This part .-of the · thesis presents details of test procedures 
.r ' ' ,'. !· \ 
and met~ds ·itsed .for measuring laboratory geotechrlic~ properties_ and 
vel~ city logging of the, co_res. Als_o : :f,ncluded · are detailed t~st · results · 
• 0 
.. 
/ of some ·. of ·the parameters deterinined. Summarized resu!.t·a of the data 
• - • .r, ' , . . . . . 
' .. , 
·are· px:esented· in Chapter IV • . . . . 
1. 
· . The geotechnical properties of the. -~ediments are diVided · into 
. ..·. . . . ' ·. . . . : . ~ . . \ . --=· 
~ ~ . . .. ' ... : .. . .. 
_three main c~~:tegories; a) · particle si~e charact~ristics_, b) index 
prQp.erties, · e,nd · c') engi.neerillB properties.· 
. . 
. I 
Particle ·size Characteristics · 
• 0 
' . The core. s~les _coile_cted"·have been· analyze~ by a combi.n~tion 
9f_ sieving an(hydrome~er· ~alysi~ according to ASTM ...; D 422~ 'nata from . 
· - p·articie· size anaiyses were presented in the fa~ - of. ~ .cumulat:'ive 
,·· . . . . . 
frequency cu~e. From thi-s curve, . the _following-- i,n'forDUltion·.we~~- _taken: 
-
· -- Median diameter ·. '. Md~ • to50 . - '· · • . • • • (A •. l~ 
, - Me~ _,diameter · · ·. ~4·:. • .lV2_ (t16 + t84). _ ·· .(~.2). : 
·-.~-rap_~~~ mean ~i~ete'r _Mz :_ · ··_1/J (t1~ +' t 50 + te4>-: •• --••• . _(A~3j _' 
- · Phi deviation- a·4 • -·. iJ2_· :_(t84 ·_~ ~i6>·: ._-:- ~ · ..  '• · ·(A.4) ·· 
·, , ' ' • J' " I • 
.I . , . : . . : . , •· • - . ~ .'' . : . . . ·. • . • . . • • . 
-/: . · ·'l'bese -q11antities ·are 'defined by ·Folk (1,66).' and may :be -quote,d 
. ' . ' . . ·.- . . . . . .I ,) 
.• . . ;. 
in plfi units ~here _ the· phi' diameter is giveb ~y:: 
. ·. - • • . ' . . . . 0 . . 
.. .. . - · _t -- ·- iog _d · _ _ .:_. _-
. '·-:.'·-: '• . ; ,~- .. . . ' . - ~ . . . - \ . . . .. . '. ~ (A.S) .· 
· ' . 
J · : ~ ,· • . • • • • t; • • ' . • • • • • • ' • • \ • . ' 
. . · · · ·:-_ where: ·· d • particle ·.diametet' in 11111, 
,' -·.-. . " .- ... :. _'•)) · . . . ... . ·"'· - . ·-. '. . ' 
.. \ · .. 
.• . 
. '· 
' .. , 
,. ·. 
-_:;::;·:-:1 ·._·: : ·.' .·:· . . .,:':. ·:· .. - l 
. ... ~. " . 
,' . ~ . ·, ,· 
. 147 ·, ·' -
' ~ ' " ' ·:'" 
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. , ' • 
' ' . 
.·Tables 12 to ·. 19 pr~sent detailed particle•' ~ize compo~itions as · 
. . ' :· . . . . 
detenDined . ~t 0.5 m intervals along ,the eight cores_, 'as ·w-~11 as ·· their 
median diameter, mean diameter; graphic me'iin : ~d phi deViation ~ 
't-n.·· .: 
~ff.-' 
. b. Index Properties- · 
.,A tyPical element of marine. sed,iment. conipr~ses -three distinct 
. I . . 
phases; solid'· liquid and gas •. The zoore common geotechnical parameters 
· are defined beiow·: 
. 'f0l2~!: ~et sediment' colour . "is . dett~rmined in . ~qe l:ab'o ratoiy ' ))y. ex~-:-
. ,. r , . 
itlg .sections ·sliced from· the core :i,mmediately, after extraction fro·ni 
the core tube •. 
·' · • , : 
'· • • . 0 • . 
. M>isture · content: is the weight·· of water .per unit dry weight .of solid 
·---- - . ' ' . . · . . . . .. · . ' .·. 
· ~articles, and de.te·rinin~~ by finding 1~-ss ·of ~eight on dcyin~ -'i~ an 
I ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' o ' , .' ' 
. ' . 0 . • .. . . - . ·.-. . · . . . .' · . -.: . 
oven ·at '-105 C ! to. ~ons t~ t weight according to· ASTM - D 22 ~6 • . 
1 , • , , ' • , I , , ' ' . ,• • , 1 • ' , , 1 I 
!!et -~~~!gl: ·.·is· the_ ratio of the total weigh.t of the~ sarilpl~ to·: -the. 
· -~otal volume.·· 
~!!tive d~~~~f s~li~~: is the ratio of the "weight in air of · a 
I 
.. 
·· given vo'lume of .saiaple to the we~'gbt in air of an equal volume of 
' . . " . . ' 
.ciistiiled water_.' (ASTM - D 2049) ' ,  
_!2id_ !!!!~= is the ratio" of tbe 'volume 9£ the voids 'to the volume of 
. ) . 
' 
'the solids, ~d ~an be calculated us,ing the t:ollowing eq.uation: : · 
' . ) . ' 
·. , ·. 1 + ~; ' , . 
e • .~ DR-pw - -·1 ·· · 
. ·a .. . ... "/ . : . 
... \ (A •. 6) 
- . 
where: w ~. moistUre conten~ . 
•"\.,"· 
·: D~· relative dens_ity of -s.oiids . · 
.. . ·.: 
.. 
; , . -~ { ·. . .. ', 
.... 
. . p - ' density of water ' 
' . .ll_ ; . . ' " .: • .. - ', 
\'• , 
. ~- \ 
. . ~·· ·. ,. , . 
. ·:.: ·) ' ·. ' : ·. .:-· . . . 
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below ·· sand 
mudline ·· (%) 
(m)' , 
0.0 - 0.5 
b.s - 1.0 
" 
1 ~ 5 - 2.0 
• 4 
·z.o - 2.- 5 
2:.5 - · 3.0 
3 .• 0 - 3.5 
3.5 - 4.0 
4.0 "": 4~5 
4 .. 5 .;. 5.9 
-5.0 - 5~5 
. . I 
5.5 - . 6 .• Q 
6.0. - 6.5 
6.s· ,.4- 1~0 
7.0- 7.5 
•' 
7 .·5 - 8 ~ o 
8.o -·: a~4 
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: median mean · graphic· pbi 
. . .. . .. 
mean 
diameter diameter diameter deviation 






0.017 - .. · 0.012 
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b~low sand. silt clay 
mud line 




0.5 . ·12 57 31 




- 1.7 . 3 :. -~1 ' 30 
1.7 
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2.2 ,.. 2.8 
.. 
8 65 27 
•. , 
2.8 - :3.5 7· 62 31 
3.5 -:-' 4.2 14 5'3 . 33 
4~2 - 4. is 9. '55 : 36 
•. . . 
4 .• 75- 5~25 8 58 34 
5.25-.5.9 ··s 71 24 ._ 
5.~ - 6.2 .. 2. 61- 37 
1 .'o6 .. .6.2 - 25_·.· 63 12 .. 
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. · . . · 
mean graphic .Phi . . 
mean . 
diameter diameter deviation 
(oun) (oun) , (oun) 
.0.023 0.026 ~~~f ·02i .. 
0.034 0.036 0.03 ' 
I 
.· . 
0.012 . 0.015 0.01 
.. v--o:ou·· 0.013 . ·o.o1 
......, - . 
. O ~ Oi2 0.013 .. 0~01 
.. 
. - . 
.0.018 o·.o2'1 0.018 ; 
.. 
. . 
' 0.02 · o~021 0.016 I 
. . .. 
.. 
0.016· 0.018 .. 0.015' . 
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.; . . . ·. t1' :. 
depth · ; 
below sand silt 




0.5 .. 4 82 · 
o,s - 1.0 10 . 80 




2.0 5 54 
2.0 · - 2.5 6- 58 
~-5 -,3;02 .·so 34. 
.. 
.. 




(%) diameter diameter diameter .deviation·· 
. . (mm) -.(mm) . .'·· (mui) (mm) 
, .. 
14 .0.004 ' 0.011 ' o.ou o·.o1 . . 
.. 10 .-· ·o.oo4 . 0.016. 0~024 O.Oi3 , 
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: . TABLE 15 • . PARTICLE S~ZE CHARAC~RISTICS: . cORE - G ' 2_4.3_~ : .· ·· 
I '. 
' i .depth 
r.·. · belqw sand 
... '( 
. ·. l . ' . mudline ·'· 
. . . ' .. , .~ (tr) :! :· . : (%) I 
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• '"' -...... ~ tl' .·.: . 0 ' 
~'" ... . 
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/ '·j~ .:. . 
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_: ._:'- ' .. .. - ~· · 




1.0 - ~.5 
1 ~ ·5 ..:. ~ •. 0 
2.0 - · 2.4 
2'.4. · .... ·2·. 75 
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· diiunete~ ·diameter diameter deviciti~n 
(%) • ... · <~~ . . (mm). : (inm) :- <~> · 
.·· , 
80 17' · . · o.oo~7 . o.oo6s · o.oos4 .. o~oq.36 ... 
72 0 •. Q085 . . 9 .• 0052. ·, 
'· .• . 
50 . · o.o023 ·· o.o1 . ·. ·· o ·~or~ o:oo76 · ·· 
59' 
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' ' ~ .' ! ·: 
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below ·. sand 'si.!l.t . clay· 
. . 
· m\idlin~ di!imeter diameter 




.. ~ ! 
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- .. L ,S 
; 
15 70 15 0.0~5· . 0.029 
' 
.. 





2.0 - .2.4 8 .. 80· 12 ' 0.011 . .... 0.021 
.. 
2'.4 ·- 2 •. 8 9· 79 12 - .·o.ou ·o.o2 
. .. . . 
. . 
2-.8 -· 3.2 . 5 69. 26 0 ~ 0054 0.015 . 
, . o ; 
. I 
_ _. 3.68 · .. 14 o.oos· · o'.Ol~ . . 3.2 , ,6 . . ·60 ,. 











mean :· 1, ' 
diameter deviation 
4nm) '(mm) . 
0..031 ~ o; o23 . 
0.024 o.o~ 
· o.o37' 0.027 
.. 
! · , 
: .. · 
i ; t . 
·o.-o27 
. I 
. 0 '.021 . 




' . 0.01 0.013 ' . . . I · : ' 
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. I . . ~ -
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. ' 
</··:: depth · - median · me!n braphic . phi i --;:;~\';·:, · • belOW 111 S.an4 . ~Silt · . Clay '. - ' lit' meaii . • ' . , I . ; 
.:. ~::· : · · m!J.4line. .. · di.amet~r di&meter 'idta:ineter deviation i · }:~~-.d~ .. . (1n) · ·. (%) _(%). · · : . (%) · (mm_) : (~) (Dim) -(mm) · 1 .· 
;?i;t,..- ,; . . } ..  
;;~iiE _··_. ·o.o -.:. · 0~6 :9 ._·... 90· · ·· .1' ·.·• o.6o9 ,. o·.o22 o.ol8 o.018. F. 
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TABLE 18.· PARTICLE SIZE-CHARACTERISTICS: 
· .. r. 
CORE :-· G. 432 
r-~-~-~~---r-----,----T-~~--r-----~---~--r---~~~j . depth . · median mean _graphic . phi 
. - below 1 sand . 'silt . . cl~y 
mudi!ne. · 
(m) - ( ~ . : ·. (%) 
o.o-o.s : .  18 _. 
o.s - 1._o· · 12 · 
l.Q- 1.5 : :.1~ 
•' 
. ·. 
1.5 - 2.0 8 
I ) ,, 0 . - 2 o 5 . . 8 
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'tABLE . .19. PARTICLE SIZE .·CHARACTERiS~IOS: . C9RE ~ ~ G. 4'41.-A · .. 
. , 
. · .. 
. depth median ' mean graphi~ 
below. sand silt clay . .. mean 
mud line . . .. diameter diameter diameter 
(m) (~)- (%) ~) . (mm) · ·(Dml) <mm> 
.. 
' · o.o - o:s 7 93 ·0 0 •. 012 0.02 0.026 
' ' 





.. . ' .....-: . 
·' 
1.0 - 1.5 14 . .- 82' ~- 4 0 .• 009 0.019 0_.023 
-. . 




- 2 . .'0 ' 4· 94 2 0~01 . (L039 .. 0.044 
. ' ' . . j ' 
2.0 
-
2.:S '6 : ~4 0 0.01 0.018 - · 0~023 ,• 
~ . I 
- .. / ·, 
2.5 ·. - 3 .• 0 8 92 q 0.01 ().019 0.02j 





3.-0 -. 3 ~ 5 '14 0.011 ' • 0.018 ' 8. " 78 0.023 
•', 
' . 
. 3.$··- ··.4 ;o 11 • 71 : 18 o:.O'ti .• -0.'!)21 0.027· ,, 
4~.0 - 4.4 7 ,91 ' ·2 .0.01;1 0.018 0~02,3 
. ' . ,. 
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. , 
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· .. ~~rosit-r: · is· the. 1;atio of the voi1Jllle of voids · to the total .volume of 
~le. 
. . 1.· 
. e .. 
n • .!+'"; •. (A.-7) •· . . . . 
Deg!:ee ·of B!turati.on: . is the ratto of the. volume ' qf water ~to the Volume_ 
of the vo'ids,- and can be calculated ,by: ' 
.. 
•· ~ •· .. • .•••• (A.S) 
• • .: • • -(A. 8 I) 
. !~!~~~~!~L~!~g~: Att~rb_e_r~ l~mit : ~e~ts. · des~ri~.e.$t Jhe :consf.s_t~n~y of ._a 
_cohesive sedimen.t. The. Atterberg llmi.~s. include:· .. · -- · · · · 
' . .... ' ' . 
. !!~!!!_~~li~~~ · wL ~-~hiclt/ i~ ~de·f~ned : as_ ~he -~6~-s~~r~ _:conte~-t . ~t~ :whi~h 
the __ ~ediment stop~ actin~ - ~-- a liquid ·an_d staJ;ts acting· as a plastic· • .': 
' . ·, 
·(ASTM .- : D '423) • . 
. .. . r · - -:~ -
. .. 
2J:!!E~_!!~h wl': .wliich -:_is defined-. ~ the ·moisture c6~te~t .which .marks 
-· - the_ limit between· plastic and brit~le .failure• (ASTM- D 424)·.· 
. , · ' '• ' ' . •, ' ' ' . . 
. •' . . . 
i11e diffe_r~nc~ iU,1 water co~ tent' between' :~he liqu:i.d and plastic limits. 
• . . • , , , • • , •/ . , • . I .~, ' ~ , ', ·~ • , : . • - •. ' , .• . , ' : ' ' . . 
i.e ~o~ ~ _the ~~.~.E!~!~Z~!~~~!• ·. I~, . while . the . !~qui~!!:L!!!~!-~ . Ir. :is __ 
· defin~_d ~s: · · · · ·.· · · : 
· · w "':' _wp •. . It ~ . l;p . ·. . • • • . • ·• . • • ,• , : (A.'9) . . , 
. ~O!Vi.£i( is , ti•e ratiO .of plMticity ~?d~X to •be clOy fiaCtio~ (1~.~ l 
· th~ 2 ·'m:f..~:ron~); This .. ratio: tef>tesents the ' 'surfa~e · ~ctivity .of · the' ciay: 
' •• • • ' • • • • ' • I I ~- . . ' ~ 
, fraction·~- such as. the increased ion exchange capacity• trt1d potenti81 _. 
. .' ~ .. .. : . . : ' -~ < . . . . . ... . . . . ' . ' . ' 
- .· .. absQtiition of water . with' ~decreasing s~ain s.ize. '· 
\ . . . . . \ ' . ' . . 
·' 
.~ . , • '.: :f' 
;' • t ' • ' ' ' 





Sh!:!!.:.!_i:=~~&Eh=- .th~·-·ah~ar strength o~ a Sj!di~tit ~~- ~efirled· as;.the . · 
, . ' .. , I , . . • . . .. . . . . - , ·· -
~mum ,sh~~r .str~ss ~~ich ~he sed~~~-~ ·. ~~ . wfth_s~im.~-~ -. ~~·le . !ihea~ ' 
• - . • . . • . . ·: ,". ~ • •, _·_ , ·.' . -_ ' • • . •. • . ... _· .. '. # . . ·•. . ' ' . : . 
.r;~trength . can be measured by a _ numb~r· of me_thods including triwal_ 
. . ' . . . . ,, • ·. ·. . ' . '·' .. . ·- '. . . ·. · . 
•. 
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. , '• : · . 
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comj,ressio'n 'and dire~t shear /~sts, it was' impractic'al to use these 
common test methods 'for t4e _spft ~terial recqvered in the cores. A· 
., 
·. · . 
. Convenient 'method ' for measuring the shear . strength-. of ·fine grained 
' ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' 
sediment~ -is 'the vane shear· test • Details of _the standard·. field _pro-
~ced~re for vane ~hear testing have be~n presented by ASTM _: D 2573.-
. No standard method for a ·1abor~tory . v~e shear test. pre~ently exista 
and thus .. the . field. procedure· was generally followed'• 'A four 'bladed 
. . . . ' . ' ,- . 
rotor of know dimensio~s is inserted · into the . sed:Lnient and the un-
•' 
. _· ~ qui red to rotate the vane _and produce · failure .... 
. I 
2~~!!ol!da_!:!~~= 'the .. one-d:i.mensional consolidation .test' is.· carried out 
. . 
• ~ ' • • :- • •, ' . .. ' ' .. ' ' ;.,, 1 • • : ' ' ' ' • 
..in a consolidometer: in _which .the sample is contained in ·a rigid . circular 
" - , • • • J - · ' ' • 
iing : ~etw~en · two porous plates -~d is loafted. axially. In-?reasing loads 
are applied : to ·the sample·, · .~d 'the amciunt and time-rate o·f .compression 
.' · 'of the :s8mple- £6r each loa_d incre~nt. is me~ured. As the 'pore· water . · .. 
.. ..... . 
' ' . 
'drSins _out with time, a pressure difference is produced arid . the volume 
•, . ' , ' ' ' 
of the .sediment. 'derire~ses. These .. ~eats 'followed s'tandard soil mechanics 
·. procedure'~ ASTM- ni435. 'A 6·3._1· ~'sample diameteJ;'' was .used. The ?tarting 
load w~\rery light, ~ein_g _j us.t the t~p. ca~a~ity o~rth~ cons~lidometer 
. . ' . ' . 
eelf, on the SamPle . . Each load was allowed to remain on . the ·SS!JlPle for 1 
24· hours, ·at ·wh~ch · time · ~he next· load _'(ap·art _:from · the first · incremen~~ 
' each successive load was dQuble the precedin'g one)···wils added. 'This gave 
. . ... '. . ·. . .>. , - : ' ' . . : --- . :-.. ' . . · . ·2-' .. 
- ; .increasing pressures of :o :326;.0.652. 1.304, 2.606 and _5.216 kg/.cm .The 
. . ' ' . ' . . . . . . .. 
refJults _w~re -plotted 8fJ void ·ratio;e • . against --the log_arithm · of the 
. , . ' . . . ~ . ' ' . ' ' ,,.., . . ~ . ' . ' 
·pressure,p, --Figs.· St. and 55 in Chapter V show two examp,le~-- of ,l'!uch curves 
., . 
. . . . ... ' ' ' ' ' . ' . ' . . ·. 
"':• . 
I : • 
. . .- . ~. 
.,r , 
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·,· 
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cons~lidation test can b'e used . to proyide more information about the 
' . 
. se.diment sainple . such as compress.ion index and coefficient. o'f c~nsolidation. 
• • • :t • • • • , • ' • 
. . . 
cO~~!!!! ion_ ill~, · Cc i _s .. the slope_· of the linea,r por.tion ·of t~e press~re-
. . . . . 
\I'Oid ratio curve on a semi-tog· ·plot. Coefftcierit of consolidation~ c · is 
·- - . ·--- ---~-------.. - . . . -: v 
a coefficient utilized· in' the .theory .· ~f consolidation_, contai~i~g the 
. . . . ' . ' ' 
physical ~onstants of a soil affect!~~ · its rat~ of volume ·change • 
.... - . 
··consolidation tests w~re . pe~fo~~ on sample~ ~t 0.5' m~iritervals 
along each core . for a .total· -~f 73 ' test~.· ·In ·-view ~f ~he gen~riU · sirirl,i~i.:.. · · 
' j • . . . . ' . ' . 
. \. 
ity of ·the test. results, the cun-e for each test has' not been included. 
, . . . . 
. Values of · the compression index .C 
. . . - . c 
' · 
and coefficient of consolidation· c 
v 
obtained · from the tests · have been included in' F~gs . 3 to . 10 : in Chapter iv. 
. . . . . . 
. I 
·· for _cc:impari~ori _wi~h ot;her ~est v~ues~ In · ea-~h case, · th~ · v~u~ C)f cv 
··reported has . been calculated for. the second load ~crement of. the test • . 
2. : Sound. ·veiocity Measure~~ t 
. The t~avel . time of .a sound impulse across ·a core: liner f:f.,lled 
.. . ' . . . . . 
with . ~ediment . ·is 'compared to one ·filled , wit~ w~t!er of knoWn. v~loci'~y • . · 
~\ • ' • , ' ' ' ' ' ' ' I • • • ~ • • ' '" ' ' 
~rOtn .the time. difference obtained, the . SOund velocity . of : t~e 8e4iment 
' o ' ' ~ I I 
' .: ·.. ~ 
. is determined. Fig. ·sa is a iichematic diagram of the ele_ctric c-ircuitry . 
fu the 'aye tem Used to measur,e core ·veloc;ltl!i!S in_ this S-tUdy .. · 
. .- ·.SoUnd velC,.,~ity ·w~s~·. c~culated · ~~g an _ est~~te oi :~arri~iU 
• . . .. ·,· j ' ,' 
time of· a pul'se. at the receiver · (S.impkin 1978). If a ~wo phase medium 
:· is ' cons~dered with a· transllli-tte_r at A ·and a - recei~~r ·at B (Pig ~ .59). 
' t •. 
. . Assuming that one phase -is·:· t~~ liner 'plastic mid .;the ~ecopd :Phase :i.e 
' • ' ' ' • 'I • • ' • , • 
. __ water, the ti~~- ~or a pulse to t~av.e:J.. ··fro~- to 'to B ~~: · 
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. .r:: : ~5.8 
· .. ·I 
L .. 2 ·:X · liner wall; .thickness 
P . 
' L · c. outside. diameter of liner ~ _',. - . 
v .- sound .veio~ity in. plastic . 
P. . . ·..• ·. . 
v .s sound velod:ty in water w . ' .. . . ... . 
Tt 8 the ·fixed · delays 
Similarly, for sediment 
L · L· - L . 
. T ,......£.+' .2 ' ·P + T· 
2 v . .v . . . ~ t 
.P s · 
' . 
. .. 
. . ' 
\ ... 
.. ------· .. --·-··· .. - . , · 
: . . 
•. .. . (A.ll) .· ' . . . . ,• 
1
wh.ere: . v ' ;,._ · s~diment sound velo_city 
. \~ ·.. s 
·:. 
.v .. 
·,. ,.~~ .s· . 
· .; · wh~~~: · AT ,.· _· (T~· ·_:.. · Tl). ·. _·is· .the. diffe~~nc~ 
. ': . . 
. ·. 
.· I 
in the time ·far both . the 
se'di~nt and wat~r · c'~ea ·. ~~ L2 is meas~re~ . c~nc_~rr~nt;~Y _ ~~th. T2 _during 
. . ttl .... ' ·. 
the sc~ning P,eriod, 'then estimates _of T1, L (L1 .'and vw ~:re require_d. 
' . . . p 
. ·. ·~ 
to. ·compute v (Simpkin 1~78)'. · These parameters c_an be obtained after 
s . . : . . -~ . 
~ali~ra~ion ".and 'providin@i_ the measuring technique remains unchange_d · 
throughout. th~ measuring period; 
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·r ·oun~NE .OF. ·coMPti.TATION PROCEDURES '00 ·oBTAIN ELAStic. 
.. • J • - ·..... .. . · " • • •• ' 
,. . . ·.·coNs!ANTff, FROM. WORATO~Y .SEWmNT ~ATA . . 
· .. · .. ' - . ,: : 0 N I . 
Thi~ ·~ppehdix~·· outlines .tb~ p~c~~~r~s used to. ~omp.~:te' '·el~tic _. 
u ., 
, . . 
\ . 
. . ' : . . \ . 
. ~on.stants. f-rom s~~i~el:lt ·la~,~r;atoey . ~est 9,ata. ' The following c~n~tan.ts::::. 
~ - .-
': :/l have peeh derived. for the .. s_Binp,lefJ tested: · coinpr~~sibUity·, bul~ . ~duJ,.us, _ 
' .. . ,,.·. . ,, . . . 
' .~ .. 
·, . ' 
/ . · -~igidtty (shear) .''modulus~· Lame's. ·constant, Poisson''s,.. ratio 
. . , . ·. ' ' . . . 
. . 
~i Yourig;s· ·· 
I ·' . . .- . : ' 
'modul~ • . Th~ ela8't~c. c~mstants are . derived ·from the follo.wtng sed,iluent ' " . -~ \, ' ' . .. ::. ·> 
~ ': . 
" \ 
, •,• '• t ,v ' , ·, 
! • ' 
. 
. : . . ' . r· . . . 
propertfes· • . with average va1uea 
• ~ ' ' • ' ~ · I • ' ' •• ' I • • ' • ' • • 
•', ' 1 \o 
t oa · • . "s_ed,iuient· · so.~d ·\telo<::itY~ 
. .... 




" · .. , ,· 
···•·· :·b .. ~· bo.~t~in. w~tet. so~~ ·.v~l~d~Y·.·~ vw· 
:: :· ... 1· 7· .: . i. ::.. ... --.· ·se. ·di. ;,:,.;n·t .··.dens·i··t' y, · 
,•0 ~ ' · ' • ... • - . ' PS .• : - .. 
·:;-.: j'._::: · ·· _ .. ·d· • .. ~ens~ty ::.~f·· ~ater,·. , . ~ 0 ' P~ · .... .. 
o. 
· .. · ~i:J . ~~- , .. · ~- e• .sedi'IDent po/:r~s.ity, n · • .,. · 
':..:., .~··{ 1 . " 1 • • . • • · ' '. • , ·· . ' , • • , · _. • ~ ,· • , • -~ o' • 
. . . . j"' • . . 
" 
~'?. •. :; :_:",·~ :< .. .. -~ . . _. .. t ·· . ~e:. following .procedures are . appli~d for each core, ~ested :~ing .. 
.• ', ' ;he equati~~· d:r~ed by ~~- . (195j~ .. :~'<~tcHl (19,69). !he reiJ~t~· . 
. . , .. .. ·· ' · are p're~entecr in Table 11: . o~ .chapt~r ~ •. . . : · \. ~ .. · ~ 
~ : ~-:·. ' , . ' • 0 ••• ' . ' 
:;.: i_' ·~:·: .· •. . · . ... ·.. · ;' 1. oe.~e~n.at:ion. bf· bulk modt:U~..:ci£ . P~re _wate'r (K) :·. · 
' :.·. . .• .. ... · ·1.: · ·us~g ~lie iquation :~£·. ~~~~ ·veio6Ity ·,in ·a 'iiquid • . 
·' •', . . , () . . . . . ' 
.~ . 
' v : ·~ ·:(~ ' jp ,~· ~ ,. 
· w ~ · · - w._w .. 
·.  . . . ., .. '' .. · ~ ·. _: : . . . . ~ 2.·' 
·1· . . or . .-.K· ·• .p· .v· 
. . . W · •.· W· W· ' .···· 
. . , . 
·• .(a:i> ; 
..:., ' ~ ;: < ;ti.Jli : · . . · . , 
' ~ . ,' .. ·' ·; . 
: . . ' 




. · '. c. 




:·:{'$~!~h.: _> ~ -~: · ·~ .. : ~ ·:.·:·:~ .;:~· ··..-: _· ·_'' "-':.i.~·. ,;~~/~-~~to~- ~~t~_r ~~~~ ~;.i~c~.e~:J~.r :the J'~l~ce~t~a._ ~-a~~ a~~~:. ~~ ·: .~ ·. · , . 
':>f; ~ ·.. . . : . . . :ab~ut· '1'444.'io/s ' (~impkln.l978)j\ and 'the density of pot:e~ wate:.; at'· an . . ··.): .. : -: · . . . .. -,·· .: 
.=ViJ'!{·; ;_::.· :. ·"<.~ . ,~·.<,··.' ... 'q_ :·, .. :.·:.· ..... : .. : .. _.:.·: .. . :·.-:. ·. · ·_ ... : .. >_ · ,: ':)·. f·.:·: · · ·: ." :_ . ~ .. · .< ·.:· . ·:·· : .. >· .. · .: .· .. 3 ·.·.::· <·:··.·;.· .',-·· v · . ··:· . 
. :· ?.;i\~ ..... ·: ·· :".:. ·: ~ . · .. ·-: · .. ; : ave,r~ge .depth ,,of: ·lO .. m: be~ow .. ~~e: mud-line .. is · ~mo~t; .h02~ .· gmt~ .· -' Vs;t.ng, : :;· -·· . .. · · .. · · 
··.~ : .·· .. ·~ .· ~· .: ~~ .. :~ . 
. .. :.·. 
• •~: .' •, I I \ ' ' 
··:·' .. ,• 
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·' 
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· . .. .. . 
.. 
: •. 
' ' ·~ . 
.. 
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.. . . · .· . . . 
.. ' . ·.' i'· . . · . . ~ ' 
. .. -· .· ... . 
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"162 ' 
has be~n . ~alcUl~t~d ·aa K. • · 213.5 x . 10~ JdJ./m2 for all the · col;j!S tested. 
. . . . ';· .. > ·;·,. .. w . ' . ' ' . . ' . 
' ·~ ~ ·ne:e~~tiio~· of aggre~ate bulk modulus ·of mineral grains' (K ) :· 
. ~ · . • . . . . • . • • ,:;· ;_ . l • ' . . • • . s . ' 
The r~ge 0~ aggregate bulk moduli .for mo~t sediments is~ so' smilll ' 
_ .. 
· .. ·that estimates can~ be ·~ed .when the ininer~lo~ is not exactly.known. ThuS 
.. 
·~ ., ' . 
'.with . ~~all ... e~ror, .~~ . aggregat~ '\ulk modul~· :for fin~, s~d, .'cla!ey 
a9d ~by ·c&n. be assumed . from published values (~ainilton; 19,69) ,, 
. ' {Jp . 4'. { 
. . - fine sand aggregate . K • 5233 x 10 kN/m 
. s . . ' 
..: silt . aggre'gate . ·. · . 
-:. cl.ay~t ~iit . agg~gate. 
• •1 • • • 
r . - sirty< claY. 'aggregate 
' . ' '. \ : . . - '. 
' .. . 4 . 2' 
K • 5338.5 x 10 kN/m 
' .. s . : . ... . c 
· K .. ·• 5442 . x 104 kN/m2 
.. s . 
• • L· . ' • • . 4 .,. 2 ' 
'IC · • . 5000 X 10 · kN/ui . . · s ' . . 
, ,:.;· .. '• . 
.· 
silt, 
3; Dete~na~~on . of ~ynamic _£~.~-bulk modulus · (Kf).: . . 
. ·:Hamll~~n . (i969) .P~Vid~d a derivat-i~n of a relat':tonshi~ b~twe~n 
. . ' . . . ' : . - . . . . , .. 
. .. ' . ,. 
. JYllami.c b~k . modtili:: .. ~d poro.sit~efi. 'These ~elati~n~hips are 
. - - - ./) • .JI 
fO>r sands:·· 
·" 
- fo~ s'ilts. mtd; d~y_s ~o~ Kt • · 3~_73807· _ : 4 .~5.57 n 
. 2 . ', 8 . ... . 
dyn~/~ x .. lO .. · .... 
. ' 
·, ·whe~e'"" ~f iti 
. . ' ., . 
\ 
4 ... Cotilp~tati~n·. of w~ter-~eral syste~ bUlk modulus ·. (iQ : 
' ~ · ~ . . , . . ' ··. . . . . 
: . . . ' .. ' • :· - . . . . ~ 
· · Using Gusman •a· equation ·(1951) 
. ' ' 
_, . ·K . + Q' 
K•K ··· f. 
. s ~ + Q 
' . ' . s. ·. ' 
. . 
.. 
. . . 
. ~ . . 
(B.2) 
• • (B ._3). 
. . · . 
·I ., ' 
.· . · . .... , . 
... ' 
.. ' 
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; : I 
·\ .· 
/ , • ',. 
., 
' ·, 
- . . .'· . ' . ' .' - ! . 
' 5. cb'lllP~tation of the elastic'_. co~stants using the ·measured vaiues of 
bulk dens:f:ty '(p 
8
); .-sound· V.elocity (v 
8
)- · and: the comPuted · _aystem-~u·l~-
moduli. ·These e·q_uations are.: 
Compressibility, 
' ' . ' · . 
,; Lame' 8 . constant., 
. . . ~ .. 
.. : . -Poisson.' s ratio, 
.\ . ·,_ 
i 
a ··J -. z 
I -31<. ":' p · V 
·.A. ... . ~ . · S· s ·· .. 
3K 
'3K+p v2- '.· 
.. . s s . . 
'\1 .. 
- · Ri$1dity ~dulus, · · .lJ . 2 a 3/4 (p V - - ·k) 
. , ' s .s ·-
.': ' 
·, (B •. 6) 
. : . . ' · 1(8.1) 
.-... . _ "(B~ 8) 






91<. ( .v2 ·-- . K) 
Young's modulus·, . •· E ... ---P.:;s--:.8 - - - - · 
· ·. ··- . <~ -.v2 +. JK) -- ~ (B.lO): . 
.. ;.· .. 
, Hamilton . (196,9) • 
·: .. '··.~· . 
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' . 
) . . 
) .' /. I 
. 
~. 
. . . 
TABLE 20 •. 1 Sm!MARY OF ·B.UIJ( .MODULUS COMPUTATIONS . 
r.- core description ·measured values : ~CQm.PUted valJies 
. core n·o. ·sediment·· :. .Ps . n v .K K .. Kf · ·' 
.. type s w s :. 





• . ·. 
·' '• : 
G 132 F.layey · silt , .1.48 .. Q :681--. '1552 : 213.5 54'42 
.. 
6.9q: 
I ' .. : 
,;., :·. 
. - 'j f-
G · 141 
.. 




























G' 432 silt 1.606 '0,628: -1551 ' 213.5 '5338 •. 5 1L628 : 
. ' 
: . ... .. , . 
G. 441A: I ~layey · silt ' 1 .• 606 ·o~ ·6o6 15,75 213.5 5442 - 14~425 ' 
., ... .. • , 
' • 
'• 
. E . 
·' ·.I 
. . , 
' ' 
'Notes:· 
K. • .bul~ modulus of 
. ·. . . ·. 2 ' . ~ . 
pore water, kN/m .. -~ _ 1.0 . · 
· .. W' ' : . . . ·~ · ~- aggregate bulk modulua ~f min~ral. ·~ra~~~ ~- ~/m2 X ~04 • 
. - 8 ' . , · ' ' Q.. . ' ' . 
,. : .:i ii--;·:: d~~-~. ~r~~l?ulk . ~4~.lus, ·. ~/'~~ :~ . ·1o4 · ... 
, .. K ·. · ... ~ate-~-1Dine~ai ·syste~ b~i~· ·modul~~· , : -kN/~2 x ·10~ : ' 
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. ·'APPENDIX c· 
_;. . 
REGRESSION AND' cORRELATION. ANALYSIS &. J;IROGRAM 
• J ' • • ' • • ' ' • • 
) 
• ' J ) 
' I A-.r~·gression analysi~ relating· the . iuioust;i.c properties t~ .the physical· 
properties of. oc~an~·sediments ~a~ ~btained .by · t:he.: statfstic;s of multiple · ... 
I : . 
. : '/ 
j 
.. . . . . ' . . ·.. ' . ' 
'.' 
. ·regress~on • . .The_ a~tistic'~ theo_iy .applied · i~ .~u~h ~a case' .~s . given in most 
. . . f 
. · element.aey :st~tistics texts (Ch~tfield , 1976.) . and ·~nly. a · su~ri · :of, the ~st 
i~~~port'~:J,nt relation~ .. wili be 'given ile're~ . 
~ 
. / -,. 
..,-
' · :· \. 
~ 
,• . 
. . . . ~ ' 
... 
If -8ever~i mea~~rements are ma:de on -' the depende~t · vadablE!s.,y, at·. the· 
: sa~ -~a~u~ of· the co~ti,olled. v~ri~b{es ·~·x, · .th~n · ~~~- r~~til~s .,.wni fox:m·· a'::- '• 
. - . . . . 'i . . ' . ·. . ' 
.. 
. distribution. The · c~rve :which· jqin"' the mean values. of these distrlbu~ioris 
is called the regr~ssion curve : ?~ 'y on x / If : ;straiSbt 1~/~an be, :fit~ed. . ·:·· :. 
·. to the data,' then we .say ·that .a linear Ji'elationshtp ·exis·ts,:betWeen tbe ··twO 
, . .. 
· ;ariables ', otherwise the relationship ..is . no~-lin'ear ~ 
' .. .o . : : . . ~ . -: • . . :. . : . . • . . . . . . . • ' . •. 
a~ Li!!~!!.:.~SE~!~!e!! ~ . , . . ' .. 
. .. F~~ . ~ p~r~~·~· ~~sur~~nts ,-·. (~i,•Yi>.·~. ·' . ~e·' .~· , <.x0 ,y~) ,- ·wher·e.:Y :~~e . the: . 
dep~d~n~ .:~d · x · .are . ~he inde~~ndent . ~a~iables,~ -~~·raisht. 'line.: c~ :be. re_:: . 
. . . .. .,. . . . . . . . . •··. 
. ....... , 
· · .presented. by ,the. equation: 
,• 
. a , 
. .. 
y· • a : +. ~ 1x .· .. . . 0 
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I " ; . 
· where . . -
• • (c.4).-. 
. . 'I 
. . . (C •. 5) 
~ ··-
. After the. 'least !'l.quaJ;e~ regr~ssio~ .line has b~en. calcul~ted, 'it is 
.po~sible .' t~ predict val:u~s of the dep~dent variS:ole. At · a ,particul ar 
'· 
./', 
. :: value,x, o'f ~h~. controlled variable, the point estimate i:i~ y is given br: . 
/I 
· Y.~ ~0. + . a1x · 
... ·. ·. '' .. ' 
(.C ~ 1) 
·.· · . 
. · ', . 
I~ 'lllally cases; an i~spection· : of· the ~catt·er .. diagram is .:stifficient ·to 
... 
. show that_ ~he regresdon is not- a:. ·straight line. One way 0~ using linear 'I · 
theozy in . the liriear c<ase ,is 'to· t 'ransfoi:m . the variables' in . sucJi :a . way tQa.t 
'a line~i' .rel.ationsl)ip resUlts .' . For ·ex~ie, ·if .. two·· variables · are re~ated · , 
.. :·by . the formula: 
:, a . 
·:1· 
Y ·• a x • 
. . 0 
then we ·have 
.' . ~ 
. . 
.' • 
. ... . ../ 
. . . . .. . ·(c.6) 
.. 
So that ·if log y is plotted against log .~; t)le poirits ~11 'lie on ·a straigh~ 
. '· 
· line. Ailo.ther ·transformation is: 
. I . , ; 







.. ·•· .. . · :.· .. ~· .. . ·.'~ · ~ - . . (C. 9) 
. :'l~ . 
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'a: ~eg_ati ve ~lope .· 
• : • ~ •! ' : ' • • • •I .'' · : · ' 
· · . ::::t:: ~:::i:f t:~:~ ~::::t::~:~.:b:~ta~~::~:::.::·~• to a ::~ght . · 
·· ·· .,The··mOst iuipo·~~a~t mea~~~~-·of :he -~~g ee.- ~f· ·co.rre·~~tio~ .-~~t~~e~··\~wo . o •. ~ 
. . ' . ·' . . :.. '. . \ .· ·, .:.:.:. , ,' . . ' 
·: v~i-i~bleB" iB a quantity called correlation eoefficient. If · ~e lia;v.e , ~ ; pair~ · .. . ' 
.. · ·.· .. . · . _.··. ·. ·rz . . : .~ .•· . . . " . · .. ·•· . ~ - ,. _ _-··. ·.·. ~- - ~ . : , .. , _.\ · . 
: of. ·~~B:sur~me~t.s ·, . (xi,yi) ', t_hen t~· observeti corr~latJ.on- co'e.fficient g~;ien· :': 
· · · .. ·.··~i·J·Ch~tfielci . h976) is: · ··.·. . .. "· . . ', ·: ·:' .. .... 
' ·. . . ' 
... . ( . ' .. ~ -·. 
_r : • · ~. (xi- x)'(yi -··y) . . - ~ · .~ . ~ -~ · :. ·>. • · ~ · . , (C~lO) 
. , :,l{t(xi -~ ·.· x)~~{E~y1· ~ :·y)2} .::-. .. .>. _. 
1 
, .. ·:: :, . .. _ .;. _ ... • · .. 
.... . . It . Cali ' b~ shown that the. v~lue of ' r '_must' lie .. . b~tWeen' .it an(+l .. Por . 
·. . . ' '• ~ . ' ' ,. . . . . . . . . '· .. : ... : .. ~~~- · ~·· 
r -+1, all ··the observed po~ts 'lie : on a straight' line. which· has a po!litive ' . 
•' ' ' ' • ' , •: ~ ... ' • ; . I I ' \ ' ' • ' ' ' ', ' • I • ' . ~ ,- • ' ~ ' •' ' ' ' • 0 • • "\ • 
slope;". f~ . r--1, all t~· o~s~i:ved._ pl?iD~s lie_:· op a st:r~i~qt,' i!!te·.-~hi~~·J:taa. · · 
. . . ' .. . ;•: . - . . .· ....... : 
~·'· · . . ~ 
'·. \ . . ' 
. t. .· . 
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. I . 
. . . · . . : The · computer·;Pro8ram: · '·· .. / . . . . .. ·· ·· . 
. ·, . .. . } ~ ·. :·. ·.,. ·.·· . . . c· . , ·..; - .. · .~ ... ·: .· ·: . ... : .. :· ... ·~ ' .. · .: ·:. ·.. .. . ,. . ·. . . , .~ _ ~ . 
· __ ... _. !' 
. -.: ,\': ·. 
: .... 
.• 
.. ··): . .. _ .~ - .L· ~/o~ute7:_f~~.~ram_ wa~., ~itt.~~ -~iti .. Fo~~r~:~ -l'~~~ge .-to f~.~ : .a:~tbeJ1!4tji~ll, · '. .. . .. . 
,;( . . · · .. , ·· ; ~·r~~t·D·~P betw•-t·th·:~•. ~td&~~ P~~"f"· .. mt ·be~~~~~·i~~ .. ~~ , . , , 
.,::~:: 
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The program· first reaas all the d~ta, a.cc~elating the necessary ,, 
·.·  . (......,· 
. t~ta_ls • 'fncluding .. suma ·of squarea ~d pr'?du~ts·. The. regression eq!-latlop 
of y, the,· "epe1,1dent val!:i,ab~e,, o.n :X~ t~ :~aependetit var;lables ~is comp~·t..;. : 
. . . ' . ' . . . . "" . 
,·, 
' eci. ~d the least . sq~res fitting is used to calculate the constant of the 
equations. The prog~am . also .c~mputes the correlation .coefficient given by 
.. . . 
~quati?n (:~lO) • 
. In~ut Data:· .. . ' 
. • ' 
.. a- con;ro+ . ca.rcf?· cJUO) 
. . . .. . • .,-f . . . 
' ) 
... 
: cof,WIIIl,s ·: .' {- .10 ' ~umber ,of· ~i~ul;~aniou~ ,pai.re of ·data· se.t 
11 20 · ~~b~7/,of· pofnts of the dep~ndEmt. variable 
.. ., . .:·:~1 - .- 30 --0pti6n f~r ·typ~ _ of t;"~gress~on ·. 
, I . , . . . . 
·.·· 
b-: dependent .variabl~ cards : '(8FlO ;O) ·. 
·.· 
columns " 1 ·- · ' 8 Number ·of points of ;the inP,ependent· var~able 
'. ' 
~< ind~eiid~nt variabl~ ·cards (SFlO :Q):.._ . . :/ 
'::: ~ ... . • 9 so · Title _o·f the problem 
A ' , " 
: 
·• . 
t • ~ . 
./ 
.?. 
. .:. ;. ' ~- i~ : data cards must b~ in proper . s~q-~e~~e • . ' ' 
., . 
. , , · 
2-:-·. ~its muE!t ·be: considered· • . 
"',· ...  ·. .. . ' 
3- : f~~- ~ sets · o~ data •. M cards for t }le ·iildependeot variables are 
•, . 
. · ·required. 
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. Q 1 
Program · Output:· 
' . ' • 
• I 
. f. ( 
. I -·· • 
.. The ou~put of the program is in the followin_g · ae~uenc~~: 
. . . 
1- problem number and~ ti,tle • . 
2-· number of· poin~s used 
3- ·printing o; "de;e~de~~ 
. .• • r(j. 
in · the regression · anlllysis. · 
f.~ , I. . . .' 
versus ~n·dependent variables, 
' . . . 
!', . . ' . . • . ' 
,~-: . corr·elation·. coefH:cieht (t) 
, •· • r I 
' i• 
.. ' . 
. .. 
. 5- the . eqt1ation form~ . ·'' 
•;,. · ~· . . 
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· ... c ' . ............. ~ ............... ~ .. ..;~ •... ~ .... ~ ..•. ~ ............ ~~ .. : 
• ~ROGRAM TO F, IND A suJTABL·e RELATJONSH.IP BETIIfEE.N Afi)' ·Ti.o · • · c 
c . . 
. · • PARAMETERS ·usiNG _. THE REGARESstoti ANALYSIS• Tt1E. PROGRAM · ~Lsa • .'. 
. • · .. COPUTES '.THE C~R£LAT10N COEFFtCIENT BETWEEN THESE PARAMETE.RS • .. c· . 
·.c ·· . ................................................................... . 
.. . . . . ' . . . . 
c · 
c · 





, • . 
.. 
DIMENSION X(200hYC200) tTI.TLE'C18) 
l • - • • 
READ TYPE 9f: REQUIRED REGRESSION AND NUMBER ' OF SETS OF DATA . 
READ leMelYelCHECK • 
• • • ' J ' 
1 ' FORMATC3ll0) .· • , 
• .' 
· .REAo · T~ vALues OF: THE DEPE~DeNT ·· ~·R tABLEs c v a 
·.· '·· 
READ- s,·cY.CJ)~J•l.ei .Y) 
. i 
5 FORMA-f'CeFiOeO) . . . i. 
IFC ·IC:HECK~EQ.:l') .GO TO ·. 7Q 
. . ·· . IF.UCHECK;.EQ·· 31: GO :ycj 70 . 
;· .. 
.. · 
. . . . 
. ·' . 1» . 
, .. . . . , . Go TO 17 . . 
, · :ui : oa· u~· u•a.n . 
· 16 YU.)•~LD~i~CYCUU . 





· . . READ AND ·PRINT 'it.ILE~ NuMBER OF. oAn sas AND THE · 'tNDEPENI)ENf 
VARJAB.LES A.ND THE DEPENDENT . VARIABLES. 
- ~.EAD 2eNeCT.fTLEC~ ·~~~~le.18) , · · . . ;. 
·2 FOAMATCI8el8A4) · . .. · . . 
. PRINt 3eK·C~I!LECi).J:it&,ia'hN~JCHE.CK ._ .·: ·--· , . . __ :....,~---- :. 
• . . 
3 F.OAMATV.It lOXe 'PROBLEM NO:' •l5t ~-~•._el8A4.11 OX,90CI'~'lJ'I't 
. · lSXeiTDTAL NUMBER . DF POINt$. ·.rs ~- ei51'J'·.'•ICHEC.K :at ,,5-,;'.1). 
WRIJE(6't41 . .. . ,, ·,. . ~ .· 
-.. I . 
~ ·_ ! • '. 
. 4 FOAMATUOXI 'Y' ~lOX, 'X' ~iiOXe e ..; t elOX• "•-• ~J'I 
REAG·· 6~(XCJI~J=-ieN) . . · ·· · ·: 
.. 6 · t:OAMATC8FIOeOI ·· 
. Z•FLO'ATCNJ. . 
IFUCHEC~.EG.2t GO Ta ··7a. ; , 
·' . 
. •' 
.... ~, .. IFCICHECK.EQ • . 4)·'.GO TO ! 71 
·. · · ·~ GO · ·,o .5o:. I 
· . · · ?~\::.· . " .71 CXt':t5 JJa& tN~.- . .. · .. . . .. 
•. ' tV ,, . ... l~ :xhhaALDGIOlXUIU' ·· ·. · 
. . ;:· ._so. XPJ~O~ . ' 
. ·, 
' .. 
··, . . · '. ~-o.o 
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